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One’s earliest impression of blood probably comes from their first blood tests in childhood, either
for health assessment or infection screening. Anomalies in the blood are associated with many
prevailing diseases in modern society, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes and malaria, threat-
ening millions of lives globally each year. As the primary blood component occupying 40%-50%
of the blood volume, red blood cells (RBCs) are well-known for their indispensable role in trans-
porting oxygen to organs and tissues across the whole human body. This is not a trivial task at
all. During each circulation cycle, RBCs need to travel through complex microvascular networks
consisting of small vessels that are sometimes narrower than the cells themselves.
To accomplish their grand venture throughout the human body, both the structural characteristics
(e.g., cell deformability and shape memory) and spatial organisation (e.g., lateral migration and
radial dispersion) of RBCs within blood vessels matter, which will directly affect the perfusion
of RBCs in microvascular networks surrounding organs and tissues. These RBC properties and
thereby blood flow behaviour may drastically change under pathological conditions. Uncovering
the underlying mechanisms, especially at the microvessel level, are crucial for a better under-
standing of blood flow in health and disease, thus potentially informing innovative biomedical
applications. However, direct investigation of RBCs in humans or animals is usually expensive
and technically difficult because of complicated regulatory responses.
This PhD sets out to investigate the dynamics of RBCs under microcirculatory conditions using a
powerful simulation tool, supported by high-performance computing facilities and cross-validation
data provided by experimental collaborators. With a focus on microcirculatory and microfluidic
blood flow, the present work reveals some unknown secrets of RBCs, e.g., their association with
vascular development at early stage of life such as angiogenesis. The findings of this thesis will
further our understanding of the intricate blood flow at the microscale. Furthermore, they provides
insights for the design of useful microfluidic devices and the conception of new strategies aimed
at improving the diagnosis and treatment of diseases arising from microcirculatory disorders.
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Abstract
Microcirculatory disorders are associated with some of the most prevailing medical conditions
in modern society, e.g., cancer and cardiovascular disease (CVD). Early detection and effective
treatment of these diseases require an in-depth knowledge of the changes in the haemodynamic
environment preceding fatal deteriorating conditions. However, such a knowledge is difficult to
obtain merely relying on experiments, on account of the overwhelming complexity of blood flow at
the microscale that is sometimes beyond the capability of contemporary experimental techniques.
Alternatively, computational modelling provides a potent tool to uncover the missing details of
haemodynamics at the microcirculation level.
Thanks to the advent of information era which fosters growingly powerful computing facilities
and architectures, the progress that has been made on blood flow modelling over recent years is
unprecedented. Notwithstanding, exhaustive modelling of blood flow at the microcirculation level
incorporating all blood constituents remains daunting. Existing studies employing a range of mod-
els are only possible via invoking simplifications justified under different assumptions. However,
one important assumption for many modelling studies, namely that blood in the microcirculation
can be approximated by a homogeneous non-Newtonian fluid, has been increasingly challenged.
The reason is that the microscopic behaviour of red blood cells (RBCs) as the primary blood con-
stituent is found to non-trivially modify key rheological properties of blood flow at the microscale,
such as its effective viscosity, cell-free layer (CFL) and wall shear stress (WSS). To ultimately fa-
cilitate the translation of scientific investigations to real medical applications, the cellular character
of microcirculatory blood flow has to be properly considered by computational models.
Bearing the above challenges in mind, the present PhD embarks on a venture to research the com-
plex behaviour of cellular blood flow under microcirculatory conditions, capitalising on a recently
developed computational tool equipped with high-level parallelisation. This computational thesis
sets out to answer several important questions, ranging from the rich dynamics of individual RBCs
to the collective phenomena of RBC suspensions in either microvascular networks or microfluidic
mimicries. The current three-dimensional (3D) computational model is based on the lattice Boltz-
mann method (LBM) coupled with the immersed boundary method (IBM) for high-level resolution
of discrete RBCs, which are modelled as Lagrangian membranes using the finite-element method
(FEM). In the thesis, an concise introduction of the computational model is given in Chapter 4.
Before applied to research projects, the model has been systematically validated against existing
numerical or experimental observations. Three benchmark tests of close relevance to the scope of
microscale blood flow are selected for demonstration and discussion in Chapter 5.
The main body of this thesis (Chapters 6–8) reports several novel aspects of blood flow at the
microscale including, but not limited to, the non-inertial focusing of RBCs under low Reynolds
number as revealed in Chapter 6, the excessive haemodilution induced by CFL asymmetry as
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revealed in Chapter 7, and the strong association between RBC perfusion and vascular patterning
as revealed in Chapter 8. Some confusion about or misinterpretation of well-known effects in the
community has also been clarified, such as the spatial scaling of hydrodynamic lift in non-circular
channels, the development length of CFL in typical microfluidic flows, and the existence of high-
/low-flow attraction near bifurcating geometries. Quantitative or qualitative agreement has been
achieved through elaborated comparison with supplementary experiments from my collaborators
or with established empirical models in the literature.
Starting from blood flow in a single microchannel, Chapter 6 highlights an exceedingly large CFL
development length even under low inertia, which is greater than 28 times channel hydraulic di-
ameter (Dh) in simulation and 46Dh in experiment (experimental data from my collaborator in
Glasgow, UK). This finding suggests that microfluidic designs need to be longer if their purpose
is to investigate localised microscopic behaviour of a dilute suspension without interference from
entrance effects or upstream disturbances. On a network level where the RBCs flow through
bifurcating microchannels arranged biomimetically following Murray’s law, Chapter 7 identifies
ideal partitioning of RBCs at symmetric bifurcations (agreeing with predictions of a classic em-
pirical model derived from in vivo data), but biased partitioning when significant CFL asymmetry
arises in inter-bifurcation branches. Furthermore, the breakdown of CFL symmetry leads to severe
haemo-dilution/concentration in the bifurcating network. In Chapter 8, the computational frame-
work is applied to model blood flow in realistic microvasculatures of developmental mouse retina
and demonstrates an unreported highly heterogeneous distribution of RBCs in the post-sprouting
vascular network. Remarkably, a strong association between vessel regression and RBC deple-
tion is uncovered, driven by the effect of plasma skimming. The association is further confirmed
by in vivo observation of simultaneous vascular remodelling alongside blood perfusion using a
developmental zebrafish model (experimental data from my collaborator in Berlin, Germany).
In summary, this thesis provides insights for the design of improved microfluidic devices and the
conception of haemodynamic mechanisms governing the onset and progression of microcircula-
tory disorders. Additionally, the computational model successfully applied to various biological
or biomimetic scenarios in this thesis justifies itself as a feasible and reliable tool for practical
simulation of microcirculatory blood flows and may seek wider applications of its own accord.
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6.1 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b–c) Inlet configuration of the microflu-
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x = 65, 565, 1220, 2065 µm away from the entrance, under a volume flow rate
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x = 65, 2065 µm under a volume flow rate of Q = 4.0µL/min for the aligned
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6.5 (Simulation) (a) Cross-sectional slices showing RBCs at x = 0, 450, 1050µm
away from the entrance, combining snapshots from 50 consecutive time steps.
(b) Example of the haematocrit (Ht) analysis showing superimposed RBCs from
multiple simulation snapshots (at designated time intervals) in sequential sampling
boxes (blue) measuring 50 µm long each at target locations (ROIs) downstream of
the channel entrance. Cells within each sampling box are projected and allocated
into 10 bins across the width or depth directions for counting, with their position
determined by centre of mass. (c) Histograms of time-averaged localHtmeasured
at x = 150µm in the width and depth directions. (d–e) Evolution of the Ht his-
togram across the channel in (c) the width direction and (d) the depth direction at
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6.6 (a–b) (Simulation) Transient mid-plane velocity profiles at six locations near the
entrance region of the channel (x = −50, −30, −10, 10, 30, 50µm). The insets
in (a–b) mark these locations by white solid lines on the mid-plane of the chan-
nel, where x = 0 is located at the transition point from the cylindrical flow inlet
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profiles at x = 50µm. z and y values in the legends represent positions relative to
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ising the RBC migration along the (a) y-direction (widthwise) and (b) z-direction
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1.1 Motivation, aim and objectives
Motivation The microcirculation is a vital system sustaining the normal function of the human
body and has been at the heart of blood flow research ever since its discovery. Historically, ob-
servations in the microcirculation have inspired the inception of fundamental laws or principles
that serve as cornerstones of the study of haemodynamics nowadays. The most well-known exam-
ple is probably the Poiseuille law describing the general pressure-flow relationship in blood flow,
the establishment of which was attributed to a series of exceptionally designed experiments by
Poiseuille following his observation of blood flowing through arterioles and venules of the frog in
the 1830s.
From a practical perspective, microcirculatory disorders are associated with many widespread
health threats in modern society, e.g., cancer and cardiovascular disease (CVD). Extraordinary
interest has been attracted to this subject in the last two decades, owing to an imperative need
of understanding the haemodynamics in the microcirculation during the onset and progression
of cancer or CVD. Early detection and predictive medicine of these diseases require an in-depth
knowledge of cautioning changes in the haemodynamic environment preceding fatal deteriorat-
ing conditions. However, such a knowledge is difficult to obtain merely relying on experiments
on account of the overwhelming complexity of microcirculatory blood flows. Such complexity
poses critical challenges even for the state of the art of experimental techniques, despite recent
breakthroughs made in the development of animal models and microfluidic platforms.
Alternatively, blood flow modelling based on mathematical formulation and computational simu-
lation allows the investigation of physiological or pathological processes beyond the capabilities
of current experimental approaches. It provides a potent tool to uncover the missing details of
haemodynamics at the microcirculation level. Nevertheless, constrained by the computational
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power available in our time, full modelling of microcirculatory blood flow involving all biophysi-
cal/biochemical elements is still impossible. As a consequence, various simplifications have been
made to existing models, the most common two of which are arguably dimensionality reduction
and rheology homogenisation. The former refers to the application of two-dimensional (2D) mod-
els to describe three-dimensional (3D) effects observed in vivo or in vitro. The latter means the
utilisation of empirical or constitutive laws to simply the inherent heterogeneity of blood arising
from the non-continuum existence of RBCs, e.g., approximating blood flow as a homogeneous
non-Newtonian fluid.
The above simplifications in blood flow modelling are sometimes necessary to rule out numeri-
cal artefacts and pinpoint potential mechanisms for phenomenological observations, especially for
investigation of large-scale systems such as a whole vascular plexus. However, they leave quanti-
tative description of the microcirculatory blood flow difficult despite decades of extensive research
and a plethora of established theories. Indeed, there has been increasing evidence over recent years
that the cellular character of blood at the microscale would challenge the predictions made by sim-
plified theoretical models considering RBCs as 2D or directly assuming blood as a homogeneous
fluid. For instance, by modelling 2D blood flow where RBC are treated as 2D particles, the in-
plane shear elasticity of its membrane cannot be accounted for, whereas experiments have clearly
demonstrated the crucial role of membrane shear elasticity in modulating blood rheology via its
effect on RBC morphology and dynamics.
Therefore, characterisation of the cellular character embedded in blood and subsequent inves-
tigations of its haemodynamic implications for the microcirculatory blood flow necessitate 3D
simulations with finely resolved RBCs in physiologically relevant geometries (e.g., microvascular
bifurcations or capillary networks). Such computational studies will not only elucidate haemody-
namics at the microscale, but also provide insights into the onset and progression of microcircu-
latory disorders. Furthermore, with accumulated high-quality simulation data on the microscopic
details of cellular blood flow, it may become possible to inform robust reduced-order models or
extended constitutive models that can produce convincing predictions while minimising the need
for computing power. These considerations motivate the present thesis.
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Aim and hypothesis Capitalising on a recently developed computational framework which en-
ables highly-parallel simulation of cellular blood flow in sparse and complex geometries, the
present thesis aims to provide an in-depth understanding of the signatures of blood flow under
microcirculatory conditions, and in particular, investigate the biophysical implications of its cellu-
lar character for vascular patterning in the course of cardiovascular development. Throughout the
thesis, the blood flow is modelled as a suspension of RBCs that deform in response to fluid shear
and solid boundaries. Given the high relevance of microfluidic devices in the field of blood flow
studies, both microvascular and microfluidic geometries are considered by the present work.
The central hypothesis of this thesis is:
The cellular character of blood, featuring the individual motion and collective transport of red
blood cells (RBCs), non-trivially alters the haemodynamics at the microscale and plays an impor-
tant role in the process of vascular development.
Objectives To verify the aforementioned hypothesis, this thesis is dedicated to three objectives:
(I) To investigate the spatio-temporal dynamics of RBC suspensions in individual microchannels.
The research aligned with this objective is reported in Chapter 6, where novel RBC distribution
and unexpected cell-free layer development length under common conditions of microfluidic ex-
periments are identified and analysed.
(II) To investigate the distribution of RBCs across artificial vascular networks. The research
aligned with this objective is reported in Chapter 7, where complex RBC flux pattern and exces-
sive haemo-dilution/concentration within successively bifurcating microchannels are presented
and interpreted.
(III) To investigate the association between the microscopic behaviour of RBCs and vascular
patterning events in developmental microvasculatures. The research aligned with this objective
is reported in Chapter 8, where a remarkable association between RBC dynamics and vascular
patterning in realistic developmental microvasculature is uncovered via image-based simulation




This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 states the motivation, aim, hypothesis and objec-
tives of this thesis. Chapters 2–3 present an introduction to the biophysical aspects and mod-
elling aspects of microcirculatory blood flow, respectively. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the
three-dimensional computational model employed by this thesis, together with general numerical
and experimental methods involved in associated research projects. Chapter 5 demonstrates three
benchmark tests of the computational model as validation of its performance under representative
biological or biomimetic conditions that RBCs would encounter . Following the validation chap-
ter, Chapters 6–8 report three primary research projects initiated and completed during this PhD,
which correspond to the three objectives listed above. For all three projects, experimental data are
provided by my collaborators to corroborate the computer simulations. Chapter 9 summarises the




2.1 Microcirculation: vascular structure and function
Figure 2.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the blood-vessel cast (obtained via
resin injection) in the cerebral cortex of a human brain. (Image from [77])
The microcirculation is an extensive system of small vessels which accounts for around 80% of
the pressure drop occurring between the aorta and the vena cava [234]. These vessels are embed-
ded in organs and directly participate in crucial exchange processes between the blood and tissues.
The vasculature in the microcirculatory system typically contains three types of vessels: arterioles,
equipped with vascular smooth muscle and typically ranging between 10–100 µm in diameter, are
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in charge of delivering blood into the capillary network; venules, organised in parallel with arteri-
oles and typically ranging between 10–200 µm in diameter, are in charge of draining blood from
the capillary network; capillaries, the smallest vessels in the cardiovascular system (consisting of a
monolayer of endothelial cells) ranging between 4–10 µm in diameter, form the capillary network
serving as the exchange site of indispensable substances, e.g., oxygen, carbon dioxide, nutrients
and metabolic or signalling molecules [134]. See an example of the microvasculature from the
cerebral cortex of a human brain (Figure 2.1).
Apart from transporting nutrients and removing waste products, the microcirculation is also re-
sponsible for regulating blood flow (mainly relying on the arterioles) and intravascular pressure
through sophisticated mechanisms of information transfer [246]. Furthermore, it is of paramount
importance to defend the human body against the invasion of pathogens [173]. All these essen-
tial roles render the microcirculation vital for sustaining the normal functions of the human body.
Abundant prevailing medical conditions in modern society, such as cancer, malaria, sickle cell
disease (SCD), diabetic retinopathy (DR) and various cardiovascular disease (CVD), are associate
with microcirculatory disorders. Up to date, mechanisms governing different microcirculatory dis-
orders are still not entirely clear, hindering the development of effective therapies and predictive
treatment of some of the most fatal diseases threatening the health and lives of human beings [6].
2.2 Blood and red blood cells (RBCs)
2.2.1 Blood: constituents and rheology
The microcirculation will not function without the blood, which carries vital substances to tissue
cells. A typical adult has about 5 litres of blood circulating within the body [87]. It is a complex
fluid that behaves distinctively as the vessel size scales down from the aorta to a capillary. A
unique term is dedicated to studies of the flow behaviour of blood, i.e., haemorheology [255]. To
interpret haemorheology, we need to understand the constituents of blood first. Blood is essentially
a suspension of blood cells and biomacromolecules immersed in a fluidic phase known as the
plasma (see a vivid cartoon in Figure 2.2a). The plasma occupies nearly 55% of blood in volume
and is commonly regarded as a Newtonian fluid containing water, glucose, proteins, hormones,
etc. What endows blood with its complex rheology is the presence of blood cells, including red
8
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Figure 2.2: (a) Cross-sectional view of a blood vessel showing common cells and other sub-
stances in the blood (Image from [240]). (b) SEM image of blood cells (artificially
coloured), including an RBC at rest (in red), an activated platelet (in yellow) and an
inactivated WBC (in blue) (Image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/




blood cells (RBCs or erythrocytes, about 45% in volume), white blood cells (WBCs or leukocytes,
less than 1% in volume) and platelets (PLTs or thrombocytes, less than 1% in volume).
RBCs (Figure 2.2b) account for the majority of the particulate phase and predominantly determine
the rheological properties of blood [295]. On this account, a comprehensive look into RBCs will
be provided separately in the following Sec. 2.2.2. In the remaining part of the present section, the
structural and functional features of WBCs and PLTs are briefly introduced.
WBCs are immune cells circulating in vascular or lymphatic systems. Their responsibility is to
protect the human body against infections and injuries. Several types of WBCs exist, e.g., Mono-
cytes, Neutrophils, Eosinophils, Basophils and Lymphocytes, responsible for different pathogens
[135]. In inactivated state, they typically present a spherical shape and the diameter is between
10–30 µm (Figure 2.2b). When infections or injuries occur, they are activated and would adhere
to the endothelial surface of the vessel lumen and subsequently exit the blood vessel. Normally,
WBCs are stiffer than RBCs because of their much higher cytoplasm viscosity and would migrate
towards the vessel wall during circulation in the blood stream, the process of which is termed
margination [96].
PLTs are technically not blood cells, but rather cell fragments of larger precursor cells named
megakaryocytes. The main responsibility of PLTs is for blood clotting and wound healing. In
inactivated state, they present a plate-like shape measuring 2–3 µm in diameter and 0.5 µm in
thickness [135]. When the endothelium is damaged, the PLTs become activated and would develop
a spiky morphology with multiple pseudopods (Figure 2.2b). Because of their small size, they have
negligible effect on the hydrodynamics or rheology of blood and behave similarly to nanoparticles.
The motion of PLTs in blood vessels also presents the margination effect observed for WBCs
owing to hydrodynamic interactions with RBCs [166].
2.2.2 RBC: biomechanics and dynamics
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1, RBCs are the most abundant cells in blood. In fact, they are also by
far the most populous cell type in the whole human body, occupying a prominent 84% of total
cell count in a 70 kg “reference man”, albeit their overall weight amounts to 2.5% only ([275],
Figure 2.2c). RBCs play a crucial role in maintaining the normal function of tissues and organs in
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of (a) a biconcave RBC at rest and (b) the biological composition of the
RBC membrane. (Image from [47])
humans and animals through a series of vital processes, such as transporting oxygen and carbon
dioxide, regulating blood viscosity, and affecting the circulation of nutrients and immune cells.
To appreciate their relevance to the microcirculatory blood flow, this section will introduce the
biological composition, mechanical properties and shear-dependent dynamics of RBCs.
Biological composition and mechanical properties An RBC at rest presents a biconcave shape,
featuring two dimples on opposite sides of a nearly flat disc (Figure 2.3a). The typical diameter of
a human RBC is about 8 µm and the thickness is about 2 µm, which has a volume of roughly 90 fL
and a surface area of 135 µm2, indicating a large surface-to-volume ratio compared with a sphere
of equal volume (90 fL, 97 µm2) [299]. This “excess area” (around 40 %) of the membrane allows
the RBC to deform substantially subject to external stresses. Despite its remarkable deformability,
however, the volume and surface area of an RBC is nearly constant. Under excessive forces, an
increase of 3% to 4% in its surface area is sufficient to cause cell lysis [206].
The RBC is essentially an outer membrane enclosing an inner cytoplasm, which contains no nu-
cleus or organelles and is primarily a homogeneous solution of haemoglobin (responsible for bind-
ing and releasing oxygen). This solution is termed cytosol and has a viscosity five times (ca. 6
mPa s) that of the suspending plasma (ca. 1.2 mPa s) under physiological states, leading to a vis-
cosity ratio of λ = 5. The RBC membrane consists of a thin lipid bilayer (about 4 nm thick)
coupled with an interconnected cytoskeleton, which is network of cross-linked spectrin proteins
(Figure 2.3b). The lipid bilayer behaves like a incompressible Newtonian fluid (therefore viscous)
and can only resist off-plane bending (characterised by a bending modulus). The cytoskeleton as
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a spectrin network endows the membrane with in-plane shearing resistance (characterised by a
strain modulus), although it also bears a small part of the bending resistance. The measured bend-
ing and strain moduli of the RBC membrane through various experimental techniques are 5.5±3.3
µN/m and 1.15±0.9 Nm, respectively [299]. The hyper-elastic nature of membrane adds to the
extraordinary deformability of RBCs and enables them to squeeze through the narrowest vessels
(e.g., capillaries, 4–10 µm) or passages (e.g., spleen slit, 1-2 µm) one can find in the human body.
Shear-dependent dynamics and impact on blood rheology Pioneered by Chien and Skalak in
the 1960s–1980s [51, 53, 284], extensive studies have been carried out experimentally, theoret-
ically and numerically to elucidate the role of RBCs in the rheological properties of blood (see
recent reviews [5, 95, 106, 306, 319]). How the RBCs behave individually and collectively has a
profound influence on the blood behaviour. For instance, The shear-dependent dynamics of RBCs
predominantly determine the fundamental characteristic of blood, i.e., viscosity. Back to 1970,
Chien [50] evidently demonstrated the shear-thinning rheology of blood using RBC suspensions
exposed to a wide range of shear rates γ̇ (Figure 2.4A). The shear-dependence was ascribed to the
interplay between RBC aggregation (which also contributes to increased sedimentation of RBCs
in blood [103]) and RBC deformation in response to the shear environment. Indeed, blocking ei-
ther aggregation or deformation of the RBCs was found to have significant effect on the viscosity,
either weakening or removing the shear-thinning tendency of blood (Figure 2.4A).
Under relatively low shear rates, RBCs assume a tumbling motion (TB, like flipping a coin) and
would form aggregates known as rouleaux in the presence of fibrinogen from the plasma [203],
resulting in a high viscosity of the blood. This process is reversible and can be counteracted by
increasing the shear rate till the rouleaux disaggregates and the local stress relaxes, thus recovering
the normal viscosity. If the shear rate is increased to a level where the RBC substantially deforms
and its membrane starts to tank-tread (TT, see a schematic illustration in Figure 2.4B, a status when
the RBC’s orientation is nearly fixed while accompanied by steady rotation of the membrane, dis-
covered by [91, 110] in the 1970s), the viscosity will further drop. The reason is that the RBCs are
now well-aligned with the flow and considerably reduces the hydrodynamic resistance. Further-
more, because the close-wall tank-treading RBCs will migrate away under hydrodynamic forces
(leading to axial drift) [3, 219, 220, 223, 274], a cell-free layer (CFL) will develop. This CFL
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Figure 2.4: (A) Viscosity-shear relation in three types of RBC suspensions, where the blood vis-
cosity is measured relative to the plasma viscosity (thus called “relative viscosity”,
Image from [50]). All samples containing 45% human RBCs (by volume). The 11%
albumin-Ringer solution (Alb.) has the same viscosity (1.2 centipoises) as plasma but
does not allow RBCs to aggregate. The hardened RBCs are prevented from deforma-
tion. (B-E) Different motion regimes of a single RBC observed under different shear
rates (Image from [4]). Herein, panel (B) shows schematic illustration of a tank-
treading ellipsoidal in simple shear flow; panel (C) shows a “swinging” RBC with
the suspending medium viscosity η0 = 47 mPa s and the shear rate γ̇ = 1.33 s−1;
panel (D) shows a tank-treading RBC with a bead (diameter 1 µm) stuck on the mem-
brane and rotating along the rim (λ = 1/47, γ̇ = 6 s−1)); and panel (E) shows a
tumbling RBC (λ = 1/47, γ̇ = 2.66 s−1).
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Figure 2.5: (a) (λ ≥ 5) Optical and confocal microscopy images of hardened RBCs from dif-
ferent shear rates (the cells were instantly hardened while still flowing). (b) Relative
viscosity of RBC suspensions with either deformable or hardened RBCs (of different
shapes) under varying shear rates. (Image from [169])
serves as a lubricant film that brings down the apparent viscosity and has important implications
for microcirculatory blood flow (to be detailed in Sec. 2.3.1).
The RBC dynamics in a shear flow are incredibly richer than TB and TT. Under moderate shear
rates, a swinging motion (SW) of the RBC was discovered in experiments, characterised by an
oscillating inclination angle on top of the classic tank-treading motion [2] (see Figure 2.4C-E).
Even for apparently rigid RBCs (at low shear rates), they were experimentally observed to assume
various motions other than tumbling, e.g., wheel-like rolling or Frisbee-like spinning [76]. Mean-
while, complex RBC shapes other than the commonly reported ones (e.g., biconcave, ellipsoidal,
parachute-like, slipper-like, bullet-like, etc.) are also revealed in recent experiments mimicking
physiological conditions of microcirculatory blood flow [183, 234], featuring polylobed cell mem-
brane with trilobe or hexalobe patterns (Figure 2.5a). These morphological changes of RBCs are
found to substantially alter the relative viscosity of blood (Figure 2.5b).
Until today, an astonishingly rich body of studies (experimentally [2, 63, 69, 145, 146], theoreti-
cally [67, 81, 205, 222] or numerically [107, 147, 159, 197, 214, 216, 224, 286], just to name a few
here) have been dedicated to the research of RBCs or their biomimetic counterparts (i.e., capsules
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and vesicles), aimed at a fundamental knowledge of the principles and mechanisms underlying the
complex dynamics of such a simple cell. Nevertheless, the understanding of an RBC’s full dy-
namics in shear flows (liner or quadratic, unbounded or bounded) is still incomplete, owing to the
intertwined interaction between myriads of effects, e.g., flow parameters, cell properties, boundary
conditions or initial conditions. A extended discussion on this topic will be given in Sec. 2.3.2.
2.3 Microcirculatory blood flow: a literature review
2.3.1 The prominence of cell-free layer (CFL) and associated effects
Figure 2.6: Cell-free layer observed from (A-B) mouse experiments (image from [208]) and (C)
computer simulations (image from [20]).
In the microcirculation, RBCs frequently encounter vessels with comparable or even smaller di-
ameters than their own size and a range of effects absent in large arteries or venules emerge. A
prominent phenomenon is the development of a CFL due to the interaction between RBCs and the
vessel wall as previously mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2. It has been evidently observed in experiments
(either in vivo or in vitro) and reproduced in numerical simulations (see Figure 2.6).
The CFL commonly comes into being when the diameter of the channel falls below 300 µm and
it arises from the lateral migration of RBCs under complex hydrodynamic forces within the blood
(to be detailed in Sec. 2.3.2). Owing to this CFL, the blood stream is essentially divided into two
phases: a cell core at the vessel centre and a fluid layer around the periphery, presenting a non-
uniform radial concentration of RBCs. As a result, the velocity profile is distorted into a blunted
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Figure 2.7: Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect. The apparent viscosity of RBC suspensions ηapp at different
concentrations (Hd = 0.20, 0.45, 0.60) is calculated relative to viscosity of the sus-
pending medium η0 and therefore named “relative apparent viscosity”. The continu-
ous line fitting the Hd = 0.45 data and two broken lines fitting the Hd = 0.20, 0.60
data are predictions of the empirical law derived by Pries et al. [243], where this
image is extracted from.
one, deviating from the classic parabola as in large vessels where Poiseuille flow prevails. Further-
more, because the central regions is of higher velocity, the cells would travel faster on average than
the overall blood, which causes the measured concentration of RBCs (termed haematocrit) within
the channel to be smaller compared to the actual concentration of cells entering and leaving. In
literature, the former is usually referred to as the tube haematocrit (Ht) and the latter the discharge
haematocrit (Hd). This dynamic reduction between Ht and Hd is termed Fåhræus effect and was
found most prominent in glass tubes of 10 µm in diameter [9, 103].
The CFL is also associated with another important effect called Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect [104],
which describes the counterintuitive decrease of blood apparent viscosity ηapp (calculated by treat-
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ing blood as an equivalent Newtonian fluid) in capillary glass tubes of decreasing diameter (Figure
2.7). The minimum ηapp was unanimously observed for blood of various concentration in glass
tubes with a diameter of 5–7 µm. The drop in the blood viscosity is attributed to the increas-
ing importance of the lubrication effect of the CFL as the vessel diameter decreases. Over time,
Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect has been extensively validated by researchers [21, 109, 243, 248].
If the aforementioned Fåhræus effect and Fåhræus-Lindqvist effect are more or less concerning
single vessels/channels, there is another effect that arises from the CFL playing a crucial role
on the network level: the Zweifach-Fung effect. The microcirculation is characterised by the
non-uniform distribution of haematocrit in the vascular network. This heterogeneity results from
the disproportionate partitioning of RBCs (relative to the flow split) upon bifurcations with the
presence of a CFL and the underlying mechanism is termed the Zweifach-Fung effect [102, 297].
Under extreme circumstances, some child branches may receive only plasma from the upstream
CFL of their parent branches and become completely deprived of RBCs. This phenomenon was
coined by Krogh as plasma skimming [160]. Based on the concept of plasma skimming, Pries et
al. [242] examined data from arteriolar bifurcations in rat mesentery and developed an empirical
model that provides quantitative description of the phase-separation process [244, 245, 247, 252].
This empirical model has been widely applied to analyse the partitioning of RBCs at divergent
bifurcations (to be detailed in Sec. 2.3.3).
2.3.2 RBC migration and collective transport: a prelude to Chapter 6
After the general introduction of microcirculatory blood flow in Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 2.3.1, it should
be clear now that the dynamics of RBCs is essential for haemorheology. To date, various factors
affecting the RBC dynamics have been determined by theoretical/numerical models of RBCs or
biomimetic capsules/vesicles, including (but not limited to): (i) viscosity contrast (between in-
ternal and external fluids to the membrane) [66], deformability [162], orientation [59] and initial
position [117] of the cell; (ii) shear component (distinct in linear/quadratic flows) [223], suspend-
ing viscosity [334], flowline curvature [107] and wall confinement [148] of the flow; (iii) two-body
or multi-body hydrodynamic interactions between cells [13]. Most studies focus on the individual
dynamics/pairwise interaction of cells or the characteristic signatures of the overall suspension
system, e.g., effective viscosity and normal stress differences.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Segré-Silberberg effect of rigid particles in microfluidics (image from [338]).
(b) Self-organisation of deformable RBCs in a highly confined channel (image from
[139]). (c) Cross-sectional focusing of deformable RBCs in post-constriction channel
segment (image from [1]).
Much less attention has been paid to the collective behaviour of RBCs, e.g., their spatio-temporal
organisation or emergent orders, at a realistic length scale in three-dimensional space. Common
reasons for avoiding such studies include their complexity of analytical modelling or prohibitive-
ness of computational cost. In fact, the transport phenomena of RBCs at sub-suspension level
plays a key role in bridging the RBC dynamics and haemorheology. A mechanistic understand-
ing of it would help elucidate the onset and progression of blood disorders affecting the RBC
deformability and other mechanical properties (such as malaria, diabetes and sickle cell anaemia),
and potentially inspire perspectives for new therapies.
From an experimental perspective, the maturing of microfluidic technologies over the last two
decades has provided a powerful tool to investigate the otherwise inaccessible behaviour of com-
plex biofluids at the microscale. They are now widely employed for blood flow experiments aimed
at various applications [266, 299, 301]. More importantly, microfluidic experiments have inspired
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the development of theories for physical interpretation of important phenomena in fluid mechan-
ics such as the Segré-Silberberg effect discovered in the 1960s [271, 272] (also known as “tubular
pinch” effect, see Figure 2.8a for a manifestation of this effect in regular microfluidic channels
of rectangular cross-section), which describes the migration and accumulation of particles into an
annular region within a tube. The origin of the intriguing migration of particles is now commonly
accepted to have been caused by inertial forces [106, 196] and the equilibrium position of the par-
ticles within the channel is predominantly determined by wall-repulsion (towards channel centre)
and shear-gradient lift (towards channel wall) [15, 129, 338]. These theories are fundamental to
understand the dynamics of RBCs within microchannels, where finite inertia does exist and can
be significant sometimes, depending on the geometry design as well as flow conditions.
For practical reasons in microfluidics, dilute (the concentration φ < 10%) or semi-dilute (say φ =
10–20%) RBC suspensions are commonly used, where the clogging of samples is minimal and
the measurements of individual cells are quantitatively accurate [182, 256, 315]. Experimented
with dilute/semi-dilute RBCs in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels, multiple intrigu-
ing properties of blood flow at the microscale have been demonstrated, such as uneven cell-plasma
partitioning [316], long-range hydrodynamic interaction [144], tumbling-induced RBC drift [114],
cytoplasmic viscosity-promoted membrane polylobes [169] and diffusion-governed cell spreading
[55]. Using experiments with semi-dilute RBC suspensions (φ = 16%), Sherwood et al. [278] re-
vealed strongly heterogeneous distribution of cells, which presented a locally skewed haematocrit
profile with significant asymmetry. With much lower RBC concentration (φ ≤ 5%), Shen et al.
[276] found a more pronounce heterogeneity in the RBC distribution featuring a two-file ordering
that led to inversion of the classic Zweifach-Fung effect at the downstream bifurcation.
More recently, Iss et al. [139] (Figure 2.8b) and Abay et al. [1] (Figure 2.8c) discovered emergent
self-organisation or focusing behaviour of cells in dilute RBC suspensions arising from geometric
features of the microfluidic channel, such as confinement and constriction, rather than inertial
forces (the Reynolds number was too low to effectively evoke inertial lift of particles). These
studies imply that the spatial arrangement of RBCs in microchannels can be highly dynamical and
varies from one location to another, even under low inertia. Such local characteristics, if ignored,
may give rise to inaccurate estimation of the haemodynamics in the microfluidic channels, and
affect the physiological relevance of the in vitro experiments designed to imitate in vivo systems.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Illustration showing the occurrence of plasma skimming downstream of microvas-
cular bifurcations (image from [268]). (b–d) An empirical model [242] describing
RBC distribution at microvascular bifurcations (image from [246]). (b) Schematic of
RBCs at a microvascular bifurcation. (c) Haematocrit and (d) RBC flux relative to
the feeding vessel for both child branches against the fractional blood flow in the re-
spective branch. The triangles and circles are experimental data while the solid and
dotted lines are predictions given by the empirical model.
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2.3.3 RBC partitioning and bifurcation law: a prelude to Chapter 7
As introduced in Sec. 2.1, the microcirculation in humans and animals is a network of microves-
sels (including arterioles, venules and capillaries) exhaustively perfused by blood to maintain the
normal function of organs and tissues [234]. A hallmark of the microcirculatory blood flow is the
highly heterogeneous haematocrit (Ht, volume fraction of RBCs). This heterogeneity is a direct
consequence of disproportionate partitioning of RBCs (relative to the flow split) at successive bi-
furcations, which is commonly known as the Zweifach-Fung effect arising from the prevalence of
CFLs in microvessels [102, 297]. Under extreme circumstances, some child branches may only
receive the plasma from the CFL of the feeding branch and are completely deprived of RBCs (see
illustration in Figure 2.9a), coined by Krogh as plasma skimming [160].
Extensive studies have been carried out in vivo [155, 199, 242, 265] and in vitro [44, 88, 256,
276, 278, 316] to investigate factors that could potentially affect the partitioning of RBCs at a
bifurcation. Using bioplastic bifurcating channels ranging from 20–100 µm in diameter, Fenton
et al. [88] determined three key variables: the feeding haematocrit, the vessels diameter and the
fractional flow rate in the child branches. Pries et al. [242] further confirmed the dominance of the
above variables via examining multiple arteriolar bifurcations from rat mesentery. Based on the
in vivo data, Pries et al. developed an empirical model that can provide quantitative description
of the phase-separation process at microvascular bifurcations (hereafter referred to as PSM, see
Figure 2.9b–d). Over time, the PSM was improved with modified parametric formulation [244,
245, 247, 252] and has been widely applied to validate theoretical or computational models.
For a mechanistic understanding of the disproportionate partitioning, a range of two-dimensional
(2D) models have been dedicated to the microscopic behaviour of individual RBCs at a bifurcation
[23, 78, 307, 322]. Several effects have been proposed, such as the vessel obstruction effect [22],
the unbalanced shear force effect [313], the branching angle effect [310] and the low-flow attrac-
tion effect [74]. Recently, three-dimensional (3D) computer simulations considering more realistic
interaction between RBCs and the bifurcation [136, 191, 308, 309, 327] emerged to overcome the
potential limitations arising from simplified 2D models.
Apart from the interaction between individual RBCs and the bifurcation, the breaking-down or
recovery of CFLs in pre-/post-bifurcation branches is also a focus of computational studies [40,
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323, 332]. The CFL is usually disturbed downstream of a bifurcation. Due to insufficient inter-
bifurcation segment lengths, CFL symmetry may not be restored before reaching the next bifur-
cation. As a consequence, biased phase separation violating the empirical PSM model can occur.
Indeed, a recent study of simulated microvascular network demonstrated highly asymmetric CFLs
that vary along vessels segments [20]. The same authors also suggested that the influence of the
skewness of the upstream haematocrit profile on the RBC partitioning at bifurcations [19].
2.3.4 RBC perfusion and vascular patterning: a prelude to Chapter 8
Sprouting angiogenesis is an essential vascularisation mechanism governing the formation of new
blood vessels [43, 236], which takes place in both health (e.g., embryonic development) and dis-
ease (e.g., cancer or diabetic retinopathy). It consists of two well-differentiated stages: sprouting
and remodelling. During the sprouting phase, a primitive network of vessels is laid out in response
to morphogen gradients via a well-established programme of events [236, 288] (Figure 2.10). The
remodelling phase is responsible for overhauling this primitive network into a hierarchical struc-
ture that can efficiently implement the nutrient transport and waste removal capabilities of the
cardiovascular system.
During the remodelling phase, vessel pruning occurs throughout the vascular network to remove
the excess of redundant segments relying on the behaviour of endothelial cells (ECs), whose
metabolism and dynamics underpin the ultimate development of a functional vasculature [62, 235].
Figure 2.11a–b shows a premature vasculature of the developmental mouse retina, where abundant
vessel pruning can be observed between postnatal day 6 and day 21. It is of fundamental interest to
investigate what is driving such pruning processes, e.g., whether they are genetically programmed
or merely subject to the perfusion of blood flow.
The mechanobiological nature of ECs has been extensively studied in the literature and it is well
established that ECs sense and react to their haemodynamic environment [180]. It has been shown
in various animal models (including chick embryo [213], mouse yolk sac [189, 303], mouse aortic
arch [317], zebrafish embryo [39, 48, 93, 156] and mouse retina [93] that blood itself serves as
haemodynamic cues for vascular remodelling, rather than merely serving as a medium to circulate
signalling molecules or deliver oxygen. These studies investigated in detail the haemodynamic
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Figure 2.10: Hallmarks of vessel growth in the embryo. (A) Differentiation of angioblasts into
endothelial cells and subsequent formation of vessel cords and lumina. (B) Ves-
sel sprouting, anastomosis and lumen formation. (C) Vascular remodelling from a
primitive plexus towards a stabilized and mature network. (image from [236])
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Figure 2.11: (a-b) Vascular plexuses of mouse retina at postnatal day 6 and 21, respectively
(Image from [30]). (c-f) Correlation between vascular remodelling and blood flow
in mouse retina (Image from [94]): (c) a vascular plexus labelled for EC nuclei
(Erg), vessel lumen (Icam2) and EC Golgi (Golph4); (d) image segmentation of the
plexus with axial polarity vectors (pointing nuclei-Golgi direction) marked in red;
(e) simulated blood flow pattern within the plexus; (f) correlation between axial
polarity and blood flow direction at the endothelial nuclear position.
links and have inspired the discovery of multiple flow-mediated signalling pathways and molecular
modulators that regulate the endothelial activity in response to blood-induced shear stress, such as
VEGF [16], Wnt [94], Notch [80, 192], TGFβ/BMP [61, 210, 305], DACH1 [45] and KLF2 [71].
Previous works have established how ECs use the information of fluid shear stresses to coordinate
their behaviour throughout the remodelling phase to extensively prune the primitive network [93,
94, 305]. It is found that differences in wall shear stress (WSS) between neighbouring vessel
segments led to polarisation and migration of ECs away from vessel segments experiencing low
WSS (Figure 2.10c–f). Such a process of cell migration and convergent extension will contribute
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Figure 2.12: Wall stress τ in (a) plasma-only Poiseuille flow, (b) mean cellular flow, and (c)
instantaneous RBC flow. (Image from [100])
to establishing preferential flow paths that eventually become the main flow axes of the network
(i.e., arteries, arterioles, venules, and veins) through a process not yet fully characterised.
Despite the important findings, a potential limitation existed in the quantification of WSS by
these studies: the WSS values are estimated using mathematical flow models assuming simpli-
fied hemorheology without considering the presence of RBCs, whereas recent studies of WSS in
microscale vessels imply that the cellular character of blood flow through the microvasculature
cannot be neglected [19, 20, 150, 169, 217]. This is because the RBCs leave transient WSS foot-
prints when travelling in microvessels [100, 131, 227] (see Figure 2.12 for a schematic illustration)





Modelling of cellular blood flow
After the introduction of microcirculatory blood flow in Chapter 2, it should be clear now that
the cellular character of blood is of paramount importance at the microscale and cannot be simply
neglected if blood in microvessels (with diameters less than 300 µm where the CFL is prominent)
or microvascular networks is to be modelled. This may pose critical challenges on the modelling
task, as the inclusion of large number of discrete particles would render the simulation process
highly non-linear, despite the fact that the flow itself in the microcirculation is typically of low
Reynolds number and behaves linearly. The non-linearity comes from the arbitrarily deformed
membranes of RBCs dispersed in the flow.
To mimic the dynamical behaviour of RBCs using simulations, their mechanical properties should
be carefully considered by the numerical model. In the literature, a range of experimental mea-
surements were dedicated to probe the RBC membrane and useful constitutive models have been
formulated to describe the fundamental features of the membrane, e.g., shearing and bending.
Meanwhile, various modelling tools have been developed to model blood as particulate flow in
recent years, largely benefiting from the fast development of modern computing facilities.
This chapter aims to elaborate on the requirements of modelling cellular blood flow and to provide
a brief overview of existing numerical methods that are applied to simulate blood flow at the cell-
scale. Furthermore, advantages of the lattice Boltzmann method over other available methods for
modelling microcirculatory blood flow are introduced.
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3.1 Physical ingredients
3.1.1 Hydrodynamics of blood
From a physical perspective, the motion of an incompressible fluid (including blood) is governed
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)
= −∇p+∇ · τ + f , (momentum equation) (3.1)
∇ · u = 0. (continuity equation) (3.2)
In the NSE, ρ, u and p are the density, velocity and pressure of the fluid, respectively. τ is the shear
stress tensor accounting for the contribution of viscous dissipation, and f represents an external
forcing term arising from gravity or other force fields. For a simple Newtonian fluid, τ is linearly
related to the strain tensor ε and Newton’s constitutive law applies [25]:







where η is the dynamic viscosity, a constant for Newtonian fluids.
However, blood is a complex fluid with non-Newtonian behaviour and appears as shear-thinning,
meaning that its apparent viscosity drops with increasing shear rates [50]. For blood, the linear
strain-stress relation in Eq. (3.3) breaks down and alternative formulations are required to calcu-
late τ if the wall shear stress (WSS [254]), a flow property with important biological implications
for vascular structure and function) is to be studied. An explicit formulation of τ in this case can
be complicated as blood is a soft matter containing manifold microstructures, due to the extraor-
dinary deformability and rich dynamics of RBCs. The deformation of RBCs greatly adds to the
complexity of blood by introducing elastic stresses on top of the hydrodynamic stresses, and the
relative importance of these two types of stresses in the system should be characterised [161].
3.1.2 Dimensionless numbers
The motion and deformation of individual RBCs in shear flows is primarily determined by two
non-dimensional numbers, namely the Reynolds number Re and the capillary number Ca. There
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are two different Reynolds numbers involved when considering particle-laden flow at the mi-
croscale. The first one is the channel Reynolds number Rec, charactering the ratio of inertial to
viscous forces within the fluid. The second is the particle Reynolds number Rep, charactering the
ratio of particle inertia to fluid viscous force, is defined based on Rec. Rec and Rep are given by
Rec = ρexūDh/ηex, Rep = Rec (2rrbc/Dh)
2 (3.4)
where rrbc is the RBC radius and Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel; ū is the cross-
sectional mean velocity of the unperturbed flow; ρex and ηex are the density and dynamic viscosity
of the suspending fluid exterior to the RBC membrane, respectively. Cameasures the deformation
of RBC membrane when exposed to shear and is defined using the membrane shear elasticity
(evaluated by the strain modulus κs) as
Ca = τ γ̇c, τ = ηexrrbc/κs, γ̇c = 8ū/Dh (3.5)
where τ is a characteristic time scale for the RBC membrane to relax from a transient state to its
equilibrium shape and γ̇c is the characteristic wall shear rate in an equivalent Poiseuille flow.
3.1.3 Modelling considerations
Modelling complex soft matter like blood is in general challenging and expensive, even with
state-of-the-art computing facilities, owing to the existence of multiple length and time scales
in the system [264]. It is often necessary to identify the key aspects of the research objective and
make reasonable simplifications for less important effects. As for the present thesis, which fo-
cuses on the haemodynamics under microcirculatory conditions (e.g., in microvessels or capillary
beds), the deformation and collective dynamics of RBCs are of paramount importance. There-
fore, the RBCs should be sufficiently resolved to reflect their intricate morphologies in potentially
sparse and complex geometries. Also, the hydrodynamic interactions between RBCs should be
accurately modelled to ensure that collective behaviours are captured as one would observe from
experiments. However, advanced biophysical properties of the RBC membrane or biochemical
interactions between individual RBCs, albeit desirable for physical realism and broader impact
[95], are secondary for this thesis and will not be considered.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of numerical methods simulating cellular blood flow. (Image from [95])
3.2 Overview of cellular blood flow models
A variety of numerical models have emerged over the past two decades for the simulation of cell-
level blood flow (see Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1), which is generally regarded as a suspension of
blood cells and particles dispersed in a Newtonian solvent, i.e., the plasma (although it shows bulk
viscoelasticity when experiencing strong extension rates [36, 304]). The simulation of cellular
blood flow is essentially a multiphase flow problem and any model designed for this purpose
has three main components to consider: the fluid phase (plasma), the cell phase (RBCs) and the
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) between them. Choosing a flow model is usually the priority, and
the RBC model as well as fluid-cell coupling algorithm can be decided accordingly. In many
cases, a generic RBC model or FSI scheme can be suited to multiple flow models. Depending
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Table 3.1: Mainstream numerical methods applied for cellular blood flow simulation since 2000.
Flow model Length scale Discretisation Representative works
FDM/FEM/FVM macroscale mesh-based (M) Liu et al. [185], Liu and Liu [184],
Bagchi [17], Doddi and Bagchi [72],
Jafari et al. [140], Ye et al. [324],
Lan and Khismatullin [168], Tan et al. [298],
Xu et al. [314], Shi et al. [280],
Balogh and Bagchi [18], Iss et al. [139]
DPD mesoscale particle-based (P) Pivkin and Karniadakis [232],
Fedosov et al. [82], Fedosov et al. [84],
Pan et al. [228], Li et al. [179], Lei et al. [172],
Ye et al. [328], Zhang et al. [336],
Lykov et al. [191], Pivkin et al. [233],
Blumers et al. [32], Alexeev et al. [11]
SDPD mesoscale particle-based (P) Fedosov et al. [86], Katanov et al. [150],
Lanotte et al. [169], Müller et al. [207],
Ye et al. [330], Mauer et al. [197],
Ye and Peng [325], Ye et al. [326],
Li et al. [174], Li et al. [175]
LBM mesoscale hybrid (M)-(P) Dupin et al. [75], Zhang et al. [335],
Sui et al. [291], Sun and Munn [294],
Melchionna [201], Krüger [161],
Yin et al. [332], Gross et al. [115],
Závodszky et al. [342], Kotsalos et al. [158],
Czaja et al. [65], Latt et al. [170],
Zhou et al. [339], Guglietta et al. [119]
BIM/BEM macroscale boundary integral Pozrikidis [237], Zhao et al. [337],
Freund and Orescanin [99],
Freund and Vermot [100],
Salehyar and Zhu [261],
Bryngelson et al. [38], Lu and Peng [188]
on how the flow is solved (namely the flow solver), existing models employed for cellular blood
flow simulation can be classified into four categories: continuum-fluid models, particle-based
models, hybrid mesh-particle models and integral-based models (see recent reviews on numerical
simulation of cellular blood flow [14, 85, 95, 137, 143, 264, 329]).
The first category, namely continuum models, directly solves the incompressible NSE through
a mesh-based discretisation strategy and solutions of the flow (e.g., velocity and pressure) are
obtained on discrete nodes of the mesh. Based on how the solutions are discretised and interpo-
lated in the continuous flow filed, there generic methods exist: finite-difference method (FDM),
finite-volume method (FVM) and finite-element method (FEM). These methods serve as the cor-
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nerstones of conventional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and have seen wide applications
across different realms of fluid mechanics including the simulation of biological flows [218]. How-
ever, in the context of blood flow, they are more often used for simulating larger-scale systems
where the particulate nature of blood can be neglected (e.g., in arteries or macrocirculatory net-
works) [137]. For cellular blood flow at the microscale where the continuum assumption breaks
down and the intricate RBC dynamics need to resolved and coupled with the flow solutions, the
requirement of meshing quality for FDM/FVM/FEM is demanding, especially when complex ge-
ometries are involved. Furthermore, solving the implicit pressure terms (governed by a Poisson
equation) in the presence of arbitrarily evolving RBC membranes can be an excessively expensive
task. Therefore, advanced models incorporating multi-scale algorithms are often required for these
conventional CFD methods to simulate microcirculatory blood flow at the cell scale. For recent
studies on cellular blood flow falling into this category, please refer to Table 3.1.
The second category, namely particle-based models, adopts a mesoscopic approach (see definition
of “mesoscopic” in Figure 3.2) to describe the flow using a collection of particles (each particle
representing a group of atoms or molecules) which interact with each other in the computational
domain. Rather than directly solving the NSE, these models are of stochastic nature and recovers
the hydrodynamics described by NSE at the macroscopic level via averaging. Because of their
intrinsic molecular composition (related to molecular dynamics, MD), these models are naturally
amenable to the inclusion of microscopic structures in the flow, such as discrete RBCs. Common
methods in these category include dissipative particle dynamics (DPD [133]), multiple-particle
collision dynamics (MPC [194]), smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH [108, 190]) and moving-
particle semi-implicit method (MPS [157]). Smoothed dissipative particle dynamics (SDPD [79]),
a hybrid method combing the advantages of SPH and DPD, has also been exploit to combine ad-
vantages from both methods. Representative studies that have applied the particle-based models
to simulate cellular blood flow are listed in Table 3.1. The essence of these mesoscopic models is
to “coarse-graining” the microscopic details of a complex system (which may contain too many
degrees of freedom to be effectively resolved by MD) and to allow the bridging of multiple time
and length scales [264]. When simulating cellular blood flow, a set of particles are applied for
the solid boundary, the suspending medium, the cell membrane and the cytoplasm, respectively.
External/internal fluids of the RBC are separated through bounce-back reflections at the interface
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of length and time scales for microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic nu-
merical methods. (Image from [164])
and no-slip boundary conditions on the membrane are realised through viscous force coupling or
collisions [85]. One potential issue for the particle-based methods is their computational overhead
when a large number of cells are simulated or complex geometries are involved. Another issue
is that the physical interpretation of RBC membrane (ideally of negligible mass against the cyto-
plasm) may be challenged when the number of membrane particle need to be large (thus violating
the mass-free requirement for the membrane) to adequately resolve extreme RBC deformations
[329]. Furthermore, for DPD and MPC, their accuracy for hydrodynamics at length scales much
larger than the RBC may be questioned despite the highly resolved cell phenomenology [95].
The third category, namely hybrid mesh-particle models, is represented by the growingly popu-
lar lattice Boltzmann method (LBM [200, 289]) over recent years, which is also a mesoscopic
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method but based on a regular of uniform grids (the so-called “lattice”). Unlike the particle-based
models which track the “particles”, LBM is formulated to reflect the probability distribution of
these particles in accord with kinetic theory. To enable simulation of particle-laden flows, LBM is
commonly combined with the immersed-boundary method (IBM [230]), a widely employed FSI
technique that can be easily incorporated into various flow solvers. In a typical IB-LBM compu-
tational framework involving moving RBCs or other cells, physical quantities such as velocities
and forces are interpolated between Eulerian nodes on the fixed fluid mesh and Lagrangian nodes
from the membrane mesh of the cells. The membrane mesh does not need to conform to the fluid
mesh and can evolve arbitrarily over space and time. Owing to its ease of numerical implementa-
tion, flexibility for complex geometry and amenability to parallel computing, IB-LBM has become
widely applied for the simulation of complex biological flows in the past decade (see Table 3.1
and recent reviews [8, 28, 218]). Because IB-LBM is the method chosen by the present thesis, the
introduction of it will be given in more detail elsewhere (Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 4.1.1).
The last category, namely integral-based models, relies on the boundary integral method (BIM) or
boundary element method (BEM) to formulate and couple the Stokes flow onto the cell membrane
(see representative works in Table 3.1 and detailed introduction in recent reviews [26, 95]). The
cell membrane itself is usually modelled as spectral elements and can be precisely represented
[70, 337]. Due to its rigorous mathematical formulation, BIM/BEM methods are arguably the
most accurate method for resolution of the cell membrane (approximated by spherical harmonics),
especially at close cell-cell distances [98]. However, their strict requirement of Stokes limit may
render the model impractical for solving blood flows in realistic vascular networks, as finite inertia
exists in relatively larger microvessels. Also, BIM/BEM methods are usually expensive for 3D
models, and may not work well with sparse and complex flow geometries encountered in the
microcirculatory system.
3.3 Why lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)?
Computational modelling of blood flow is a multidisciplinary subject at the interface of physics,
biology and engineering. Choosing a method is problem-specific, depending on the system to be
tackled and the research after pursuit. Often, compromises need to be made between accuracy
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(e.g., how small is the numerical artefact and how realistic is the cell biology) and capacity (e.g.,
how large the simulation domain can be extended to and how many cells can be included). Mean-
while, a balance between input and yield needs consideration to avoid unnecessary computational
cost. Reviewing the modelling considerations for the present thesis as in Sec. 3.1.3, there are three
primary requirements for the model to work: first, sparse and complex flow domains should be
allowed, e.g., a microvascular network; second, low Reynolds number flows (but non-zero inertia)
need to be solved with accuracy for confidence in the resultant hydrodynamics (e.g., velocity and
stress); third, a moderate or large number of deformable RBCs need to be resolved with sufficient
details, including their motion, deformation and collective transport. Given all these requirements,
the ideal model should be either highly efficient or capable of parallel computing.
LBM is intrinsically localised, naturally parallelisable and can easily accommodate complex or
sparse fluid domains. Furthermore, either velocities or stresses solved by standard LBM can pre-
serve 2nd-order accuracy. Combined with the versatile IBM for tracking RBCs, an IB-LBM model
conveniently satisfies all the aforementioned requirements provided that a proper RBC model is
incorporated. Over recent years, multiple IB-LBM models have been developed for the simulation






All models are wrong, but some are useful.




The present thesis reports on research projects that are highly collaborative in nature, and contain
both computational and experimental elements. The computer simulations and pertinent analyses
are entirely my own work; the experiments are performed by my collaborators, but the analysis
and interpretation of experimental data regarding the research questions is led by myself. To make
research results in later chapters of the thesis easier to understand, this chapter is dedicated to
introduce the fundamental aspects of all methods involved, either computational or experimental.
Contributions from the experimentalists will be explicitly referenced in the text.
Sec. 4.1 covers the computational model, which is made available to this PhD for validation and
application in the context of microcirculatory blood flow. The model has been systematically val-
idated by myself before employed to design computer simulations for research projects. Because
the primary interest of this thesis is to adapt existing numerical tools (rather than developing new
software) for simulating cellular blood flow in complex vascular networks, only key elements of
the computational model are covered in this section. More comprehensive details such as mathe-
matical formulation and numerical implementation will be referred elsewhere.
Sec. 4.2 covers the relevant methods for microfluidic experiments in Chapters 6–7, including ex-
perimental setup, sample preparation, data acquisition and image analysis. The figures and text in
this section are by courtesy of Joana Fidalgo at the University of Strathclyde (Glasgow, UK).
Sec. 4.3 covers the relevant methods for animal experiments in Chapter 8, including the prepa-
ration and imaging of microvasculatures in developmental mouse retina/zebrafish caudal vein
plexus. Herein, figures and text for mouse experiments are provided by Tijana Perovic at Max-
Delbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine in the Helmholtz Association (Berlin, Germany), while
those for zebrafish experiments are by courtesy of Ines Fechner at the same institute.
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4.1 Model, simulation and numerics
4.1.1 Computational model
4.1.1.1 Overview
In the present thesis, a three-dimensional (3D) immersed-boundary-lattice-Boltzmann model (IB-
LBM [161]) parallelised through Message Passing Interface (MPI) is validated and applied to
simulate cellular blood flow in a range of biologically relevant geometries. The model is im-
plemented in the open-source lattice-Boltzmann flow simulator HemeLB [198] (http://ccs.
chem.ucl.ac.uk/hemelb) by incorporating a new module for discrete deformable cells. The
fluid flow governed by the Navier-Stokes equations is solved by the lattice-Boltzmann method
(LBM, [122, 164, 289]) with standard D3Q19 lattice [251], Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) col-
lision operator [31], Guo’s forcing scheme [123] and the Bouzidi-Firdaouss-Lallemand (BFL)
no-slip boundary condition at the walls [33]. For precise control of the flow in complex geometry
with multiple inlets/outlets, inflow/outflow open boundaries are implemented with the Ladd ve-
locity boundary condition [167]. The RBCs are modelled as Lagrangian membranes using finite
element method (FEM). The fluid flow and RBC membrane are coupled through the immersed-
boundary method (IBM, [231]), which tackles the interpolation of velocities and the spreading of
forces. The following sections will give a concise introduction to the three pillars of the computa-
tional model, namely the flow solver, the RBC model and the fluid-cell coupling.
4.1.1.2 Flow solver
First applied to overcome statistical noises of the Lattice Gas Automata (LGA, [101, 125]), LBM
was invented in the late 1980s [128, 200] and has seen growing applications in the simulation of
complex fluid flows over recent decades [8, 49]. It is based on the kinetic theory and numerically
solves the Boltzmann equation using a mesoscopic approach, from which the macroscopic Navier-
Stokes equations can be recovered by invoking the Chapman-Enskog analysis [46].
At the heart of LBM is the probability density function f(x, c, t), which represents the probability
of having particles with velocity c at position x and time t. In LBM, the Boltzmann equation is
discretised not only for space and time (∆x and ∆t), but also for the microscopic particle velocity,
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of population collision and propagation on a D2Q9 lattice (Image from
[264]). (b) Schematic of the D3Q19 lattice for 3D simulation (Images from [164]).
leading to the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE)
fi(x+ ci∆t, t+ ∆t) = f
∗
i (x, t) = fi(x, t) + Ωi(x, t), (4.1)
where ci (i = 0, ..., q − 1) is a designated set of velocity vectors at each node (based on velocity
discretisation) of a d-dimensional regular lattice. Common choices of the velocity set to recover
accurate hydrodynamics at the macroscale include D2Q9 for 2D simulation and D3Q19 for 3D
simulation (Figure 4.1). Ωi(x, t) is the collision operator that allows all q particle populations
to evolve towards a local equilibrium feqi , which observes the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
(MBD).
A widely applied collision operator is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision operator (BGK, [31]),
which relaxes the populations at a constant rate of 1/τ towards feqi ( τ being the dimensionless
relaxation time):
Ωi(x, t) = −
1
τ
(fi(x, t)− f eqi (x, t)) + f
F

















is a forcing term added to reflect the effect of external forces, e.g., a body force density f [123].
Herein, wi represent specific weights assigned to the velocity set ci and the values vary for differ-
ent choices of lattice. cs is the lattice speed of sound (cs = ∆x/
√
3∆t for both D2Q9 and D3Q19
lattices) which relates the microscopic relaxation time τ of the populations to the macroscopic
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Each time step of the LBE Eq. (4.1) contains two successive processes: local collision (also termed
relaxation) of populations at present node towards the equilibrium distribution and non-local prop-
agation of post-collision populations (also termed streaming) along the discretised velocities of the
present node to neighbouring nodes (see an illustrative schematic in Figure 4.1). The post-collision
and post-propagation populations are denoted f∗i (x, t) and fi(x+ ci∆t, t+ ∆t) in Eq. (4.1), re-
spectively. The local equilibrium distribution derived from the MBD is given by












wherein ρ the mass density and u the flow velocity are macroscopic properties of the fluid readily













The pressure p is obtained via the equation of state
p = c2sρ, (4.7)
which is needed for solving a incompressible fluid (with constant ρ) as the LBE itself is weakly
compressible and the system of equations are not closed without an equation of state.
One notable feature of LBM is that the shear stress tensor τ (needed for wall shear stress calcula-
















(uf + fu) (4.9)
is a lattice correction term accounting for the external forces [123].
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4.1.1.3 RBC model
As introduced in Sec. 2.2.2, an RBC is primarily a given volume of haemoglobin solution encap-
sulated by a membrane that deforms in response to fluid forces and vessel confinement. There are
in general two categories of RBC models employed by researchers in the community of cellular
blood flow: continuum-level models relying on constitutive laws and network-based models utilis-
ing spectrin-link representation (see the review [85]). Ideally, the following conditions need to be
satisfied by an RBC model to accurately reflect both the mechanics and dynamics of a real RBC:
• An equilibrium state of the cell should be properly defined, from which the cell deforms
when exposed to external stresses. To date, the cell shape for the equilibrium state is not
conclusively determined in literature and several options have been reported, including bi-
concave, spherical or oblate spheroidal [89, 116, 197, 282]. Once the external stresses are
removed, the cell shape should recover to the equilibrium state after some relaxation time,
featuring a “shape memory” [60, 90].
• The surface and volume of the cell are strictly incompressible [181, 206] and therefore
should keep conserved as the cell deforms.
• The membrane of the cell should be able to resist both in-plane shearing (contributed by the
cytoskeleton) and off-plane bending (mainly contributed by the lipid bilayer), manifested as
shearing elasticity and bending rigidity, respectively [18, 82, 86, 158, 161, 177, 281].
• The viscous dissipation of the lipid bilayer, represented by membrane viscosity, should also
be taken into account [52, 130]. The membrane viscosity has been reported to be important
for the frequencies of RBC’s TB and TT motion as well as the transition between the two
regimes [318, 320, 321]. It also affects the relaxation time of the RBC membrane [119, 239].
• The cytoplasmic viscosity should be considered different from that of the plasma if the RBC
morphology and blood viscosity are to be accurately characterised [169, 197], the effect of
which has been demonstrated by Figure 2.5 in Sec. 2.2.2.
In reality, satisfying all criteria above is challenging for modelling of cellular blood flow at realis-
tic length/time scales, both in terms of numerical complexity and computational cost. Depending
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Figure 4.2: Deformation of shape and distribution of strain on the membrane as a deformable
RBC approaches a narrow passage (imitating the spleen slit) and squeezes itself
through. A slice of the flow domain is shown in the background with grey lattices.
on the research question, it is often necessary to make justified simplifications. For instance, the
membrane viscosity is usually ignored when in-plane shearing of the RBC membrane insignifi-
cant [169, 197]. Assuming identical viscosity for the cytoplasm to the suspending fluid is another
simplification commonly made for studies aiming at macroscopic flow properties rather than sin-
gle cell rheology, e.g., the collective behaviour of RBC suspensions within microchannels and the
development of CFL near the wall [40, 150, 239, 277, 343]. Recent numerical studies evidently
demonstrate that the influence of cytoplasmic viscosity (therefore viscosity contrast) is weak re-
garding flow resistance and CFL thickness [54, 68, 260]. Furthermore, it has been reported that the
effect of a higher viscosity contrast can be well approximated with decreased RBC deformability
[7], which can be tuned via modifying the membrane elasticity or flow shear rates.
For simulations included in the present thesis, each RBC is modelled as a liquid-filled hyperelas-
tic membrane that is homogeneous and isotropic (RBC model validated in [161]). Because this
thesis does not aim at characterising the morphological variation or regime transition of individual
RBCs, the membrane viscosity is assumed of secondary effect and therefore not considered in the
current model. Also given the focus of this thesis, namely the transport phenomena of RBCs in
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microcirculatory blood flow, the viscosity contrast between the RBC internal fluid (i.e., cytoplasm)
and external fluid (i.e., plasma) is considered as unit for computational efficiency. A recent study
similarly employing IB-LBM combined with a novel FEM model for the RBC has also made the
same simplification provided that collective transport rather than cell rheology is concerned [158].
Using a finite element approach, the RBC membrane is evenly discretised into N triangular facets
(Figure 4.2), with the meshing resolution matching the grid size of the LBM lattice constant ∆x
for numerical stability and accuracy [165]. A general rule of thumb is N = 20(rrbc/∆x)2 such
that the average edge length of the membrane mesh l̃ roughly equals the lattice size ∆x. The
unstressed shape of the RBC is assumed as a biconcave discoid and the mechanical properties of
the RBC are controlled by five moduli which govern different energy contributions. They are the
strain modulus κs, the dilation modulus κα, the bending modulus κb, the surface modulus κA and




dA εS , εS =
κs
12




whereES is the in-plane strain energy and εS is the area density of it. I1 and I2 are strain invariants
describing the local shear deformation and area dilation of the RBC membrane, respectively. κb is






where H is trace of the surface curvature tensor and H(0) is the spontaneous curvature, a local
invariant property of the RBC membrane (see a detailed discussion of “spontaneous curvature”














where EA and EV are the corresponding energies. A(0) and V(0) are the equilibrium surface area
and volume, and A and V stand for the current surface area and volume.
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The values of κs and κb are determined based on experimental measurements of the RBC mem-
brane, whereas κα, κA and κV are selected in a way to constrain the local area, RBC surface and
RBC volume so that the simulation is stable. With these RBC moduli as input, the FEM model
discretise and numerically evaluate Eqs. 4.10–4.13 to calculate the total membrane energy Erbc:
Erbc = ES + EB + EA + EV (4.14)
The forces Fi imposed on individual membrane vertices of the RBC membrane i at positions xi






The flow solver and RBC model should be coupled in a bidirectional manner: the cells move with
the ambient fluid flow, whereas the flow responds to the motion of cell membranes that impose
additional boundary conditions. One method to realise this coupling is IBM, which was developed
in 1972 by Peskin [230] and first combined with LBM for RBC simulations in 2007 [17, 75, 335].
The elegance of IBM lies in its explicitness of implementation and flexibility of coupling. To
incorporate IBM into a flow model, there are essentially no modifications needed for the flow
solver except the addition of a forcing term. Furthermore, the immersed boundaries in the fluid
can have arbitrary shapes without conforming to the fluid mesh. IBM relies on the introduction
of two coordinate systems to address the fluid-structure interaction (Figure 4.3): an Eulerian one
consisting of regular Cartesian mesh (X , stationary over time) to describe the fluid motion and
a Lagrangian one to map the cell membranes (xi, evolving over time) on top of the Cartesian
mesh. Rather than directly imposing solid boundaries that arise from the fluid-cell interfaces,
IBM enforces boundary conditions via body forces to mimic the presence of “imaginary” and
massless cell membranes immersed in the fluid.
There are two essential steps for the IBM scheme to work smoothly: the flow velocities are locally
interpolated to update the positions of membrane vertices, which is called velocity interpolation;
the forces acting on the membrane vertices are spread back to the Eulerian mesh to update the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the fluid-cell coupling. The inset demonstrates velocity interpolation
within the blue patch and force spreading within the yellow patch. The range over
which (i.e., number of nodes covered by the coloured patch) the interpolation is im-
plemented depends on the choice of interpolation stencil for the Dirac delta function.
flow field (via solving the NSE), which is called force spreading. These two steps are realised
via transformations using the discretised Dirac delta function ∆ (xi(t)−X) that serves as the









For numerical implementation, the interpolation function ∆ (x) is factorised as the product of
interpolation stencils for each lattice direction
∆ (x(x, y, z)) = φ(x)φ(y)φ(z) (4.18)
Unless otherwise specified, the 3-point interpolation stencil φ3(x) is applied for all simulations in
the present thesis, which suits well for LBM in terms of computational efficiency while preserving
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−2 + 6|x| − 3x2) for 12 ≤ |x| ≤
3
2
0 for 32 ≤ |x|
(4.19)
4.1.2 Simulation setup
Depending on the research project included in this thesis, the simulation setup varies. Given the
ultimate goal of the present work, namely modelling of cellular blood flow in complex vascular
networks, an example procedure will be demonstrated here for the simulation of RBCs flowing
through the microvasculature of developmental mouse retina. For details of the retina images,
which are provided by my experimental collaborators at Max-Delbrück-Centrum für Molekulare
Medizin (Berlin, Germany), please refer to Sec. 4.3.1.
4.1.2.1 Geometry reconstruction
To reconstruct a three-dimensional (3D) flow model capturing the luminal surface (Figure 4.4b),
the Col.IV binary mask of mouse retina (Figure 4.4a) is processed using the open-source software
PolNet developed by Bernabeu et al. [29]. There are mainly three steps involved:
• Image segmentation: distinguishing vascular and non-vascular regions in the binary mask
of luminal surface;
• Network skeletonisation: calculating interconnected vessel centrelines that depict the skele-
ton of the vasculature;
• Surface reconstruction: generating vessel segments from the calculated centrelines assum-
ing circular vessel cross-sections.
• Domain discretisation: the flow domain enclosed by the reconstructed surface is then discre-
tised into uniform cubic voxels with a lattice size of ∆x, the value of which is determined
by the criterion that the flow can be accurately solved throughout the reconstructed network
for reliable haemodynamics even in the smallest vessels [30].
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Figure 4.4: Procedure of model configuration and simulation setup for simulating cellular blood
flow in designated regions of interest (ROIs) from the vascular plexus of mouse retina.
(a) Binary image of the vascular plexus stained for Col.IV. (b) Reconstructed whole-
network geometry of the vessel luminal surface from (a). (c) Velocity field within
the retinal network resolved by a flow model applying the non-Newtonian Carreau-
Yasuda (NNCY) blood rheology in (b). (d) Zoomed in velocity field for a designated
ROI in (c). (e) Clipped ROI subset from the whole-network geometry. (f) Cellular flow
simulation in the designated ROI imposing inflow/outflow and pressure conditions
extracted from (d).
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Figure 4.5: Simulation setup interface in HemeLB. The velocity and pressure boundaries of the
flow domain are imposed with green-coloured and red-coloured planes, respectively.
The cylindrical regions are flow extensions designed for cell insertion and removal.
4.1.2.2 Boundary conditions
There are two primary steps for simulating the cellular blood flow in the reconstructed vascular
network, starting from a whole-plexus simulation with simplified rheology, followed by localised
simulations with highly-resolved RBCs. The whole-plexus simulation adopts a non-Newtonian
Carreau-Yasuda (NNCY [30, 34]) rheology model, where the blood is simulated as a generalised
Newtonian fluid characterised by shear-thinning behaviour. By imposing a physiological ocular
perfusion pressure (OPP) between the arteriole and venules, a steady flow within the vascular
plexus is solved (Figure 4.4c) to provide boundary conditions for subsequent RBC simulations in
designated regions of interest (ROIs) for on-site investigation. OPP = 55 mmHg is chosen for the
present simulations based on a literature survey and sensitivity analysis conducted in [30].
Localised RBC simulations are then carried out for ROIs of the retinal network where evident
vessel regression events are observed (e.g., Figure 4.4d). First, the designated ROI is clipped from
the whole-plexus as a geometric subset (Figure 4.4e). For a ROI subset with N open boundaries,
(N − 1) Poiseuille velocity inlets/outlets (with parabolic velocity profiles imposed given a centre-
line velocity of û) and one pressure outlet (with a reference pressure pout) are set up (see Figure
4.5 for an example). Specifically for velocity outlets, they are regarded as “artificial inlets” with
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reversed flow directions in the simulation setup tool. These boundary conditions are informed
from the NNCY simulation through measuring local flow ratesQ in vessel cross-sections and sub-
sequently calculating û fromQ assuming Poiseuille flow postulated by û = 2ū = 8Q/(πD2vessel).
4.1.2.3 Cell initialisation
With all the above boundary conditions set, a plasma flow simulation is initiated in a given ROI
with the fluid viscosity equal to that of plasma ηplasma. Once steady flow is achieved and the
velocity field is verified against the NNCY simulation, the ROI is populated with RBCs which
are continuously fed at a fixed haematocrit of 20 % from the flow extension of each inlet of the
subset network (Figure 4.4f). A fading function for inserting/removing RBCs is applied at all
inlets/outlets to minimise the disturbance to the bulk flow.
4.1.3 Numerical analysis
In the present thesis, three primary research projects are reported (Chapters 6–8), and RBC sim-
ulations are conducted both in microfluidic devices and microvascular networks. Because the
numerical analysis depends much on the specific research project, this section named “numerical
analysis” is not intended for an exhaustive coverage of all data processing involved. Rather, it aims
to introduce some fundamental aspects of blood flow at the microscale. In the light of this spirit,
most examples of numerical analysis demonstrated herein are surrounding the simplest geometry
of a single microchannel with rectangular cross-section as will be researched in Chapter 6.
4.1.3.1 Calculation of RBC velocities
The axial and lateral velocities for RBCs in a horizontally or vertically aligned channel can be
calculated as their unit displacement along the respective direction over a unit time step:
Vx = ∆Lx/∆t, Vl,y = ∆Ly/∆t, Vl,z = ∆Lz/∆t (4.20)
Based on the trajectories of individual RBCs, it is handy to group cells according to the location of
their centre of mass and conduct statistical analysis of RBC hydrodynamic lift within the channel.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Example of the haematocrit (Ht) analysis showing superimposed RBCs from
multiple simulation snapshots (at designated time intervals) in sequential sampling
boxes (blue) measuring 50 µm long each at target locations (ROIs) downstream of
the channel entrance. Cells within each sampling box are projected and allocated
into 10 bins across the width (W ) and depth (H) directions for counting, respectively,
with their position determined by centre of mass. (b) Cross-sectional slices showing
the accumulative transverse pattern of RBCs at x = 0Dh, 10Dh, 23Dh away from
the entrance, combining snapshots from 50 consecutive time steps. The 1st, 2nd and
3rd row represent snapshots of the HF = 1% RBC suspension in a straight rectan-
gular channel with aspect ratios AR = 3.2, 1.7, 1.0 (varying W = 96, 50.5, 30µm
while keeping H = 30µm fixed), respectively. The calculated histograms (bars) at
x = 3.3Dh, 10Dh, 16.5Dh, 23Dh downstream of the channel, showing (c) the width-
wise and (d) the depthwise distribution of RBCs. The inset in each panel shows the
approximate Ht profiles enveloping the calculated histograms for visual clarity.
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4.1.3.2 Calculation of haematocrit profile
Once the RBCs are fully perfused inside a vessel/channel and the number of cells within becomes
stable, snapshots of the simulation are extracted at given time intervals, which are then assembled
to count the cells for the calculation of time-averaged haematocrit profiles. The number of time
steps is set as nt, the value of which should ensure sufficient cells existing in the sampling pool.
Next, various ROIs alongside the channel length are selected to count cells locally (Figure 4.6a).
Taking a rectangular channel for example (width W and depth H), at each target position, cells
contained in a W × H × ∆L (∆L determined based on volume flow rate to ensure statistical
accuracy) sampling box are considered. All cells within this box are counted based on their centre
of mass and allocated into a number of subdivisions either across the widthwise (W ) direction or




, V olbin =
V olbox
Nbin
, (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nbin) (4.21)
where nrbc(i) is the number of cells detected in a given subdivision, V olrbc = 100 fL is the standard
volume of an RBC (fixed for all simulations), V olbin is the volume of each subdivision, V olbox =
W×H×∆L is the volume of the sampling box, andNbin is the number of subdivisions in V olbox.
With the local haematocrit values calculated as above, haematocrit profiles can be plotted (Figure
4.6c-d). Furthermore, the cross-sectional RBC pattern is also readily to be found (Figure 4.6b).
4.1.3.3 Calculation of RBC fluxes
Based on the tube haematocrits Ht(i) (subdivided into Nbin bins as in Eq. 4.21) at a distance x
downstream of the flow inlet, the corresponding cross-sectional RBC fluxes Qrbc(i) can be calcu-
lated via the discharge haematocrit HD(i) and blood volume flow rate QB(i):





, QB(i) = ŪB(i)Abin (4.23)
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where Abin = W × H/Nbin is the cross-sectional area of each bin, and V̄x(i) and ŪB(i) are the
spatial-average RBC velocity and blood flow velocity within each bin, respectively. Combining
Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23), the following equation is derived for RBC flux calculation:
Qrbc(i) = Ht(i)V̄x(i)Abin (4.24)
A similar process can be applied to vessels with circular cross-section for the calculation of haema-
tocrit profile and RBC fluxes through proper division of the cross-section (e.g., dividing the circle
into N proportions by evenly splitting the diameter). When the vessels are not horizontally or
vertically aligned, the centreline vector of each selected ROI is re-oriented based on a specific
rotation matrix to enable cell counting using regular divisions (Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7: (a-b) RBC trajectories (shown in red solid lines) within a vascular network. (c)
Calculated haematocrit profile based on local haematocrits for an extracted ROI from
the vascular network in (a) (marked by rectangular black box), for which an enlarged
view is shown in (b).
4.1.3.4 Calculation of cell-free layer
For a rectangular channel width W and depth H , to characterise the CFLs within, a cross-section
at a distance x downstream of the flow inlet is divided into four triangles by the diagonals and the
wall edges. The heights of the four triangles, each perpendicular to a channel wall, are located at
θ = 0, π/2, π, 3π/2, respectively (see illustration in Figure 4.8a). Using a Monte Carlo approach,
a large set of random points are dropped within each triangle and the RBC density φ(h, θ′, x, t)
at a point p(x, h, θ′) of longitudinal coordinate x, height coordinate h and angular coordinate θ′
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Figure 4.8: (a) Illustration of the CFL analysis for an example channel cross-section (the
same with that in (c)). (b–c) CFLs calculated along each wall of the channel
(Right/Bottom/Left/Top-walls) from different simulations. (b) HF = 1%, AR = 3.2;
(c) HF = 1%, AR = 1.7; (d) HF = 1%, AR = 1.0. The inset in each panel shows a
cross-sectional view of the RBC pattern at L = 23Dh away from the entrance, com-
bining snapshots from 50 consecutive time steps from the corresponding simulation.
within a given triangle for a certain time instant t is as 1 if that point is enclosed by at least one
RBC membrane; otherwise, φ(h, θ′, x, t) = 0. The time-mean RBC density within any of the










φ(h, θ′, x, ti)h tan |θ′ − θ|dθ′dh (4.25)
wherein N is the number of time steps extracted from the simulation, Lh is the height of the
triangle and Θ is its tip angle centred in the cross-section. For the left and right triangles:
Lh1 = W/2, Θ1 = 2 arctan(H/W ) (4.26)
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and for the top and bottom triangles:
Lh2 = H/2, Θ2 = 2 arctan(W/H) (4.27)
If the CFL is defined as a thin layer in proximity to a given wall (base of the triangle) which
contains only a negligible fraction of RBC density ε, e.g., ε = 1e − 6, then the thickness of this









φ(h, θ′, x, ti)h tan |θ′ − θ|dθ′dh (4.28)
By calculating δ(x, θ) for each θ at consecutive x locations, the CFL thickness for each wall
(left/right/top/bottom) can be obtained along the channel axis direction (Figure 4.8b-d).
4.2 Microfluidic experiments
(Disclaimer for this section.1)
The experimental setup used an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) for flow visualisation and a
syringe pump (Nemesys, Cetoni) for fluid control. The microfluidic device was illuminated using a
halogen lamp. Videos were acquired by a sensitive monochrome CCD camera (Olympus, XM10)
using a 10×magnification objective with numerical aperture of 0.25 to guarantee that the depth of
field and image depth are large enough to observe cell trajectories across the entire channel height.
An algorithm was developed in-house (by Joana Fidalgo) based on ImageJ software to detect and
count the cells automatically. The RBC probability density distribution (PDD) along the width
direction of a given region of interest (ROI) is then calculated using a minimum of 300 frames,
containing more than 8,000 cells. The cell-free layer (CFL) is determined as half the difference
between the overall channel width and the RBC-core width, using composite images generated via
the Z-projection method.
1All figures and text in Sec 4.2 are provided by Joana Fidalgo at the University of Strathclyde (Glasgow, UK)
through a collaborative project.
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Figure 4.9: Photomicrograph of the RBC suspension in PS (NaCl 0.9% w/v) at different magnifi-
cations. (a) 40x, scale bar 10 µm; (b) 10x, scale bar 50 µm. (image from [339])
4.2.1 Preparation of RBC suspensions
The RBC suspensions were prepared using horse blood (Fig. 4.9) instead of human blood due to
laboratory restrictions. The blood sample was provided by TCS Biosciences (UK), in anticoag-
ulant ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 1.5 mg/mL, and stored at 4 ◦C until further use.
Sample processing and disposal were performed following the Ethics Committee for Animal Ex-
perimentation at University of Strathclyde. Since the blood was provided from different animals
in distinct periods, the packed cell volume (PCV) or haematocrit could range from 30 to 50%, ac-
cording to the blood provider. This variability is overcome by producing cell suspensions from the
cell sediment after washing and centrifugation. The haematocrit (Ht), defined by the cell volume
fraction, is controlled to be Ht ≤ 1%.
Fig. 4.10 shows the steps involved in sample processing. First, an Eppendorf with 1.5 mL of whole
blood (WB) was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 1 min (miniFUGE), after which the supernatant con-
taining the yellow plasma and buffy coat (mainly white blood cells and platelets) was discarded.
Second, the RBCs were washed twice with physiological saline PS (NaCl 0.9% w/v), with the
transparent supernatant discarded. Third, the final sample was prepared by suspending the desired
volume of RBC in Dextran40 solution (Dx40 Mw = 40000 g/mol, 0.1 g/mL in isotonic medium).
This suspending medium will avoid the phenomenon of cell sedimentation during experiments,
which is a common problem for suspensions prepared in PS or in original blood plasma. The
steady shear rheology of Dextran 40 was determined by a rotational rheometer (DHR2, TA Instru-
ments, with minimum resolvable torque 0.1 nNm) using a cone-plate geometry of 60 mm diameter
and angle θ = 1◦ (CP60/1), 30 µm truncation gap.
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Figure 4.10: Steps for the preparation of RBC suspensions. (a) Eppendorf with whole blood;
(b) separation (by centrifugation) of the supernatant plasma and buffy coat from the
RBCs sediment; (c) transparent supernatant after RBC washing and centrifugation
with PS; (d) RBC suspension in Dx40 solution (Ht ≤ 1%). (image from [339])
4.2.2 Data acquisition and image analysis
An inverted microscope (Olympus, IX71) was used to observe the device with bright field, em-
ploying a small magnification objective (10x/0.25 NA) in order to inspect cells across the entire
channel depth and throughout a relatively large section of the channel length. For each flow con-
dition tested, the system was allowed to stabilize for a few minutes before image acquisition by
a sensitive monochrome CCD camera (Olympus, XM10) at a frame rate of 15 Hz. The exposure
time was set to 100 µs allowing well-defined images of the cell boundaries. Videos of at least 300
frames each, corresponding to approximately 20 seconds of experiment, were acquired for four
ROIs. All the images were obtained at the channel centreplane (z = 0). The images acquired
need post-processing for image enhancement and cell detection. For this purpose, we applied an
automatic cell counting routine developed in-house on ImageJ software.
Background correction The bright field images obtained from experiments usually present an
unbalanced intensity distribution, in particular close to the channel inlets and outlets, where the
fittings are connected to the device. To enhance the images, they were first corrected by subtracting
the background. For this purpose, the Rolling ball radius filter was used, applying a radius of 10
pixels, which corresponds to an approximate diameter of a horse RBC (Drbc ≈ 6µm). This
procedure allowed obtaining a clear and balanced image without losing information of the RBC
(Fig. 4.11), especially for those cells located far away from the focal plane.
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Figure 4.11: Background correction using Rolling Ball Radius function in ImageJ. (a) Image sec-
tions before and after background subtraction; (b) Corresponding intensity profiles
to the image sections in (a). (image from [339])
Cell detection The RBCs in images with corrected background are detected and counted using
an automatic routine developed on ImageJ software. Fig. 4.12 describes the intermediate steps for
further image enhancement and cell detection, based on the image with corrected background.
First, a binary image (Fig. 4.12b) is generated from the image with corrected background (Fig. 4.12a),
followed by function Dilate (Fig. 4.12c) and function Fill holes (Fig. 4.12d). This procedure al-
lows recovering the cell contour for brighter cells that are located away from the focal plane.
Subsequently, function Watershed is applied to generate separation among slightly overlapped
cells (Fig. 4.12e). Then, function Outline allows delimiting each foreground object in the binary
image, by generating a one-pixel wide outline (Fig. 4.12f). Based on this image, function Analyse
Particles provides information of each delimited object, following which the Circularity filter is
applied to detect objects whose circularity is in the range of 0.5–1.0, defined by 4πA/P 2 (where
A is the cell area and P the cell perimeter). The output is the image presented in Fig. 4.12g, provid-
ing numbered cells together with a list of values including the centre of mass (XCoM , YCoM ) and
perimeter of each cell. A second filter is applied to the perimeter of the automatic detected object,
in order to delete the ones presenting even smaller sizes than an undersized cell (Drbc ≈ 4µm).
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Figure 4.12: Procedures of detecting cells from the experimental images. (a) Image with cor-
rected background; (b) The corresponding binary image; (c) function Dilate; (d)
function Fill Holes; (e) function Watershed; (f) function Outline; (g) detected cells
after function Analyse Particles on applying the Circularity filter. (image from [339])
4.2.3 Probability density distribution (PDD)
Calculation of local RBC fractions Local RBC fractions in experiments are determined using
the centre of mass information from detected cells within each ROI. We first divide the whole width
of the channel intoN bins (N ≥ 26) and apply a frequency function to count the cells that fall into
each bin. The RBC fraction for each bin is then calculated as its cell percentage (%) relative to the
total number of cells detected in the whole ROI. The above calculation of relative RBC fractions
is to counterbalance the cell counting error arising from the automatic detection method, which
does not allow accurate recording of absolute cell numbers because of the interference from cell
overlapping in experimental images. By plotting the RBC fractions on the cross-section of the
designated ROI, the Probability density distribution (PDD) of RBCs is obtained, which can be
regarded as an approximate representation of the haematocrit profile.
Accuracy of the PDD profile To verify the accuracy of PDD profiles depicting RBC distribution
obtained from the automatic counting method, two validation tests were performed. First, we
examined the minimum number of frames needed to ensure a converged distribution. For a given
ROI, the RBC distribution was determined using four different image stacks, containing 50, 100,
200 and 300 image frames, respectively. The PDD profiles resulting from a relatively small stack,
e.g., 50 and 100 frames, were found to present significant noises and differ much from each other
(Fig. 4.13a). In contrast, the distributions obtained from a larger stack, namely 200 and 300 frames,
were much smoother and appeared similar to each other (Fig. 4.13a). Therefore, we conclude that
a stack with 300 frames is enough to generate a converged RBC distribution.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Effect of the number of frames on the RBC distribution calculated by the au-
tomatic cell counting method. The PDD profiles are calculated using a stack of 50
frames (black line), 100 frames (green line), 200 frames (blue line) and 300 frames
(red line), respectively. (b) PDD profiles (using a stack of 300 images) obtained from
automatic cell counting (red line) and manual cell counting (black line), respectively.
(image from [339])
Figure 4.14: Effect of cell overlapping on the calculated RBC distribution, showing PDD profiles
obtained from automatic counting with (red line) and without (black line) overlapped
cells in the images, respectively. (image from [339])
Second, we compared the RBC distribution obtained from our automatic counting using a stack
of 300 frames with one based on manual counting. The result showed a high-level similarity
between the two distributions (Fig. 4.13b), hence validating the accuracy of our proposed method
for the analysis of RBC distribution in experiments using low haematocrit (Ht ≤ 1%), where the
boundaries of individual cells can be well defined.
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Effect of cell overlapping The effect of cell overlapping is also investigated. In Fig. 4.12g, it
is possible to observe false “agglomerates” (given the RBC concentration and the type of Dextran
used in our experiments, we expect no physical aggregation) caused by the overlapping of cells
across the channel depth direction. To study the impact of these “agglomerates” on the calculated
RBC distribution, they were identified and excluded in a test case. The resulting RBC distribution
was then compared to the original RBC distribution, where the two distributions obtained are
found virtually identical (Fig. 4.14). This suggests that the statistical effect of cell overlapping is
negligible on the final cell distribution obtained using our automatic counting method.
4.2.4 Cell-free layer
To measure the CFL at a ROI within the channel, a combined image of 300 frames via minimum
intensity Z-projection is generated (Fig. 4.15a). Using this method, if a cell is passing through the
ROI with lower intensity than the background, it will be registered; with a sufficient number of
image frames, the layer depleted of cells (CFL) close to the walls can be distinguished. The binary
image of such a projection (Fig. 4.15b) presents a sharp boundary separating the RBC core and
the CFL. The average CFL thickness is then defined as half of the averaged difference between
the channel width and the RBC core along the ROI.
Figure 4.15: CFL measurement. (a) Minimum intensity Z-projection image using a stack of 300
frames. (b) Binary image of the Z-projection for calculation of the CFL thickness.
(image from [339])
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Figure 4.16: A vascular plexus of postnatal day 5 (P5) mouse retina, with the collagen matrix
sleeves and the endothelial luminal surface labelled by (a) Col.IV and (b) ICAM2,
respectively. (Image by courtesy of Tijana Perovic)
4.3 Mouse and zebrafish experiments
4.3.1 Preparation of mouse retina for binary mask acquisition
(Disclaimer for this subsection.2)
The mouse strain used in the present study was C57/BL6J. Mice were maintained at the Max Del-
brück Center for Molecular Medicine under standard husbandry conditions. Animal procedures
were performed in accordance with the animal license X9005/15. Mouse eyes were collected at
P5 and fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 1 h at 4◦C, and retinas were then dissected in PBS. Block-
ing/permeabilisation was performed using Claudio’s Blocking Buffer (CBB; [92]), consisting of
1% FBS (Gibco), 3% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.01% sodium
deoxycholate (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.02% sodium azide (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS at pH 7.4 for
2 h with rocking at 4◦C. Primary antibodies were incubated at the desired concentration in 1:1
CBB/PBS with rocking at 4◦C overnight and secondary antibodies were incubated at the desired
2All figures and text in Sec 4.3.1 are provided by Tijana Perovic at Max-Delbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine
in the Helmholtz Association (Berlin, Germany) through a collaborative project.
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concentration in 1:1 CBB/PBS for 2 h at room temperature. Retinas were mounted on slides using
Vectashield mounting medium (H-1000; Vector Labs).
The following primary and secondary antibodies were used In vivo: collagen IV (ref 2150-1470,
rabbit; 1:400; AbD Serotec) and ICAM2 (ref 553326, rat; 1:200; BD Biosciences), anti-Rat Alexa
488 (ref A21208, donkey 1:400, Invitrogen), anti-Rabbit Alexa 568 (ref A10042, donkey 1:400,
Invitrogen). Complete high-resolution three-dimensional (3-D) rendering of whole mount reti-
nas were taken using a LSM 780 inverted microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a Plan-Apochromat
63×/1.4 NA DIC objective. Images were taken at room temperature using Zen 2.3 software
(Zeiss). Tiled scans of whole retinas were analysed with ImageJ to generate binary masks of
ICAM2 (Figure 4.16a) and Collagen IV (Figure 4.16b).
4.3.2 Morpholino oligomers, zebrafish husbandry and imaging
(Disclaimer for this subsection.3)
Morpholino oligomer (MO) against gata1 morpholino (gata1 MO, Figure 4.17b) as described in
[12] (sequence 5’-CTGCAAGTGTAGTATTGAAGATGTC-3’) was injected at 8 ng/embryo fol-
lowing [132]. A control MO (ctl MO, Figure 4.17a) served the standard control Morpholino target-
ing a human beta-globin intron mutation (sequence 5’- CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-
3’). The control was injected at similar amount of 8 ng/embryo. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) were
raised and staged as previously described in [154]. For growing and breeding of transgenic lines,
we complied with regulations of the animal ethics committee at the MDC Berlin [10].
Embryos were anaesthetised in 0.014% tricaine (Tricaine Pharmaq 1000mg/g, PHARMAQ Lim-
ited), mounted in plastic petri dishes (94x16 mm - Sarstedt Ref#82.1473) containing 0.014% tri-
caine, and bathed in E3 media containing 0.007 (0.5x) tricaine and 0.003% PTU. Imaging was per-
formed on an upright 3i spinning-disc confocal microscope using Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0
NA water-dipping objectives. Screening of embryos was performed using a Leica M205 FA stere-
omicroscope with filter set ET GFP M205FA/M165FC.
3All figures and text in Sec 4.3.2 are provided by Ines Fechner at Max-Delbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine in
the Helmholtz Association (Berlin, Germany) through a collaborative project.
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Figure 4.17: Two exemplar CVPs from (a) a ctl MO embryo (with RBC perfusion) and (b) a
gata1 MO embryo (without RBC perfusion). Note that the RBC precursors in (b)
are located outside the vasculature and therefore not circulating with the blood flow.






If you thought that science was certain - well, that is just an error on your part.
— Richard P. Feynman
Chapter 5
Benchmark tests of a single RBC in
typical channel flows
In recent decades, we have witnessed the application of various numerical methods as introduced
in Sec. 3.2 to model blood flow. A majority of existing studies are two-dimensional (2D) in
nature. They have greatly enhanced our understanding of blood by providing invaluable insights
into the underlying principles or mechanisms governing RBC dynamics and suspension rheology.
Notwithstanding, a quantitative description of the microscopic behaviour of RBCs at the cellular
level is difficult to achieve with 2D models. To overcome this limitation, three-dimensional (3D)
models emerged over recent years, such as the immersed-boundary-lattice-Boltzmann model (IB-
LBM) as introduced in Sec. 4.1.1.
Before employed to conduct research projects, the present IB-LBM was validated against numer-
ical results of existing 3D models as well as experimental observations. In this chapter, three
typical benchmark tests are selected for demonstration on account of their relevance to central
research projects to be covered later in this thesis, namely Chapters 6–8. In brief, the benchmark
tests cover the behaviour of an individual RBC in geometries typical of biological passages (e.g.,
vessels, slits) or microfluidic channels, including its common shape and wall shear stress (WSS)
footprint in Sec. 5.1, membrane deformation and transit regime in Sec. 5.2, and cross-streamline
migration in Sec. 5.3. Characterisation of a 3D RBC’s microscopic behaviour under these con-
ditions will not only help validate the present model, but also contribute to the understanding of
RBC dynamics as they flow through microscale vessels or channels.
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5.1 RBC in a small cylindrical tube
5.1.1 Background
One challenge of modelling cellular blood flow is to accurately capture the dynamical variation
of RBC shape in response to fluid shear. Since its first observation in the 1670s, RBCs have been
extensively characterised in vivo and in vitro. A range of distinct shapes are found simply by
varying the flow that the cell is exposed to, from the most well-known biconcave disc [299] to
the recently reported polylobed morphology [169, 197]. In the microcirculation, the capillaries
where the RBCs travel in are usually highly confined, where the RBC shape heavily deviates
from its undeformed biconcave state and turns into a parachute-like or bullet-like morphology,
either symmetrically or asymmetrically (depending on capillary diameter, flow conditions and cell
property). This shape transition has been widely investigated [105, 121, 300] and is commonly
used to validate computational models [73, 82, 215, 232, 337, 343]. The parachute-like RBCs are
mostly observed at the centre of small vessels or tubes, with a thin layer of fluid (known as the
cell-free-layer, CFL) existing between the cell and channel wall. Subject to the variation of CFL,
distinct patterns of the wall shear stress (WSS) can form on the channel wall [100, 209, 312, 333].
5.1.2 Model and parameters
To examine the shape evolution of RBCs in small vessels/channels, cylindrical tubes withDtube =
5–10 µm in diameter are modelled. The flow is driven from left to right, with a parabolic velocity
profile (assuming Poiseuille flow) imposed at the inlet and a reference pressure assigned at the
outlet. After the flow converges, an undeformed RBC with biconcave shape is inserted near the
inlet with its initial position on the tube axis. Given the RBC diameter Drbc = 8µm, cylindrical
tubes with Dtube < 8µm need some special treatment to enable the initialisation of RBCs in a
flow-facing manner. To this end, another cylindrical segment of larger size (10µm in diameter)
preceding the target tube of designated diameter is arranged (Figure 5.1). Between this segment
and the investigated tube, there exists a tapper region where the RBC gradually deforms to enter
the tube of investigation. To allow enough number of fluid nodes to solve the film flow in the small
gap between the cell body and the wall, the lattice size in Dtube = 10µm is ∆x = 1/3µm; the
lattice size in Dtube = 5, 6, 7, 8µm is ∆x = 1/6µm.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of flow models for the simulation of an RBC in cylindrical tubes
of diameter Dtube = 5, 6, 7, 8µm, respectively. (b) Snapshots of the respective
RBC shape with Dtube = 5, 6, 7, 8µm. Following the practice of [269], the
mean flow velocity in all tubes is kept constant. The respective Reynolds numbers
are Re = 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, and the respective capillary numbers are Ca =
0.76, 0.63, 0.54, 0.48.
The RBC is modelled as a closed finite-element membrane with N triangular facets (meshing
resolution matching the lattice size ∆x for numerical stability and accuracy [165]). For Dtube =
10µm, N = 2880; for Dtube = 5, 6, 7, 8µm, N = 11520. More details of the RBC model can
be found in Chapter 4. The behaviour of RBCs in flow is determined by two non-dimensional
numbers: the Reynolds number Re and the capillary number Ca. Re represents the ratio of fluid
inertia to viscous force and is defined based on the channel diameter:
Re = ρexūDtube/ηex (5.1)
where ū = 0.25 mm/s is the mean velocity of the unperturbed flow (without the cell); ρex and
ηex are the density and dynamic viscosity of the suspending fluid, respectively. Ca represents
shear-induced deformation of the RBC membrane and is defined using its shear elasticity:
Ca = τ γ̇w, τ = ηexrrbc/κs, γ̇w = 8ū/Dtube (5.2)
where τ is a characteristic time scale of the RBC membrane to relax to equilibrium shape from a
transient state; γ̇w is the wall shear rate; rrbc is the RBC radius; κs is the membrane strain modulus.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Shape evolution of the RBC flowing in the cylindrical tube of diameter D =
10µm, Ca = 1. (b) Comparison of RBCs from the simulations in cylindrical tube of
diameter Dtube = 5, 6, 7, 8µm, respectively.
5.1.3 Results and discussion
RBC shape AtD = 10µm, the RBC gradually evolved into a parachute shape in response to the
flow (Figure 5.2a). The time-sequence cross-sectional views of the cell membrane demonstrate the
development of a round nose in the front and two bulging rim tips at the rear end under the com-
bined effect of strain and bending forces. Decreasing the tube diameter down to D = 5µm (high
degree of confinement) gives rise to an elongated cell with bullet shape, featuring increased cell
length but reduced cell width (Figure 5.2b). These findings agree well with earlier experimental
observations [105, 121] and theoretical derivations [267, 269] under comparable flow conditions.
WSS footprint The RBC-induced disturbance on the WSS is found dramatic. Far from the cell,
the WSS remains unperturbed with a steady value of τ0 (proportional to the tube diameter and
the pressure drop). In the vicinity of the RBC, the WSS presents a “peak-valley-peak” pattern
featuring three transitions, namely τ1 a primary peak (near the fore-end), τ2 a valley (near the
rear-end) and τ3 a secondary peak (right behind the cell). This variation of WSS is in line with
a previous 2D IB-LBM study [312]. However, τ2 < τ0 was concluded for all cases investigated
by the authors, whereas in the present 3D simulations, τ1, τ2, τ3 can all be higher than τ0 (Figure
5.3). This implies that the amplification effect of instantaneous WSS induced by the RBC may be
underestimated by the 2D model. When the tube becomes exceedingly small and the cell rim gets
much closer to the wall, the “peak-valley-peak” pattern is replaced by a single-peak profile, with
a pronounced τ1 (several fold higher than τ0) emerging around the RBC rear (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.3: (a) WSS footprint of the RBC flowing through a cylindrical tube of 8µm in diameter.
All WSS values are normalised by τ0, the mean WSS at a position far away from the
cell. (b) shows the disturbance of the RBC to the velocity field, and (c) plots the
velocity profiles at positions marked in (b) by black solid lines.
Figure 5.4: Same caption as Figure 5.3, except for a cylindrical tube of 6µm in diameter.
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5.2 RBC through a narrow splenic slit
5.2.1 Background
Healthy RBCs are extraordinarily deformable and can squeeze through vessels much smaller than
their own size [178]. The narrowest passages in the human body probably exist in the spleen,
where aged or diseased cells are challenged owing to impaired deformability and removed either
through phagocytosis or mechanical dissociation [176]. This process serves to filter unhealthy
RBCs from our blood. The modelling of RBC transit through a spleen slit is challenging given
the excessively small size of the passage, which is typically 1–2 µm wide or even narrower. Re-
cent studies successfully simulating this process employed boundary integral/element methods
(BIM/BEM) [97, 188, 261, 262] or (smoothed) dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) methods
[233, 311, 331]. Additionally, a coarse-grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) model was applied
and verified for reliable results[176]. To the best knowledge of the author, no such simulations
have been performed using the lattice-Boltzmann method. Therefore, the present study aims to
test our IB-LBM model with this problem and compare the results from other models.
5.2.2 Model and parameters
Figure 5.5 shows the computational model built to simulate a single RBC squeezing through a
splenic slit. The slit has the same dimensions as the one studied by [97], which is 1 µm in depth
and 2.82 µm in length. The channels upstream and downstream the slit have a square cross-section
with the same width and depth (W = H). A cylindrical flow entry region, whose diameter De
equals to the width/depth of the square channel, is added at the inlet to impose a parabolic velocity
profile (assuming Poiseuille flow). The whole domain is 18 µm wide/deep and 44.8 µm long,
including 2,884,668 lattice sites. The lattice size is ∆X = 1/6 µm. The inlet, the outlet and the
flow direction (from left to right) are labelled in Figure 5.5.
An RBC of biconcave shape is inserted from the cylindrical flow entry region (at the centre) once
steady flow converges in the domain. The RBC will then be driven towards the spleen slit. The
same as in Sec. 5.1.2, the RBC is modelled as a closed finite-element membrane withN triangular
facets (N = 8000 here). The RBC’s deformability is manipulated via the capillary number Ca,
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Figure 5.5: Model configuration of a single cell squeezing through a narrow slit.
which is defined based on the cylindrical flow entry region with a diameter of De = 18µm:
Ca = ηexγ̇wrrbc/κs, γ̇ = 8ū/De (5.3)
wherein ηex = 1 mPa s is the dynamic viscosity of the suspending fluid, γ̇ is the wall shear rate
and rrbc = 4µm is the radius of the RBC. κs is the strain modulus of the RBC membrane, which
is varied in different simulations to achieve a designated Ca number. ū = 5.6 mm/s is the mean
velocity of the flow imposed at the inlet (kept constant for all simulations).
5.2.3 Results and discussion
Regimes of cell transit A parametric study Ca = 0.001, 0.01, 0.059, 0.1 (increasing cell
deformability by varying the membrane strain modulus while keeping the ambient flow velocity
fixed) at low Reynolds number (Re = 0.2 as calculated following Eq. 5.1) reveals that the cell
travels faster towards the slit with a larger Ca value. This is easy to understand as a softer cell
would experience less flow resistance as it deforms more substantially. Three different regimes can
be defined when a cell of different deformability encounters the narrow slit: a rigid cell getting
stuck (Ca = 0.001, 0.01); a soft cell passing through (Ca = 0.059); and an even softer cell
becoming jammed with severe membrane infolding (Ca = 0.1) (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: (λ = 1) Regimes of the cell transit (four cells). From left to right: Ca = 0.001 (stuck),
Ca = 0.01 (stuck), Ca = 0.059 (pass), Ca = 0.1 (infold). The first row of the figure
panel shows the side view of the cell, and the second row shows the top view.
The three regimes are similar to those reported in [97] by varying flow velocities ū and viscosity
contrasts λ (ratio of cytosol viscosity to plasma viscosity). However, because the present simu-
lations consider no viscosity contrast (namely λ = 1) whereas [97] only included λ > 1 cases
in the velocity-viscosity phase diagram, a quantitative comparison of regime transition cannot be
made. A notable difference from [97] is that, the threshold Ca number for the transition between
the passing-through and infolding-jammed regimes to occur in the present study is much lower.
Furthermore, the fore-end of the infolding cell here escapes the splenic slit and presents a spherical
head, with two tails left behind (which resembles the “two-tongue” shape reported in [261]), in-
stead of being trapped by the slit as in [97]. This shape difference may be attributed to the possibly
under-resolved infolding cell limited by numerical stability with current resolution.
Transit time of cell Case Ca = 0.059 has been designed to reproduce one simulation in Freund
[97] to enable quantitative comparison of the transit time, where Ca′ was defined as:
Ca′ = ηpū/κs (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: (Ca = 0.059, λ = 1) One single cell passing through the Spleen Slit. From left to
right: t1 = 80 ms, t2 = 87 ms, t3 = 100 ms, t4 = 111 ms. The first row of the figure
panel shows the side view of the cell, and the second row shows the top view.
where ηp = 1.2 mPa s is the viscosity of blood plasma; ū = 141µm/s is the flow mean velocity;
κs = 4.2×10−6 N/m is the membrane modulus. By comparing Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.4, the conversion
relations between the two capillary numbers can be found as Ca′ = 0.675Ca. Accordingly, the
Ca = 0.059 simulation here is equivalent to Ca′ = 0.04 in Freund’s model, where the cell falls
well into the “passing through" regime.
Figure 5.7 demonstrates a time-lapse sequence of the Ca = 0.059 cell with its centroid approach-
ing (t = 80 ms), entering (t = 87 ms), escaping (t = 100 ms) and leaving (t = 111 ms) the slit,
respectively. The total transit time is calculated to be 13 ms. This value is comparable to reported
transit time for equivalent flow conditions, for example, 22 ms and 37 ms as reported by [97] and
[262], respectively. The slightly slower cell transit in the above works may be due to their setup of
a 0.1µm exclusion zone to avoid singularity (given the adverse effect of potentially strong lubri-
cation on the BIM/BEM methods they use when the cell is in close contact with the slit walls). On
the other hand, the LBM method does not accurately resolve the film flow in the narrow cell-wall
gap with current resolution, which may also contribute to this discrepancy in transit time.
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5.3 RBC in a rectangular channel
5.3.1 Background
Abundant theoretical and experimental studies have excluded the possibility of cross-streamline
motion for axisymmetric rigid bodies (e.g., spheres, discs, rods) in the absence of inertia. Some
most well-known works include [35, 112, 124, 141, 151]. Notwithstanding, when it comes to stiff
RBCs in microfluidic flows, uncertainties arise. One argument for the migration-free viewpoint
is that, a rigid RBC in inertia-free shear flows cannot tank-tread and would instead assume a
flipping-like or tumbling motion [286]. In such motion mode, the orientation orbit of the RBC
presents repeated reversals that would recover the spherical symmetry in a periodic manner [35].
In other words, despite its non-spherical shape, the rigid cell still behaves as if being spherical and
consequently no symmetry-breaking motion will be generated to trigger cross-streamline drift in
purely viscous flow [193].
However, RBCs are strongly non-spherical objects with a biconcave shape featuring two dimples.
Also, even rigid RBCs are not perfectly solid because they have viscous fluid inside [202]. There-
fore, it is still subject to scrutiny whether the theories largely derived based on solid spheres or
ellipsoids in the literature are applicable to predict the motion of RBCs at low Reynolds (Re) num-
ber, especially for channel flows where multiple solid boundaries exist. Furthermore, despite their
typical low Re number, microfluidic flows are definitely not inertia-free. It is still a debatable issue
for realistic geometries under which Re number the inertia is decisively low so that Stokes flow
can be safely invoked, albeit many numerical studies assume Re = 1 as the critical threshold.
The present single-RBC simulations in a rectangular microchannel (commonly for microfluidic
devices) show clear lateral migration of rigid RBCs occurring at small Re number (Re < 1), caus-
ing the cell to move away from walls and approach the channel centre. This finding is contrary to
existing understanding of the motion of rigid objects in low-Re shear flow (Newtonian fluid). The
behaviour of the RBC is found to show complex dynamics that can introduce unsteady momentum
which in turn gives rise to a net drift in the shear plane. Key theoretical and numerical works that
may help elaborate the problem include [56, 221, 223, 290] and [59, 163, 238, 263]. Recent stud-
ies by Rosén [257, 258, 259] are also important by providing invaluable insights on the potentially
chaotic angular dynamics of non-spherical bodies in shear flows with vanishing inertia.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of the channel cross-section and cell A, B, C, D, E, F, H initialised at seven
different positions. The centre is located at (X, Y, Z) = (10, 49, 16).
5.3.2 Model and parameters
The computational domain has a size of 80∆X × 98∆X × 32∆X (L × W × H), centred at
(X,Y, Z) = (40, 49, 16). The lattice size for all simulations is set as ∆X = 1 µm unless stated
otherwise. The left, right, top, bottom wall is located at Y = 1, Y = 98, Z = 32 and Z = 1,
respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x−direction, along which the flow
is driven with a body force. The RBC model is the same as introduced in Sec. 5.1.2 and Sec. 5.2.2,
but with a coarser mesh of N = 500. Definitions of the Reynolds number (Re) and the capillary
number (Ca) are also similar to Sec. 5.1.2, except that the cylindrical tube diameter Dtube is





To investigate the interaction between the RBC and different channel walls, seven initial positions
A-H are designed so that the RBC is placed close to either one or two of the walls (Figure 5.8).
All cells are initialised at an inclination angle of 40 degrees about the vector ~R = (1, 2, 3) (unless
otherwise specified), which is intended to generate a random orientation in the three-dimensional
space without losing generality. Unless otherwise specified, all simulations in this study are run
for 2 million time steps (so that L > 10000∆X , typically costing 2 days each) with Reynolds
number Re = 1, Ca = 0.001 and relaxation time τ = 1. Parametric simulations shown in Figure
5.11 with varying Re number (Re = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0) are run with Ca = 0.01 and τ = 2.
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Figure 5.9: Trajectory projection of cell A, B, C, D, E, F, H on a cross-sectional plane of the
channel. (a) Ca = 1 and (b) Ca = 0.001. The cell position is determined by its
centre of mass. Re = 1 for all simulations.
5.3.3 Results and discussion
5.3.3.1 Effect of initial position and cell deformability
In this section, both soft and rigid RBCs are studied to investigate the effect of cell deformability on
the RBC’s lateral migration, which is observed from the transverse plane normal to flow direction.
Cell trajectory At Re = 1, the initial position of the RBC is found to have a profound effect on
its lateral migration (reflected by the transverse projection of its trajectory), whether it is soft or
rigid (Figure 5.9). Overall, the lateral migration of cells initially placed near walls (e.g., cells A,
B, E) are much stronger than those initialised near channel axes (e.g., cells D, F, H).
Specifically, when a soft RBC (Ca = 1) is initially placed on or close to one of the channel axes
(e.g., cell D, cell F and cell H), it would largely migrate along the respective axis with only slight
side drift, leaving a nearly straight transverse path behind (Figure 5.9a). As the initial position
moves away from the axis, a curved path comes into being with a trend of marching towards the
channel centre. All these signs seemingly suggest that the channel centre is an equilibrium position
for lateral migration of the soft cells.
The paths of rigid RBCs (Ca = 0.001) on the transverse plane are qualitatively similar, but
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with substantially reduced displacement (Figure 5.9b). To quantify the difference in displacement
between soft and rigid RBCs, the changes of cell position along the widthwise and depthwise
directions are examined independently (Figure 5.10). For off-axis RBCs (e.g., cells A, B, C, E),
decreasing Ca = 1 to Ca = 0.001 is found to cut the lateral displacement in the respective
direction by more than half. This is particular obvious for cells placed near the corner, e.g., cell
A (compare Figure 5.10a–b) and cell B (compare Figure 5.10d–e). In addition, the reduction in
streamwise translation for rigid cells is also significant, again most prominently for cells initialised
in the low-velocity region near the corner of the channel.
Figure 5.10: Trajectories of (a–c) cell A, B, C, D, H and (d–f) cell B, E, F. For (a) and (d),
Ca = 1; for (b–c) and (e–f), Ca = 0.001. (a–b) and (f) show the migration of cells
in the widthwise direction; (c) and (d–e) show that in the depthwise direction. For
all simulations in (a–f), Re = 1. M1 (meaning “Mode 1”) and M2 (meaning “Mode
2”) for cell F and cell H represent two other initial orientation angels for the cells,
which are discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.2.
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Figure 5.11: Stability test of the equilibrium position. (a) Cell F placed exactly at the middle of
channel depth, i.e., Z = 16. (b) Cell F’ placed at Z = 15. (c) Cell H placed exactly
at the middle of channel width, i.e., Y = 49. (d) Cell H’ placed at Y = 48.
Stability of equilibrium position The results above suggest the channel geometric centre as the
equilibrium position, particularly for rigid cells that are initially placed on the channel axes (i.e.,
cell F and cell H). Besides the Re = 1 cases, a range of Re numbers below 1 are investigated,
which all present the same trend (Figure 5.11a and Figure 5.11c). To determine whether the
channel centre is perfectly stable or only marginally stable, two cells (hereafter referred to as cell
F’ and cell H’) are arranged slightly off the respective axes. Cell F’ clearly migrates back to Z =
16 (Figure5.11b), whereas cell H’ remains at the new position and no sign of migration towards
Y = 49 can be observed even over 660Dh (Figure5.11d). In this respect, the central equilibrium
does appear stable for the depthwise migration but is only quasi-stable for the widthwise migration.
The multiple equilibria in the width direction of the rectangular channel are presumably due to a
finite zero-shear-rate range arising from the flattened velocity profile, which is in sharp contrast
with the depth direction where a parabolic velocity profile prevails.
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the channel cross-section and cell A, B, F, H, I initialised at three
principal directions. Each cell has three orientations, namely parallel to wall (Mode
1, or M1), facing the flow (Mode 2, or M2) and vertical to wall (Mode 3, or M3).
5.3.3.2 Rigid cell migration: effect of initial orientation
In this section, further investigation of rigid RBCs initialised at selected positions (including A,
B, F, H, I) is conducted to understand the potential effect of initial orientation on their lateral
migration (Figure 5.12). For the RBC at a given position, three orientation modes are considered,
corresponding to the principal directions of the rigid body. In the Mode 1 (P), the cell is parallel
to the closest wall; in the Mode 2 (F), the cell is facing the flow; in the Mode 3 (V), the cell is
vertical to the closest wall. Through comparison, the dynamics of cell H, cell I and cell A is found
representative of other cells and the following presentation will focus on these three cells.
Cell trajectory For cell H and cell I (initialised on channel axes), their lateral migration in all
three modes are aligned with the respective axes with negligible drift in the sidewise direction.
This axis-exclusive motion agrees with what was found in Sec. 5.3.3.2 for cells H, F initialised
through a 40-degree rotation about ~R(1, 2, 3), therefore suggesting its independence of cell ori-
entation angle. Nevertheless, the orientation does have an effect on the cell trajectory. For both
cells H and I, a surprising “phase-jumping” pattern is observed under the V mode, featuring step-
wise changes of lateral position followed by static phases of zero displacement (Figure 5.13a–b).
The simulation animations (not shown here) reveal that both cells in V mode assume a forward
“wheel-rolling” motion aligned with the axes. Meanwhile, the P and F modes for cell H show
identical trajectories, and those for cell I show similar trajectories with a minor difference in net
displacement. Both cells in P or F modes demonstrate the classic tumbling motion.
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Figure 5.13: Trajectories of cell H, I, A in three modes. (a) Lateral migration of cell H in the
depthwise direction (there is negligible widthwise direction for cell H). (b) Lateral
migration of cell I in the widthwise direction (there is negligible depthwise direction
for cell I). (c) Lateral migration of cell A in the depthwise direction. (c) Lateral
migration of cell A in the widthwise direction
The “phase-jumping” behaviour vanishes for cell A, where the three modes show similar trajecto-
ries that present more or less steady increase of lateral displacement in both the depth and width
directions (Figure 5.13c–d). The simulation animations of A (not shown here) present complex
wobbling motions without a fixed rotation axis under all three modes (as if trembling or oscillat-
ing), but all cells do follow the same path in the transverse plane as already suggested by their
trajectory projections in Figure 5.13c–d.
Angular dynamics To understand the origin of the net migration (laterally) observed for rigid
RBCs presented above, the patterns of their angular velocities Ω in all principal directions are
investigated, i.e., Ωx, Ωy, Ωz (Figure 5.14). The main findings are as below. First, for cells which
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are initialised on channel axes (i.e., cell H and cell I), the P and F modes are virtually equivalent,
with only a phase difference in their waveforms of angular velocity (compare waveforms of M1
and M2 in the figures). Furthermore, for the P/F modes of these cells (again cell H and cell I), the
only unstable waveform of angular velocities (i.e., with a non-zero mean over time) is found in
the vorticity direction, which is perpendicular to the respective shear plane. Then, for all cells, the
V mode (i.e., M3 in the figures) appears unstable or at best quasi-stable in all directions, albeit in
some directions the angular velocities are one to two orders lower in magnitude than the primary
direction and should be considered as numerical noises. Specifically for cell A, which is placed at
the corner and near to two walls, the pattern of its angular velocities is the compromised result of
wall-induced effects from both directions, seemingly integrating the angular dynamics of cell H
and cell I in corresponding principal directions.
Figure 5.14: Angular dynamics of cell H, I, A. (a-c) show the angular velocities of cell H in the
x−, y− and z− directions, respectively. For cell H, y−axis indicates the direction of
vorticity. (d-f) show the angular velocities of cell I in the x−, y− and z− directions,
respectively. For cell I, y−axis indicates the direction of vorticity. (g-i) show the
angular velocities of cell A in the x−, y− and z− directions, respectively.
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Importantly, for the tumbling cases including cell H and cell I under either P or F modes, clear
symmetry-breaking of the waveform between the first and second halves of one tumbling cycle
(featuring alternating round-peaks/sharp-troughs or sharp-peaks/round-troughs) can be observed
in the vorticity direction, which is along y−axis for cell H and along z−axis for cell I (see Figure
5.14b and Figure 5.14f). This symmetry-breaking also occurs to the wobbling cases, namely cell A
under all three modes, and in both y−axis and z−axis directions (for cell A it is difficult to define
the shear plane and vorticity direction). This symmetry-breaking observed here may be the reason
behind the lateral migration of the rigid RBCs (which cannot be treated as solid objects due to the
fluid interior to the cell membrane) even under low inertia (small but non-zero Reynolds number,
therefore residual deformation may still arise). The occurrence of such symmetry-breaking is
presumably associated with the biconcave shape and fluid-filled nature of the seemingly “solid”
RBC, which interacts with the channel wall in a more complex way than commonly expected.
5.4 Concluding remarks
RBCs or their biomimetic counterparts (e.g., capsules and vesicles) in shear flow have been ex-
haustively studied over the past decade, mainly because of their prominent role in the microcir-
culatory system and related biomedical applications. Major breakthroughs have been made to
deepen our understanding of their dynamics. However, a holistic view of the principles and laws
governing their complex behaviour under different scenarios is still lacking, which is partially
caused by insufficient “cross-talk” between experimental observations, theoretical modelling and
computational simulations regarding some fundamental phenomena or processes of RBCs. Us-
ing the present IB-LBM model, this chapter has been dedicated to revisit relevant problems (to
this thesis) that have been considered by other researches using different methods before. On one
hand, this is to validate our model for future application to related problems; on the other, some
uncertainties of previous research on these problems are reviewed. As shown by the results in this
chapter, the present IB-LBM equipped with message-passing-interface (MPI) parallelisation is ca-
pable to solve some of the most computational-challenging cases (e.g., RBCs squeezing through
capillary vessels or splenic slits) and show satisfactory agreement with other established models.
Furthermore, the finding of the tumbling-induced symmetry-breaking provides new insights into
the intriguing lateral migration of apparently rigid RBCs.
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Chapter 6
Dynamics of dilute RBC suspensions in
a straight microchannel
Microfluidic technologies are commonly used for the manipulation of red blood cell (RBC) sus-
pensions and analyses of flow-mediated biomechanics as previously introduced in Sec. 2.3.2. To
enhance the performance of microfluidic devices, understanding the dynamics of the suspensions
processed within is crucial. In this chapter, novel aspects of the spatio-temporal dynamics of
RBC suspensions flowing through a typical microchannel at low Reynolds number are reported.
Originally in experiments with dilute RBC suspensions (by J. Fidalgo), an off-centre two-peak
(OCTP) profile of cells contrary to the centralised distribution (commonly reported for low-inertia
flows) was found. The OCTP profile was reminiscent of the well-known “tubular pinch effect”
which usually arises from inertial effects [271, 272]. However, given the conditions of negligible
inertia in the experiments, an alternative explanation was needed for the profile. To uncover the
underlying mechanism, massively-parallel simulations of RBC flow in real-size microfluidic di-
mensions are performed using the IB-LBM model and confirm the experimental findings. Further
by analysing the RBC migration and cell-free layer (CFL) development within a high-aspect-ratio
channel, it is demonstrated that such a distribution is co-determined by the spatial decay of hydro-
dynamic lift and the global deficiency of cell dispersion in dilute suspensions. A CFL development
length exceedingly longer than typical lengths of microfluidic designs for localised measurements
is reported. This work highlights the key role of transient cell distribution in dilute suspensions,
which may negatively affect the reliability of experimental results if not taken into account.
This chapter springs from a collaborative project with my experimental collaborators at the Uni-
versity of Strathclyde (Glasgow, UK). The experimental schematic/data in Figures 6.1, 6.4, 6.8a,
6.13a are provided by J. Fidalgo. Except the above, all contents contained in this chapter are my
own work. A peer-reviewed journal paper [339] has been published 1.
1Zhou, Q et al., Spatiotemporal dynamics of dilute red blood cell suspensions in low-inertia microchannel flow,
Biophysical Journal (2020), 118(10):2561-2573
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6.1 Overview
The present chapter aims to elucidate the spatio-temporal distribution of RBCs in a dilute sus-
pension flowing through a typical microfluidic channel of rectangular cross-section. For a dilute
suspension (Ht ≤ 1%) of horse RBCs in the microchannel, cell density profiles are obtained by
a direct cell-counting routine developed in-house (see experimental details in Sec. 4.2.2). Conse-
quently, a counterintuitive cell distribution with off-centre two-peak ordering rather than a single
peak near the centreline is found, even in the negligible inertia regime. Large-scale simulations
performed for an equivalent system confirm the experimental finding and provide insight into the
underlying mechanisms. The chapter is organised as follows: the experimental and numerical
methods are briefly reviewed in Sec. 6.2. In Sec. 6.3.1, cell density profiles from experiments and
simulations are presented. Sec. 6.3.2 provides analysis of the observed cross-streamline migration
and investigates the mechanism behind the density profiles. Sec. 6.4 compares the present study
with existing works and states the key implications of the findings. Sec. 6.5 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Model configuration and parameters
The materials and methods used for the experiments and the simulations involved in this study are
outlined in Secs. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively.
6.2.1 Microfluidic design
General experimental equipment and sample preparation methods are detailed in Sec. 4.2 already
and therefore not repeated here. The microfluidic device for the present study was manufactured
by soft-lithography using an SU8 mould produced by photo-lithography (microLIQUID). The mi-
crofluidic channel was made in PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and
bonded to a glass slide substrate with oxygen plasma (Zepto, Diener). The channel has a rectan-
gular cross-section, with the width and depth dimensions (W = 87µm, H = 31µm) determined
by optical microscopy, giving a hydraulic diameter of Dh = 45.7µm. The density and shear vis-
cosity values used to calculate dimensionless numbers (e.g., Reynolds number Re and Capillary
number Ca) for experiments are 1.07 g/mL and 5.0 mPa s, respectively.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b–c) Inlet configuration of the microfluidic
device, showing optical images of the flow entry region where the inlet port is (b)
aligned and (c) misaligned relative to the channel centreline. In (b), the coordinate
axes are shown. (b–c) share the same scale bar of 500 µm. (d) Schematic showing
designated regions of interest (ROIs) for the measurement of probability density dis-
tribution (PDD) of RBCs in the suspension. (e) An individual frame of RBCs flowing
in the microchannel and (f) a composite image combining 300 frames of the same
region, obtained using the Z-projection method based on minimum intensity. In (e–f),
Q = 0.2µL/min, and they share the same scale bar of 100 µm.
Fig. 6.1a shows a schematic of the experimental setup, where the sample is infused into the inlet of
the microdevice using the withdraw function of the syringe pump located at the outlet. With this
proposed system, the sample-containing Eppendorf can be gently stirred at regular time intervals
to minimise cell sedimentation, which typically limits the duration of experiments. To test the
effect of inlet conditions, inlet ports are manually punched onto the PDMS, so that the tubing
connection can be either aligned (Fig. 6.1b) or misaligned (Fig. 6.1c) with the centreline of the
microdevice. All results are for the aligned case unless otherwise stated.
6.2.2 Numerical simulation
Most numerical methods are covered in Sec. 4.2 already. Here, only the model configuration
(Fig. 6.2) and simulation setup (Fig. 6.3) specific to the present study are introduced. The simula-
tions have identical capillary number Ca and viscosity contrast λ (between RBC interior/exterior)
to experiments to ensure comparability (see Table 6.1 for key simulation parameters).
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Figure 6.2: Geometry of the computational model (CTRAC-L, larger contraction). (a) is the top
view of the geometry, showing the widthwise span of the channel. In (a), the main
channel (rectangular) is marked with two blue dotted lines. (b) shows cross-sectional
views of the front-end and rear-end of the tapered entry region, the latter of which
coincides with the channel entrance (x = 0). (c) is the side view of the geometry,
showing the depthwise span of the channel.
Figure 6.3: A snapshot of the simulation at t = 0.37s, showing distribution of the 1% RBC sus-
pension in the width and depth directions of the microchannel. Once arriving at the
end of the channel, the cells are removed from the system.
Model configuration Fig. 6.2 shows the 3D computational model for simulation of the RBC
flow through a rectangular microchannel. Two geometries have been designed in the simulation
to account for potential entrance effects that exist in experiments due to inlet configuration, which
primarily arise from the inflow contraction between the entry region and the main channel. The
main channel part in both geometries is the same, which is 96 µm wide, 30 µm deep and 1.32
mm long. The only difference is the front-end diameter of the tapered entry region (100 µm long).
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Table 6.1: Key simulation parameters. The symbol “∼” represents simulation units.
Parameter Symbol Value
channel geometry
width W 96 µm
depth H 30 µm
length L 1320 µm
hydraulic diameter Dh 45.7 µm
entry region diameter Dentry 180 or 96 µm
RBC model
cell radius rrbc 4 µm
viscosity contrast λ 1.0
feeding haematocrit HF 1%
local haematocrit Ht variable
simulation setup
particle Reynolds number Rep 0.03
capillary number Ca 0.6
LB relaxation parameter τ̃BGK 1.0
voxel size ∆x 0.6667 µm
time step ∆t 7.41 ×10−8s
shear modulus κ̃s 5.00 ×10−4
bending modulus κ̃b 4.50 ×10−5
reduced bending modulus κ̃b∆x2/(κ̃sr2rbc) 1/400
The entry region for the first geometry has a front-end diameter of 96 µm (hereafter referred to
as CTRAC-S, meaning “smaller inflow contraction”), and the one for the second geometry has a
front-end diameter of 180 µm (hereafter referred to as CTRAC-L, meaning “larger inflow contrac-
tion”. All simulation data and plots presented in this chapter are for CTRAC-L, unless otherwise
specified). An identical entry region is also added to the channel outlet for removing cells from
the simulation. The whole domain measures 1.52 mm in length, with a total of 26,201,764 lattice
voxels (each ∆x = 2/3 µm. All dimensions of the domain are labelled in Fig. 6.2, shown from
three camera views.
Simulation setup Initially, a plasma flow (no cells) is driven from left to right along the x-
axis direction with a fixed volume flow rate (Fig. 6.3). The flow is controlled by imposing a
parabolic velocity profile (assuming Poiseuille flow) at the inlet and a reference pressure at the
outlet. The no-slip condition on walls is implemented with the Bouzidi-Firdaouss-Lallemand
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method (BFL [33]). Because it is computationally prohibitive to simulate the realistic experimental
condition where the particle Reynolds number approaches zero, the fluid flow in the simulation
is numerically accelerated to a state where the particle Reynolds number equals 0.03 (still within
the low-inertia regime). After the plasma flow is converged, RBCs are randomly inserted from the
cylindrical entry region in a continuous manner with fixed haematocrit (HF = 1%). To make the
experiments and simulations comparable, the similitude is established using the capillary number
Ca. For the target Ca = 0.6, the RBCs are fairly deformable in the channel assuming tank-
treading motion, where the cell membrane is fluidized and rolls around the cell interior.
6.3 Results
The experimental and simulation results on the RBC distribution in the channel are shown in
Sec. 6.3.1. Additional data of the RBC flow and analysis of underlying mechanisms leading to the
observed cell distribution is provided in Sec. 6.3.2.
6.3.1 Counterintuitive RBC distribution
The main results are reported here, focusing on the dynamical distribution of RBCs in a dilute
suspension. Experimentally, by continuously feeding RBCs at fixed haematocrit (HF ≤ 1%)
into the microfluidic device, the transverse motion of cells can be evaluated by monitoring the
probability density distribution (PDD) of RBCs at sequential locations along the channel axis. This
process is also replicated numerically to corroborate the experimental observations and provide
further insights into the 3D motion of cells in a microchannel of rectangular cross-section.
Experiments Under negligible inertia (Rep < 2 · 10−4), an evident increase of cell concentra-
tion is observed in the close-wall region, manifested by the augmentation of two off-centre peaks
in the PDD profile depicting RBC fractions across the channel (Fig. 6.4a, Ca = 0.6). Loca-
tions of the two peaks are approximately symmetric about the channel centreline and keep moving
inwards until a certain distance about 0.2–0.25 times the half channel width W/2 to the wall is
reached (i.e., y/(0.5W ) = 0.75 ∼ 0.8). Beyond this distance, the inward migration of cells ceases
(compare x = 1220, 2065µm) and eventually causes an off-centre two-peak (OCTP) profile, sug-
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Figure 6.4: (Experiment) Probability density distribution (PDD, see Chapter 4) of RBCs at x =
65, 565, 1220, 2065 µm away from the entrance, under a volume flow rate of Q =
0.2µL/min. The inlet ports are (a) aligned and (b) misaligned relative to the channel
centreline, respectively. The inset of (a) shows the PDD profiles at x = 65, 2065 µm
under a volume flow rate of Q = 4.0µL/min for the aligned configuration.
gesting the inertial “tubular pinch effect” (or Segré-Silberberg effect [271, 272]). Contrarily, in the
central region, the cell concentration remains nearly unchanged. By comparing the PDD profiles
along the channel length, a cell population originally close to each wall is found to cross stream-
lines and progressively shift inwards (see x = 65, 565, 1220µm). For an initial cell distribution
with significant left-right asymmetry induced by misaligned flow inlet (see experimental image in
Fig. 6.1c), the same inward motion of cells near the wall occurs (Fig. 6.4b).
The observed quasi-steady OCTP distribution of RBCs does not agree with the commonly re-
ported cell distribution (or haematocrit profile) in microscale channels, which typically exhibits a
core of cells near the channel centre accompanied by a cell-depleted layer near the channel wall
[58, 83]. To rule out the possibility that such an OCTP distribution is exclusive to the volume flow
rate Q = 0.2µL/min (Ca = 0.6), Q is also varied up to 4.0 µL/min (Ca = 12.1) for the aligned
configuration (inset of Fig. 6.4a). Clearly, the volume flow rate does impact the initial PDD profile
at x = 65µm: a low Q (e.g., Q = 0.2µL/min) yields a virtually flat density profile, whereas a
high Q (e.g., Q = 4.0µL/min) gives rise to appreciable density peaks near the walls. Despite the
dependence of initial RBC distribution on Q (presumably within a range where the cell deforma-
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tion is sensitive to Ca), qualitatively similar evolution (up to x = 2065µm) of the PDD profile is
identified for all cases, featuring the development/enhancement of density peaks at two symmetric
locations near the lateral channel walls.
Simulations To understand the peculiar cell distribution observed in experiments, numerical
simulations for a 1% RBC suspension flowing at low Reynolds number (Rep = 0.03) are performed
in a long straight microchannel of identical hydraulic diameter (Dh = 45.7µm) and similar aspect
ratio (W/H = 3.2). In simulations, access to the three-dimensional distribution of RBCs within
the channel is available and the RBC pattern in individual cross-sections can be investigated,
which are unobservable from common experimental set-ups. In line with what the experiments
suggested, the gradual formation of a RBC loop reminiscent of the “tubular pinch effect” by visual
inspection of the cross-sectional snapshots is observed in the simulation (Fig. 6.5a).
To quantify the RBC distribution, further analysis of the time-averaged haematocrit (Ht) profiles is
performed across respective directions of the channel (Fig. 6.5b). While results from the width di-
rectionW can be directly compared with experimental data, complementary results from the depth
direction H provide additional insight into the RBC dynamics. From the calculated histogram of
local haematocrits at a position near the entrance (x = 150µm ≈ 3.3Dh), distinct initial states
of the suspension can be found in the width and depth directions upon the entry of RBCs into the
rectangular channel. While the widthwise distribution of cells presents a more or less centralised
pattern, the depthwise distribution features two primary density peaks (Fig. 6.5c). Subsequent Ht
profiles monitored at downstream locations (x = 450, 750, 1050µm) bear a general resemblance
to the corresponding initial distribution at x = 150µm, indicating the suspension’s persisting
memory of the initial state even after a development length > 20Dh (Fig. 6.5d–e). Specifically,
in the W direction, the Ht profiles gradually develops into a two-peak profile with the near-wall
cells progressively shifting inwards (Fig. 6.5d). Conversely, cell densities in the central area only
change in a minor way, despite the continuous enrichment of concentration within the neighbour-
ing peaks. This overall trend is in line with the experimental findings of the PDD profile. Note
how the “pseudo-equilibrium” position of the peaks agrees with that found in experiments, being
about 0.3 times of half channel width away from the wall (i.e., y/(0.5W ) = 0.7).
In the H direction (Fig. 6.5e), a distinct pattern for the haematocrit profile is the evolution of a
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Figure 6.5: (Simulation) (a) Cross-sectional slices showing RBCs at x = 0, 450, 1050µm away
from the entrance, combining snapshots from 50 consecutive time steps. (b) Example
of the haematocrit (Ht) analysis showing superimposed RBCs from multiple simu-
lation snapshots (at designated time intervals) in sequential sampling boxes (blue)
measuring 50 µm long each at target locations (ROIs) downstream of the channel en-
trance. Cells within each sampling box are projected and allocated into 10 bins across
the width or depth directions for counting, with their position determined by centre of
mass. (c) Histograms of time-averaged localHtmeasured at x = 150µm in the width
and depth directions. (d–e) Evolution of the Ht histogram across the channel in (c)
the width direction and (d) the depth direction at x = 150, 450, 750, 1050µm, respec-
tively. All Ht values in (d–e) are normalised by the feeding haematocrit HF = 1%.
The insets within (d–e) depict Ht profiles corresponding to the histograms.
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five-layered ordering, featuring a cell-depletion layer next to each wall, two cell-enrichment layers
neighbouring the centre, and one cell-depression layer right at the centre. Far downstream from
the entrance (x = 1050µm), the heterogeneity of cell concentration across the depthwise direction
becomes highly pronounced, presenting an arguable equilibrium position for the primary density
peaks located at about 0.7 times the half channel depth away from the wall (i.e., z/(0.5H) = 0.3).
Overall, a substantial inward march of cells towards the channel centreline can be observed, with
marked shifts of both density peaks.
6.3.2 Flow properties and RBC dynamics
To reveal the underlying physics behind the intriguing OCTP distribution of RBCs presented in
Sec. 6.3.1, several key aspects of the problem need to be understood, including the origin of
transverse cell migration, the effect of channel geometry, the distribution of cell velocity, the
formation of the cell-depletion layer and the variation of tube haematocrit. Two main questions to
be answered are: 1) How do the two density peaks in the PDD profile come into being? 2) Why
do the peaks keep building up instead of being dispersed?
Mechanism for cell migration Given its small Reynolds number, the RBC flow considered
here falls into the low-inertia regime, where viscous effects dominate. For deformable objects
in viscous flow, their lateral drift away from the wall is well-documented, dating back to the
1830s when Poiseuille first observed a plasma layer (or cell-free layer, CFL) in frog arterioles and
venules [296]. The origin of such motion of RBCs was later determined to be the non-inertial
hydrodynamic lift arising from unbalanced pressure forces on the cell. This lift can drive cells in
microscale vessels/channels to cross streamlines and migrate towards the central area, ultimately
leading to the formation of a two-phase flow featuring a cell core and a fluid periphery [58, 83].
Following the discovery by Goldsmith and Mason [111], the lateral migration of deformed parti-
cles in non-inertial flows has been confirmed by other experimental studies [3, 41, 64, 186] and
numerous modelling reports [42, 72, 81, 126, 149, 204, 270, 279, 293]. In principle, there are
three mechanisms for the cross-streamline motion of RBCs in low-Reynolds-number shear flows:
1) wall-repulsion-induced lift force on RBCs, 2) shear-gradient-induced asymmetric deformation
of RBCs, and 3) hydrodynamic diffusion (or shear-induced diffusion) between RBCs due to cell-
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Figure 6.6: (a–b) (Simulation) Transient mid-plane velocity profiles at six locations near the
entrance region of the channel (x = −50, −30, −10, 10, 30, 50µm). The insets in
(a–b) mark these locations by white solid lines on the mid-plane of the channel, where
x = 0 is located at the transition point from the cylindrical flow inlet (gradually
tapered) to the rectangular channel. (c–d) (Simulation) Steady velocity profiles at
x = 50µm. z and y values in the legends represent positions relative to the mid-
plane in each direction, with z = 0 and y = 0 denoting the widthwise and depthwise
mid-planes, respectively. (e–f) (Analytical) Shear rates (main frame) and shear-rate
gradients (inset) calculated from asymptotic solutions in [37]. The colours represent
z or y values as in (c–d). The black vertical lines in (e–f) indicate the centre of the
outmost layer of cells at x = 50µm detected in the RBC simulation along the (e)
y-direction and (f) z-direction, respectively (see Fig. 6.7).
cell interactions. Depending on the flow properties (e.g., velocity profile, shear distribution and
wall confinement) and cell conditions (e.g., position, shape and rigidity), the direction and strength
of RBC motion under the combined effect of the above mechanisms can be difficult to determine.
Geometric effect and shear anisotropy In the present problem, where a laminar flow is pressure-
driven in a rectangular microchannel of high aspect ratio (W/H = 3.2), the flow field is complex
because distinct velocity profiles co-exist in the channel cross-section: a typical parabola charac-
teristic of Poiseuille flow in the depth (H) direction and a blunted profile featuring plug-like flow
in the width (W ) direction [37]. Additionally, the existence of entrance effects further increases
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the complexity of the problem. These two aspects contribute to a plethora of scenarios for the
velocity profile curvature (reflecting the shear-rate gradient), which on the one hand constitutes
a mechanism for cell migration itself (by introducing symmetry-breaking deformation [149]) and
on the other hand impacts the wall-induced lift (being a function of the particle shape [219]). The
evolution of unperturbed mid-plane velocity profiles (in the absence of cells) are shown near the
entrance across both directions, where rich behaviour of the velocity profile can be found as the
fluid accelerates through the contracted transition between the entry region and the channel itself
(Fig. 6.6a–b). This geometry-induced velocity alteration potentially underpins the distinct initial
distribution of RBCs between the W and H directions of the channel observed in Fig. 6.5c.
Fig. 6.6a–b reveal that the flow becomes fully-developed between x = 30–50 µm in the simu-
lations. Fig. 6.6c–d show the converged velocity profiles velocity profiles for different z- and y-
planes at x = 50µm, respectively. Using the asymptotic solution of this microfluidic flow [37], the
shear-rate profiles and shear-rate-gradient profiles are calculated and plotted. The cross-sectional
pattern of shear rates (normalised by the characteristic time scale τ as in Eq. 4.2 of Chapter 4) turns
out more intricate than often assumed (Fig. 6.6e–f), even in the narrow dimension (H) where lin-
earity is commonly assumed for such a high aspect ratio (W/H > 3) [64]. At close distances to
the wall (e.g., y = 45µm in Fig. 6.6d), the H-direction velocity profile deviates significantly from
a parabolic one (Fig. 6.6f), resulting in non-linear decrease of shear rate on approaching the chan-
nel centreline and varying shear gradients (inset of Fig. 6.6f). In the W direction where blunted
velocity profiles prevail (Fig. 6.6c), the shear gradients vary both at close and large distances to
the wall (inset of Fig. 6.6e), leaving the hydrodynamic lift even more unpredictable by the classic
theory derived on the basis of ideal shear flows [219].
Decay of lift velocity The presence of RBCs at HF = 1% (or below) does not significantly dis-
turb the apparent velocity profiles from their unperturbed states (compare Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.10),
therefore the transverse motion of RBCs can be analysed with respect to the unperturbed flow.
Subject to the complex flow pattern in the channel as elaborated by Fig. 6.6, the motion of RBCs
within are likely to be affected by both the solid wall and the fluid shear gradients. At low Reynolds
number, this motion can be conveniently decomposed into two orthogonal directions, hereby the
W and H directions, on assuming negligible inertia and invoking the Stokes equations. Fig. 6.7a–
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Figure 6.7: (Simulation) Statistical lift velocities of RBCs within x = (50 ± 8)µm, character-
ising the RBC migration along the (a) y-direction (widthwise) and (b) z-direction
(depthwise), respectively. For statistical analysis in both (a) and (b), the channel is
fictitiously folded along the channel centreline and then divided into 10 bins, followed
by the assignment of cells according to the position of their centre of mass. A positive
lift velocity here indicates an inward motion of RBCs towards the channel centreline.
Statistics note: the black solid line and the red triangle inside each box represent
the median and the mean lift velocity within each bin, respectively. The horizontal
hats (red) above the boxes show results of Welch’s T test between neighbouring cell
groups, where *P < 0.05 is considered as statistical significance; **P < 0.01, ****P
< 0.0001.
b show the statistical RBC lift velocities Vl (relative to the unperturbed flow mean velocity ū) in
10 subdivisions of a cross-section, divided either widthwise (W ) or depthwise (H). Compared
with the depthwise lift, the widthwise lift is found to decay much faster as the cell-wall distance
increases. While Vl,z vanishes at 0.75 times of H/2 away from the wall (z/(0.5H) = 0.25), Vl,y
already becomes negligible at 0.35 times of W/2 away from the wall (y/(0.5W ) = 0.65). The
contrast of lift decay between the two directions can be explained by the shear-rate and shear-
rate-gradient profiles in the cross-section (Fig. 6.6e–f). As the cells migrate towards the channel
centreline, the local shear rate diminishes to zero, with much faster drop in W than in H . Mean-
while, the local shear gradient also quickly vanishes in W direction, whereas that in H direction
decreases in a relatively mild way. Consequently, contributions of both the wall-induced lift and
shear-gradient-induced lift in the W direction are weakened more quickly.
The distribution of lift velocities in both the width and depth directions coincides with the overall
evolution of the Ht profiles presented in Fig. 6.5d–e: while a “pseudo-equilibrium” position close
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to the wall exists for the widthwise migration (beyond which the lateral motion of cells ceases),
the depthwise cell migration is more substantial and results in a “pseudo-equilibrium” position
much closer to the channel centre. Therefore, a correlation between the decaying lift of cells and
their spatial distribution in the cross-sectional direction can be inferred.
Growth of cell-free layer Now let us move on to investigate how the transverse motion of
RBCs contributes to the spatial development of CFL along the channel axis. Shown in Fig. 6.8a
is the growth of CFL thickness over 46Dh in experiments (recording the averaged CFL from the
two lateral walls). The data manifests an evident power-law behaviour with a best-fit exponent
of 0.39 (R2 = 0.93). The simulation CFLs over 28Dh (recording separate CFLs for individual
lateral/vertical walls) present similar trends, also showing a power-law increase. However, fur-
ther scrutiny of the simulation data reveals a slight discrepancy in the growth rate (Fig. 6.8b-e).
Compared to the experimental value of 0.39, the power-law exponents found in the simulation are
smaller. In the width direction, the exponents are 0.26 and 0.29 for the right and left walls, respec-
tively; in the depth direction, they are 0.29 and 0.25 for the bottom and top walls, respectively.
Further analysis and quantification of this discrepancy between experimental and simulation CFL
will be discussed in Sec. 6.4.2, with support from a scaling law derived for the current problem.
Figure 6.8: (a) (Experiment) CFL measured in the width direction of the channel (averaged be-
tween opposite walls) under Q = 0.2µL/min (Ca = 0.6). (b–e) (Simulation) Power-
law fitting for numerical CFLs from an equivalent simulation (Ca = 0.6) developing
along each wall of the channel (right/bottom/left/top walls). The R-square values are
0.91, 0.94, 0.91, 0.95 for the R-/B-/L-/T-walls, respectively.
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Despite quantitative differences in the CFL thickness and growth rate between the experimental
and simulation data (to be discussed elsewhere in Sec. 6.4.4), a neutral finding is that no critical
saturation of the CFL increase can be identified within the investigated range. This means that
the development of CFL in a typical microfluidic channel (rectangular cross-section) for a dilute
suspension can take much longer than earlier estimates provided for microvessels or cylindrical
tubes [150, 211, 242, 323]. In particular, Katanov et al. [150] reported a universal length Lc ≤
25D (independent of flow rate and haematocrit) for full CFL development in channels between
D = 10–100 µm, whereas Lc > 28Dh is found in present simulations (only serving as a lower-
bound estimate because the flow domain was limited to such length for tractable computation) and
Lc > 46Dh in current experiment (channel hydraulic diameter Dh ≈ 45.7µm). Based on earlier
findings of the “pseudo-equilibrium” positions for the widthwise cell migration (until 0.3 times of
half channel width from wall) and depthwise cell migration (until 0.7 times of half channel depth
from wall), the CFL thickness in simulations might continue to grow until reaching 10–14 µm,
which will be much larger than the 6–8 µm monitored within Lc ≤ 28Dh (Fig. 6.8b-e).
Reduction of tube haematocrit The long-range development of CFL will inevitably affect the
local rheological properties of the suspension. As shown in Table 6.2, the tube haematocrit Ht
measured from either of the simulated geometries (CTRAC-L: large-contraction inlet, all simula-
tion data and plots presented elsewhere in the present chapter are from this geometry; CTRAC-S:
small-contraction inlet. See more details of CTRAC-L and CTRAC-S in Sec.6.2.2) drops con-
tinuously along the channel axis compared to the feeding haematocrit HF, even after 1050µm
(≈ 23Dh) away from the entrance.
This reduced volume fraction of blood flow in microchannels versus the discharge haematocrit
(HD ≈ HF) is known as the Fåhræus effect, where Ht/HD = ŪB/V̄x < 1 (ŪB and V̄x are average
velocities of the overall blood flow and the cells, respectively) [9, 103]. It stems from the cross-
streamline motion of RBCs towards the high-velocity region around channel centreline, which
Table 6.2: (Simulation) Variation of tube haematocrits along the channel axis.
Inlet type HF Ht-150µm Ht-450µm Ht-750µm Ht-1050µm Ht-1150µm
CTRAC-L 1% 0.810% 0.749% 0.703% 0.696% 0.685%
CTRAC-S 1% 0.705% 0.661% 0.659% 0.622% 0.619%
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Figure 6.9: (Simulation) Axial (streamwise) velocity of RBCs Vx in the channel (normalised by
mean velocity of the unperturbed flow ū) at x = 150, 450, 750, 1050µm away from
the entrance. (a) and (b) show the width and depth directions of the channel, respec-
tively. For statistical analysis in both (a) and (b), the channel is fictitiously folded
along the channel centreline and then divided into 10 bins, followed by the assign-
ment of cells according to the position of their centre of mass. Each error bar here
shows the mean and standard deviation of the streamwise velocity.
Figure 6.10: (Simulation) Velocity profiles of the RBC-laden flow at x = 50µm. z and y values
in the legends represent positions relative to the mid-plane in each direction, with
z = 0 and y = 0 denoting the widthwise and depthwise mid-planes, respectively.
The blood flow velocityUB is normalised by mean velocity of the unperturbed plasma
flow ū.
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empowers the cells within the channel to travel faster on average than the ambient fluid in the
streamwise direction. Owing to the fairly long CFL development length (> 28Dh in simulation),
the average ratio of cell-to-fluid velocities (Fig. 6.9) continues to change till the very end of the
channel (a direct consequence of the varying cross-sectional distribution of RBC fluxes Fig. 6.11),
leaving consistent measurement of tube haematocrits within the microchannel difficult.
6.4 Discussion
In the following the findings in Sec. 6.3 will be compared with existing studies and interpretations.
Their implications for experimental studies on dilute RBC suspensions will also be discussed.
6.4.1 Velocity profile and RBC flux
Disturbance of RBCs to the plasma flow The velocity profiles from the RBC-laden flow at
HF = 1% (Fig. 6.10) apparently do not deviate much from the unperturbed flow in the absence of
RBCs (Fig. 6.6). This implies that the sparse distribution of RBCs in the dilute limit only affects
the flow velocity to a limited amount and causes local disturbances without modifying the overall
velocity profile significantly. Therefore, it is reasonable to analyse the migration of RBCs in the
1% suspension using the unperturbed plasma flow.
Cross-sectional RBC flux distribution The Ht profile is co-determined by the lateral migra-
tion (towards channel centreline) and the streamwise acceleration (along channel axis) of RBCs,
the former of which arises from the hydrodynamic lift effect and the latter is associated with the
Fåhræus effect. Both effects have an impact the distribution of local haematocrits and can affect
the dynamical evolution of the Ht profile. In this sense, the peaks emerging in the Ht profile
(Fig. 6.5d-e) may not be ideal markers of the “pseudo-equilibrium” position for the inward migra-
tion of cells. Therefore, to ascertain the “pseudo-equilibrium” positions suggested by Ht peaks,
these two effects need to be decoupled. To this end, the RBC fluxes are calculated, the sum of
which strictly conserves along the channel axis and examine the cross-sectional distribution of the
RBC fluxes. This allows us to exclude the effect of cell acceleration and distinguish the amount
of lateral migration of the cells (Fig. 6.11).
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Figure 6.11: (Simulation) Evolution of the cross-sectional RBC fluxes alongside the channel in
(a) the width direction, and (b) the depth direction. The four colours red, green, blue,
black indicate a distance of x = 150, 450, 750, 1050µm away from the entrance,
respectively. The RBC fluxes Qrbc are all normalised by the volume flow rate of the
unperturbed flow Q0, and then converted to percentage (%).
The evolution of RBC-flux distribution turns out qualitatively similar to that of the Ht profiles.
It reveals a clear trend of inward RBC migration over time, with near-wall RBC fluxes moving
away and subsequently accumulating at a “pseudo-equilibrium” position in both directions of the
channel. For the widthwise migration, this equilibrium position is found to be 0.3 times of half
channel width away from the wall; for the depthwise migration, it is 0.7 times of half channel
away. The inward shift of RBC fluxes is accompanied by the continuous expansion of a zero-flux
zone in the vicinity of the wall, which corresponds to the gradually growing CFL.
6.4.2 Hydrodynamic lift and CFL
Hydrodynamic lift The mechanism of hydrodynamic lift for tank-treading particles in shear
flows has been analysed theoretically by Olla and Seifert in the 1990s [222, 274]. A simplified
scaling law Vl ∼ γ̇/h2 was derived for the lift velocity Vl under constant shear, as a function of the
shear rate γ̇ and cell-wall distance h [219]. This quadratic scaling has been widely employed in
the literature as an approximation to estimate the lateral migration of particles in various flow con-
ditions. However, recent studies show that in pressure-driven channel flows where non-constant
shear (or non-zero shear gradient) exists, e.g., Poiseuille flow, the curvature of the velocity profile
modifies the scaling law in a non-trivial way and would significantly slow down the spatial decay
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Figure 6.12: Theoretical prediction of RBC lift velocities (line curves and contour plots) given
by Vl ∼ γ̇/h across (a) the width direction and (b) the depth direction of the chan-
nel, respectively. z and y values in the legends represent positions relative to the
mid-plane in each direction (see Fig. 6.6c–d), with z = 0 and y = 0 denoting the
widthwise and depthwise mid-planes, respectively. The black dots represent rescaled
values of the numerical lift velocities extracted from Fig. 6.7a–b. The black vertical
lines in (a–b) indicate the centre of the outmost layer of cells at x = 50µm detected
in the RBC simulation (see Fig. 6.7).
of the lift velocity [67, 81, 149, 212]. Indeed, through systematic measurement of the lateral mi-
gration of various vesicles in bounded planar Poiseuille flow under different confinement degrees,
Coupier et al. revealed that the scaling Vl ∼ γ̇/h2 would fail to predict the trajectory of the vesi-
cle, while a markedly different empirical law Vl ∼ γ̇/h held [64]. Losserand et al. confirmed the
scaling Vl ∼ γ̇/h using RBC experiments and further refined the empirical law [187].
To examine whether the lateral migration of RBCs in the simulation obeys the lift scaling that
Coupier et al. [64] and Losserand et al. [187] proposed for Poiseuille flow, theoretical shear rates
are adopted from the asymptotic solution of pressure-driven flow in rectangular channel [37] and
calculate the lift velocities applying Vl ∼ γ̇/h (abandoning all prefactors for generality). Further
with weighted normalisation, the dimensionless theoretical lifts (V̂l,y and V̂l,z) are obtained for
both W and H directions (Fig. 6.12a–b). For comparison with the theoretical prediction, numer-
ical medians of the numerical lift velocities are extracted from Fig. 6.7a–b. After rescaling and
overlapping them onto the theoretical curves, satisfactory data agreement across the H direction
is observed, but only partial agreement in the W direction for the near-wall region. Approach-
ing the central region in the W direction, the theoretical prediction breaks down. This is actu-
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ally expected since the velocity profile there is abruptly blunted and significantly deviates from a
parabolic shape. The simulation data are also examined against the theoretical prediction given by
Vl ∼ γ̇/h2, which would overestimate the spatial decay of the lift in general and failed to yield an
agreement with the simulation (results not shown here).
Cell-free layer CFL characterisation is an active research field owing to the prominent role of
CFL in regulating blood viscosity and local haemodynamics. Limited by the complexity of in vivo
imaging and measurement [153], glass capillaries and PDMS microchannels have been widely
used to mimic the micro-circulatory environment for experimental observation of CFLs in vitro
under different rheological conditions [302]. Meanwhile, versatile computational tools are devel-
oped and plenty of in silico studies on CFL emerge in the literature [83]. However, despite the
large number of in vitro/in silico studies, most of them assumed a steady CFL for a given channel
segment and hence failed to capture the highly heterogeneous and spatio-temporal nature of realis-
tic CFLs as in the microcirculation [152, 225]; albeit some authors were aware of this problem and
proposed a nominal CFL development length denoting the product of the development time and
the mean flow velocity [150, 334]. It is only recently that exact analyses of the spatio-temporal
heterogeneity of CFL were presented [20, 226, 323], detailing the spatial development/recovery
of the CFL alongside microchannels in the presence of upstream disturbances.
In the present problem, having confirmed the spatial decay of lift velocity Vl ∼ γ̇/h (rather than
Vl ∼ γ̇/h2) against the cell-wall distance h for individual RBCs, estimation can be made for the
longitudinal development of δcfl in the dilute limit using an analytical approach (see Sec.6.4.3 for
further details). The derivation shows that considering a = 1 in Eq. (6.1) (corresponding to Vl ∼
γ̇/h) yields a power-law scaling for the CFL as expressed in Eq. (6.11): δcfl ∼ `β, β = 1/3, where
` is the axial distance along the channel. The exponent of 1/3 here is surprising as it coincides with
the power-law scaling for vesicle/RBC motion in simple shear flow with constant shear rate (see
Eq. 3 in [41]). Note that because δcfl ∼ `1/3 is derived on the basis of a parabolic velocity profile
under the assumption of planar Poiseuille flow (constant shear-rate gradient), whereas the flow
patterns in a real microchannel are far more complex (Fig. 6.6), its accuracy for the prediction of
spatial CFL development remains to be verified by the numerical and experimental data.
The power-law growth δcfl ∼ `1/3 predicted by the scaling analysis assuming ideal Poiseuille flow
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Figure 6.13: Regression analysis (log-log scale) of the (a) experimental and (b) numerical CFLs
as in Fig. 6.8. The CFL values δcfl are normalised by the maximum CFL thickness
δmax detected within the whole investigated range, and the development lengthsL are
normalised by the channel hydraulic diameter Dh. The inset of (b) shows a zoom-in
view of the numerical CFL trends within L = 10 ∼ 28Dh.
(Sec.6.4.3) turns out to lie between the experimental and numerical trends, the best-fitted power-
law exponents for which are 0.39 and 0.25–0.29, respectively (Fig. 6.8). Through regression anal-
yses of the experimental and numerical data in log-log scales, both data sets are found to compare
well with δcfl ∼ `1/3 (Fig. 6.13a–b). Furthermore, for the numerical data, the instantaneous slopes
in the log-log graph are found to be nearly independent of ` at the early stage of CFL development,
presenting a roughly steady increase of 1/3 (Fig. 6.13b). This implies the predominant role of a
single mechanism for the transverse motion of cells, which is sensibly the hydrodynamic lift as
the scaling analysis suggests. Moving downstream of the channel, a continual increase of the CFL
thickness is observed upon approaching ` = 28Dh, but with slower growth indicated by decreas-
ing slopes (noticeably smaller than the original 1/3, see the inset of Fig. 6.13b). This deceleration
in CFL growth is expected down to the fact that the lift forces are weakened as the cells migrate
further away from the wall and enter the low-shear region with blunted velocity profiles, where
the lateral motion of cells will slow down.
In simulations of much denser RBC suspensions (Ht =15%–45%) in cylindrical tubes [150], a
similar power-law behaviour was reported for the steep increase of CFL thickness at an initial
development stage (before a second time scale induced by relaxation of the RBC core came into
play). However, the power-law exponents reflected by the authors under a range of shear rates
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were in general smaller than the value of 1/3. The deviation from 1/3 was caused by the cell-cell
interactions existing in a dense suspension, which obstructed the initial migration of RBCs and
led to slower CFL growth than what could happen in a dilute suspension. Arguably, the authors
reasoned for the ideal growth factor of 1/3 by invoking the lift force scaling Fl ∼ Vl ∼ 1/h2
(where γ̇ is a constant and does not affect the scaling) derived from simple shear flows [204, 293].
Albeit such reasoning does explain the qualitative trend of their CFL growth, the simple shear
flow approximation itself for quadratic flows in a microchannel (where γ̇ varies) is questionable,
which may fail to capture important features of the RBC distribution in the presence of shear rate
gradients as recent theories of particle migration at low Reynolds number demonstrate [127, 250].
6.4.3 CFL scaling analysis
6.4.3.1 RBC migration
Consider an RBC whose centre of mass is initially located at a position (x0, y0) in close proximity
to the wall (y = 0) upon entry into a microchannel of hydraulic radiusRh. To make the asymptotic
analysis tractable, a unidirectional flow is considered along the axial direction of the channel with
velocity ux(y), which is a function of the distance to the channel wall. Driven by the flow, the
RBC will gradually migrate towards the channel centreline (y = Rh) under hydrodynamic lift
while travelling along the streamwise direction (i.e., x-direction), for which the motion can be
described by a two-component velocity v(vx, vy). Note that v is deliberately used here to represent
cell velocity while u is reserved for fluid velocity. For leading-order estimation, vx := ux(y) is
assumed. Based on the empirical law by Losserand et al., an expression for the lift velocity of the
RBC vy can be proposed as





where γ̇ is the shear rate of the unperturbed flow, and K and a are constants depending on flow
conditions and cell properties. For a given period of time, e.g., t ∈ [0, t′], the RBC travels to a new
position (x′, y′), and the axial distance ` can be written as
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On assuming Poiseuille flow, the form of ux is known and vx may be expressed as







, ûx = 2ū, (6.4)
where ûx and ū are the maximum and mean flow velocity, respectively. By replacing vx in Eq. (6.3)













Given that lateral migration of the RBC away from the wall happens very slowly, y  Rh can be
assumed over the time scale of the investigation. This means y/(Rh − y) is small, which allows



















Now let us consider an arbitrary RBC cloud in the microchannel flow setting off from the wall.
It is actually the outermost cells of the cloud that determine the CFL thickness δcfl, representing
the distance between the RBC membrane and the wall. At high Ca numbers (e.g., Ca = 0.6), the
RBCs are highly deformable and significantly elongated along the flow, and δcfl can be approxi-
mated by y, namely the distance of the RBC’s centre of mass to the wall:
δcfl(0) ≈ y0, δcfl(t′) ≈ y′. (6.8)
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Combining Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8), an expression describing the growth of δcfl along the channel axis








Ideally, if the outermost cells are directly in contact with the wall, δcfl(0) = 0. This simplification
results in a power-law scaling between δcfl and `, with an exponent of β:




Specifically, for a = 1, corresponding to Vl ∼ γ̇/h, the exponent becomes 1/3 and the below
scaling holds:
δcfl ∼ `1/3. (6.11)
6.4.4 Implications and limitations
What has been covered not only elucidates the “aberrant” RBC distribution observed in exper-
iments and simulations which contradicts earlier findings, but also has wider implications for
experimentalists working on dilute suspensions, especially with high-aspect-ratio microfluidic de-
vices. In brief, microfluidic designs (sometimes local channel features) need to be longer if their
purpose is to investigate the microscopic behaviour of a dilute suspension after completed lateral
migration. Experimentally, it is notoriously difficult to accurately control the inlet distribution
of a cell suspension under various entrance effects. Therefore, local observations are frequently
reported based on the assumption that the suspensions are free of transient effects at the chosen
region of interest (ROI) provided that the ROI is adequately far away from the entrance. However,
the required length as revealed by this study turns out more demanding than commonly believed
[150, 211, 242, 323]. Some key messages are:
(I) For experiments of dilute RBC suspensions in high-aspect-ratio channels, the hydrodynamic
lift of RBCs are substantially suppressed due to the existence of low-shear-rate and low-shear-
gradient zones in the centre. Consequently, the full development of a CFL in these channels may
require a much longer length (Lc > 28Dh in simulations and Lc > 46Dh in experiments) than
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what is normally expected for cylindrical tubes (Lc ≤ 25D according to [150]). Furthermore, the
relevance of in vivo measurements of cellular behaviour using such high-aspect-ratio microchan-
nels to the realistic microcirculatory blood flow needs reappraisal. After all, the vessels in the
microcirculation are more likely to have circular cross-sections and considerably different veloc-
ity profiles, which the radial distribution of RBCs heavily relies on.
(II) When determining the organisation of a dilute suspension (e.g., haematocrit profile) in a typical
microchannel of rectangular cross-section, local measurements may be misleading if the channel
is short or only moderately long. This is because heterogeneities emerging in the suspension (e.g.,
density peaks) will persist and hinder the formation of an equilibrium cell distribution due to the
lack of RBC dispersion under weak cell-cell interactions. In particular, if certain upstream dis-
turbance exists (e.g., geometric constriction or expansion), history effects need to be considered
when recording local rheological properties such as the tube haematocrit. Comparing the cases
CTRAC-S and CTRAC-L in Table 6.2, with channel geometry, unperturbed flow rate and feeding
haematocrit all being the same, yet the tube haematocrits measured at sequential locations con-
stantly differ by more than 6% (relative change). The reason is simply their differently configured
flow inlets, causing unequal degrees of disturbance to the initial distribution of cells.
(III) Phenomena violating empirical laws may occur downstream of bifurcations if the upstream
RBC suspension is at an intermediate stage of development and has special cell distribution, e.g.,
the OCTP profile observed in this study. Recently, counterintuitive inversion of haematocrit parti-
tion against the classic Zweifach-Fung effect in a bifurcating channel was reported by Shen et al.,
arising from the formation of consecutive layers of high and low RBC haematocrits in the parent
branch [276]. The juxtaposed configuration of RBCs discovered by that study is in line with the
five-layered ordering of cells found in the depth direction of the RBC flow here (Fig. 6.5e). There-
fore, the phenomenon Shen et al. captured might also have been a consequence of insufficient
channel length for the suspension to be fully developed in the parent branch.
Some limitations of the present study are:
• While the numerical model simulates human RBCs, horse RBCs are used in experiments
due to laboratory restrictions. This may have caused a certain degree of discrepancy be-
tween simulation and experimental results, e.g., the absolute values of CFL thickness, par-
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tially because horse RBCs are naturally of lower deformability than human RBCs. Ideally,
simulations using horse RBCs would provide a more quantitative comparison with the ex-
periments. However, unlike for the extensively explored human RBC, there is currently no
validated membrane model for horse RBC, as characterising tests of its shear elastic mod-
ulus (an essential parameter governing the deformation and motion of the cell) are lacking
given technical difficulties (see [27]). Implementation of a reliable model for horse RBC is
well beyond the scope of the present work and may be a topic of future research.
• The effect of inlet configuration on suspension organisation has not been systematically
characterised in a quantitative manner, which can potentially provide more specific guidance
for experimentalists to improve their microfluidic designs by reducing transient effects. This
issue is to be addressed in future studies, involving geometric factors such as constrictions,
expansions and bifurcations.
• The experimental data is insufficient for analysis of instantaneous growth rates of the CFL
thickness as has been performed for the simulation. More measurements from a denser
arrangement of ROIs, though quite challenging, should be made in future experiments in
order to enable point-wise local comparison with simulations.
• To make the full-range (channel length > 1 mm) simulation tractable, the parameter space
has been largely reduced and a comprehensive investigation of multiple flow scenarios is
not conducted (e.g., various volume flow rates with either higher or lower channel aspect
ratios) and cell conditions (e.g., pathologically stiffened or sickle-shaped RBCs). A para-
metric study integrating all these effects will lead to enhanced understanding of the intricate
behaviour of dilute suspensions processed in microfluidic devices.
6.5 Concluding remarks
In this work, both microfluidic experiments and numerical simulation of dilute blood suspensions
are reported for a low-Reynolds-number channel flow (Rep  1). Surprisingly, an off-centre
two-peak (OCTP) ordering of RBCs was found, which is reminiscent of the “tubular pinch effect”
typical of the radial distribution of particles in inertial microfluidics [229, 271]. However, the
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transverse motion of cells in our case has an entirely different origin: the non-inertial hydrody-
namic lift of deformable particles [111].
Back to the two primary questions raised earlier in Sec. 6.3.2: how do the two density peaks in the
PDD profile come into being and why do the peaks keep building up instead of being dispersed?
The reason behind the persistence of significant density peaks is the deficiency of hydrodynamic
interactions among cells in the dilute limit, where shear-induced diffusion remains weak and falls
short to smooth out density heterogeneities brought by the lateral migration of cells. Consequently,
the evolution of the density profiles is predominantly determined by the decay of hydrodynamic
lift within the suspension, which exhibits distinct patterns in the width and depth directions of a
high-aspect-ratio microchannel and contributes to a counterintuitive profile of cells in the larger di-
mension. Additionally, depending on the inflow configuration, the initial distribution of cells upon
their entry into the channel varies substantially, which brings extra complexity to the restoration
of a converged density profile and the development of an equilibrium cell-free layer.
It is important to note that, the emphasis of the present chapter is to reproduce the experimentally
observed phenomena using simulations and to offer physical interpretation of the RBC distribution
in dilute suspensions flowing through microfluidic channels. In this context, it has to be mentioned
that despite the inevitable difference in deformability between the horse RBCs in experiments
and the human RBC model adopted by simulations, the DI-SS (deformation index versus shear
stress) curves for both RBCs are qualitatively similar [287]. The sizes of horse RBC and human
RBC are also close, being roughly 6µm and 8µm, respectively. As such, the similarity between
the two types of cell are sufficient to assess qualitatively the behaviour emerging in dilute RBC
suspensions through microfluidic channels, such as the occurrence of off-centre density peaks and
the power-law development of CFL.
The comprehensive quantification and analysis of simulation results corroborated by experimental
data highlight the local and transient characteristics of RBC suspensions at the dilute limit that
are crucial for the interpretation of microfluidic experiments even under low-Reynolds-number
conditions. Experimentalists should therefore be cautious when working with dilute suspensions
in microfluidics and make judicious assumptions about suspension properties with the presence of
upstream disturbance to the flow, especially when the microscopic behaviour of the suspension is
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bifurcating network
The microcirculation is a vast network consisting of myriad small vessels up to 100–200 µm in
diameter and contains a large number of bifurcations/junctions. It is within this microcirculatory
network that crucial exchange of matter occurs for tissues and cells, where the blood transports O2,
CO2 and important metabolic or signalling substances. Because the partitioning of red blood cells
(RBCs) at microvascular bifurcations is often uneven (see earlier introduction in Sec. 2.3.3), either
physiological or pathological phenomena can arise in downstream vessels as a consequence, such
as plasma skimming, cell screening, haemo-concentration/-dilution, shunt occurrence, and so on.
Despite extensive research studying microcirculatory blood flow in recent decades, the behaviour
of RBCs as blood flow travels through a vascular network is still not entirely clear.
To investigate RBC dynamics under microcirculatory conditions and elaborate on the associated
transport phenomena, the immersed-boundary-lattice-Boltzmann model is employed to simulate
cellular blood flow in an artificial vascular network consisting of bifurcating microfluidic channels
that are arranged in a biomimetic manner. The present chapter aims to uncover the microscopic
behaviour of RBCs at a bifurcation as well as their motion in post-bifurcation vessels, and fur-
thermore, to relate the findings to the development of the cell-free layer, which has important
implications for haemodynamics in the microcirculation.
This chapter springs from a collaborative project with my experimental collaborators at the Uni-
versity of Strathclyde (Glasgow, UK). The experimental schematic in Figure 7.1a and experimen-
tal data in Figure 7.3 are provided by J. Fidalgo. Except the above, all contents contained in this
chapter are my own work. A paper manuscript is in preparation 1.
1Zhou, Q et al., Red blood cell partitioning in a biomimetic bifurcating network, in preparation
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7.1 Overview
The present study aims to study the microscopic behaviour of a dilute RBC suspension encounter-
ing consecutive bifurcations, where complicated cell-cell interactions are avoided and the detailed
partitioning behaviour of RBCs can be tracked. The computational model is reconstructed from
a biomimetic design of artificial vascular network with bifurcating microchannels, for which ex-
periments were conducted to provide comparison data. Three generations of microchannels are
involved with two types of bifurcations incorporated: a primary Y-type bifurcation with symmet-
ric geometry and secondary T-type bifurcations with asymmetric geometry. Subject to the ratio of
volume flow rates imposed at the outlets of the network, the partitioning of RBCs within the bifur-
cating network can be tuned to demonstrate specific patterns, which have important implications
for the development of useful microfluidic devices handling RBC suspensions.
7.2 Model configuration and parameters
The experimental and numerical methods used in the present study are mostly covered in Sec. 6.2
of Chapter 6 already, except the design of the microfluidic device and the resultant computational
domain, which will be described in this section. For general information about the microfluidic
experiments (e.g., sample preparation, experimental setup, data acquisition and image analysis)
and computational modelling (e.g., flow solver, RBC model, and numerical analysis), please refer
to Sec. 4.1 in Chapter 4. The empirical phase-separation model (PSM) first proposed by Pries et
al. [242] is also briefly reviewed here, as it will be heavily used to evaluate the simulation data.
7.2.1 Microfluidic design
Figure 7.1a shows the bifurcating microfluidic device with volume flow rates controlled at the
outlets by 2 syringe pump modules (one forQ1 and the other forQ2), each containing two syringes
coupled. There are in total 3 generations of microchannels in the device. The 0th generation
(i = 0) has only one microchannel, which will be hereafter referred to as the parent branch (PB).
The PB bifurcates into two child branches (CB) in the 1st generation (i = 1), which are denoted
CB11 and CB12, respectively. CB11 and CB12 further bifurcate into two child branches each in
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Figure 7.1: (a) Photomicrograph of the microfluidic device with one inlet and four outlets. Two
flow ratesQ1 andQ2 are imposed in pair at the outlets, and the resulting total volume
flow rate in the system is Qtot (at the parent branch); all bifurcation angles are 90
degrees; scale bar 100 µm. The inset (black colour) shows the full design of the
device; scale bar 1 mm. (b) A snapshot of the simulation under flow ratio Q2/Q1 =
19, showing the computational domain and RBCs continuously fed with a fixed volume
fraction of 1% at the inlet. Cells arriving at the outlets are automatically removed
from the system.
the 2nd generation (i = 2), which are denoted CB21, CB22, CB23 and CB24, respectively. All
channels are of constant depthH = 30µm. The channel widthWi varies following the biomimetic
rule proposed by [24, 341] so that Murray’s law is observed (e.g., D3h(0) = 2D
3
h(1), where Dh(i)
is the hydraulic diameter of a given branch). The segment length of a given branch is designed as
Li = 10Dh(i). The main difference between the current geometry and that proposed in [24, 341]
is the bifurcation angle, which is chosen to be 90 rather than 180 degrees to avoid sharp bends at
generation transitions. Another microfluidic device with an angle of 60 degrees at all bifurcations
has also been fabricated to test the effect of bifurcation angle.
7.2.2 Numerical simulation
The computational domain is reconstructed using dimensions of the microfluidic device. The
flow inlets/outlets are modelled as cylindrical regions with the same geometry as the CTRACT-S
configuration (“smaller inflow contraction”) of the microchannel simulated in Chapter 6. Such
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a design enables an RBC distribution leading to large initial CFLs at the entry region, so much
shorter length of the PB (≈ 10Dh(0)) than its experimental counterpart (≈ 30Dh(0)) is needed
for the CFL to fully develop before reaching the first bifurcation. This treatment is necessary,
as an equivalent length of the PB to the experimental design would be prohibitively expensive to
simulate. To start the simulation, a plasma flow (without RBCs) is pulled from left to right with
a fixed volume flow rate Qtot = 4µL/min in PB and varying terminal flow ratio Q1/Q2. This is
realised by imposing a parabolic velocity profile (assuming Poiseuille flow, with no-slip condition
on the channel wall) at each outlet. After the steady flow of the plasma is established within the
whole network, RBCs are randomly inserted from the cylindrical entry region in a continuous
manner with fixed feeding haematocrit (HF = 1%).
7.2.3 Empirical model
To date, several models have been proposed to describe the partitioning of RBCs at microvascular
bifurcations. Among others, the most widely-applied one is probably the phase-separation model
(PSM as mentioned in the introduction) developed by Pries et al. based on in vivo experiments
and theoretical modelling [241, 242, 244, 245, 247]. In brevity, the PSM derived a set of empirical
equations from experimental observation of RBCs at arteriolar bifurcations in rat mesentery, and
established a flow-mediated mechanism to quantitatively describe the RBC fluxes received by
child branches of diverging bifurcations within a microvascular network.
The PSM correlates the fractional RBC flow FQE in a child vessel of a divergent bifurcation with








, X0 < FQB < 1−X0
0, FQB ≤ X0
1, FQB ≥ 1−X0
(7.1)
where A, B and X0 are fitting parameters obtained via linear regression analysis. A reflects the
size difference of the two child vessels,B reflects the shape of the haematocrit profile in the parent
vessel and X0 is related to the corresponding thickness of cell-depleted layer (or cell-free layer).
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According to the formulation in [244, 245]:
A = −13.29[(D2α/D2β − 1)/(D2α/D2β + 1)](1−HD)/DF (7.2)
B = 1 + 6.98(1−HD)/DF (7.3)
X0 = 0.964(1−HD)/DF (7.4)
wherein Dα, Dβ and DF are diameters (formulated in µm) of the two child branches and the
parent branch, respectively. HD is the discharge haematocrit in the parent branch.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Deformation of RBCs under varying shear
Table 7.1: (Simulation) Characteristic capillary number Ca throughout the branching network
under different flow conditions (Q2/Q1 = 3, 9, 19, 39). The Ca here is evaluated at
the wall of an equivalent circular channel with the same hydraulic diameter.
Q2/Q1 PB CB11 CB12 CB21 CB22 CB23 CB24
3 0.6 0.35 1.04 0.37 0.37 1.10 1.10
9 0.6 0.14 1.25 0.15 0.15 1.32 1.32
19 1.0 0.12 2.19 0.12 0.12 2.32 2.32
39 0.6 0.03 1.35 0.04 0.04 1.43 1.43
The bifurcating network creates an environment of varying shear and leads to diverse capillary
number Ca (see Table 7.1), which characterises the RBC deformability using the nominal wall
shear rate as defined in Eq. (3.5) of Chapter 3.
As an RBC travels the network of microchannels, various shapes are observed with distinct pat-
terns on the cell membrane (Figure 7.2). In response to different levels of fluid shear, the RBC mor-
phology can deviate substantially from the unstressed biconcave shape (Figure 7.2a), and presents
either stretched or folded structures (Figure 7.2b–i). Overall speaking, as the magnitude of shear
experienced by the RBC increases (reflected by the local Ca number estimated at its centre of
mass), highly three-dimensional features such as membrane lobes develop on the surface of the
RBC, which are reversible and can be flattened as the membrane relaxes under decreasing shear.
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Figure 7.2: Morphological variation of an RBC responding to varying shear. (a) A snapshot of
the simulation (flow ratio Q2/Q1 = 19, viscosity contrast λ = 1) with superimposed
RBC path (covering PB, CB12 and CB23) from nine time instants. The inset shows
an enlarged view of the initial RBC shape, which presents a biconcave discoid. The
contour shows the distribution of capillary number Ca in the bifurcating network.
(b–i) show the RBC at the other eight locations as in (a). The local Ca numbers
estimated at the centre of mass of the RBC are (b) Ca = 0.01, (c) Ca = 0.02, (d)
Ca = 0.17, (e) Ca = 0.17, (f) Ca = 0.15, (g) Ca = 0.56, (h) Ca = 0.15, (i)
Ca = 0.14, respectively.
It is noteworthy that the present simulations successfully reproduce the polylobes experimentally
observed for RBCs in microfluidic channels [253], which have not been verified through simu-
lations in a Poiseuille flow setting (instead of assuming unbounded simple shear flow) until now
(Figure 7.2g–h).
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Figure 7.3: (Experiment) (a) A composed image from the experiment combining 300 video frames
using the Z-projection method (minimum intensity). The peak-intensity regions indi-
cate cell-free zones known as CFL. Q1 = 0.2µL/min and Q2 = 8.0µL/min; scale
bar 200 µm. (b) Intensity profiles (as an indirect measurement of cell distribution)
obtained from a region of interest (ROI, marked by red square in (a)) in the parent
branch as a function of the flow rate ratio Q2/Q1 (with Q1 = 0.2µL/min fixed).
(c) Intensity profiles obtained from a ROI (marked by blue square in (a)) in channel
CB21 as a function of the flow rate ratio Q2/Q1 (with Q1 = 0.2µL/min fixed). (d)
CFL measured in channel CB21 as a function of the flow rate ratio Q2/Q1 under
different flow conditions.
7.3.2 Partitioning of RBCs mediated by terminal flow ratio
7.3.2.1 Experiments
In experiments with RBC suspensions at HF = 1%, by keeping Q1 constant (Q1 = 0.2µL/min)
while gradually increasingQ2 to achieve higher flow ratios (Q2/Q1 = 1−40), distinct partitioning
of cells is observed within the bifurcating network. Figure 7.3 shows a composite image of the
RBC distribution in the network for Q2/Q1 = 40. Strikingly, despite the fact that CB21 and
CB22 have the same flow rate (both being Q1), a marked discrepancy of RBC perfusion exists
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between them. Plots of the intensity profiles against flow ratio reveals that the CFLs in the PB
remain symmetric regardless of the flow ratio (see the overlapping intensity peaks in Figure 7.3b),
whereas in CB21 there exists a sharp asymmetry with virtually no CFL near the inner-wall of the
channel (Figure 7.3c). With Q2/Q1 = 20, the outer-wall CFL in CB21 occupies nearly half of the
channel width (see blue curve in Figure 7.3c). Further increasing the flow ratio to Q2/Q1 = 40
leads to the expanding of the CFL across the whole channel width (see purple curve in Figure
7.3c), corresponding to the complete depletion of cells observed in Figure 7.3a.
Subsequent quantification shows that the trend of CFL expansion against the flow ratio is almost
linear (Figure 7.3d). A similar trend for the CFL in CB21 is observed if Q1 is fixed as Q1 =
2.0µL/min instead while varying Q2/Q1 = 1–40, or having the total volume flow rate in the
whole network fixed as Qtot = 0.8µL/min while tuning both Q1 and Q2 to designated flow ratios
(Figure 7.3d). All experiments mentioned above were also repeated in the second microfluidic
device with 60-degree bifurcations, and the same trend was found (results not shown here). This
suggests that the bifurcation angle does not play an important role for RBC partitioning within the
designed bifurcating network.
7.3.2.2 Simulations
To understand the RBC partitioning behaviour in experiments and provide physical insights, an
equivalent system of RBC flow (HF = 1%) is simulated with fixed Qtot in the parent branch but
varying flow ratio Q2/Q1 at the outlets. Agreeing with the experimental findings, two CFLs sym-
metric about the channel axis persist in the PB, both in the widthwise direction and the depthwise
direction (the latter of which is not accessible in the experimental setting). The CFL thickness
measured close to the Y-bifurcation (at x = 400µm) is nearly independent of the imposed flow
ratio, being about 7µm widthwise and 5µm depthwise for all flow ratios investigated (Figure 7.4).
By adjusting Q2/Q1, a similar trend of the RBC fluxes (represented by cell trajectories over time)
is found as in experiments (Figure 7.5). The RBC fluxes in the upper-half child branches of the
network (including CB11, CB21 and CB22), where the flow rates are considerably smaller than
their counterparts in the lower-half child branches (including CB12, CB24 and CB23), gradually
diminish as the flow ratio increases. At Q2/Q1 = 19, the first exit branch CB21 is completely
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Figure 7.4: (Simulation) CFLs along the channel axis of PB (at right/bottom/left/top walls) plot-
ted as the CFL thickness δcfl against the development length L.
devoid of cells (Figure 7.5c). Further increasing the flow ratio to Q2/Q1 = 39 leaves both the first
and second exit branches (CB21 and CB22) free of cells (Figure 7.5d).
This flow-induced asymmetry of cell partitioning suggests a potential approach for separation of
RBCs and the suspending fluid, at least in the dilute/semi-dilute limit without significant cell-cell
interactions in the suspension. Whether this method is applicable to denser RBC suspensions or
even whole blood (where shear-induced diffusion and RBC dispersion play an important role)
remains to be investigated with future experiments and simulations.
Next, the distribution of RBC fluxes is quantified at the primary Y-bifurcation. To this end, the
discharge haematocrits (HD) in the involved three branches (PB, CB11 and CB12) are calculated
and evaluated against the established empirical model PSM [242, 244, 247]. Good agreement is
found between the simulation data and the empirical predictions, with the relative errors under all
tested flow conditions below 2% (Table 7.2). Such quantitative agreement suggests that the RBC
partitioning at the Y-bifurcation can be well-predicted by the empirical model. Furthermore, it can
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Figure 7.5: (Simulation) RBC fluxes across the bifurcating network under different flow con-
ditions. (a–d) show the superimposed RBC trajectories under terminal flow ratios
Q2/Q1 = 1, 3, 9, 39, respectively. The accompanied panel labelled with “A”–“D”
shows enlarged views of the Y-bifurcation region with reduced number of trajectories
(about 150 each). (e) Comparison of the simulated RBC fluxes at “A”–“D” against
the empirical model [242, 244]. Q∗rbc and Q
∗
blood mean the normalised RBC flux and
normalised blood flow in a child branch (relative to the parent branch). The circles
and squares represent the relatively lower-flow and higher-flow child branches, re-
spectively. The solid line is the empirical prediction, and the dotted line indicates a
linear correlation.
be inferred that with the present channel dimensions (50−100µm) where the cells are essentially
not confined, the effect of flow on the RBC partitioning dominates over that of channel geometry
(non-circular channels in the simulation). In other words, the microfluidic bifurcating network
consisting of rectangular channels can reasonably mimic the distribution of RBC flow through
microvasculature consisting of circular cross-sections.
One intriguing feature found in the trajectories of RBCs at the geometrically symmetric Y-bifurcation
is a protrusion cap into the lower-flow branch (marked with dotted circles in Figure 7.5A–D). This
protrusion cap indicates a reversal of RBC fluxes near the bifurcation apex, with cells entering the
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Table 7.2: (Simulation) Relative errors of the simulated RBC fluxes at the primary Y-type bifurca-
tion against predictions made by the empirical model [242, 244].
Child Branch A B C D
High-Flow 1.7% 1.4% 1.7% 0.9%
Low-Flow 0.2% 0.7% 0.3% 2.2%
lower-flow branch abruptly pulled away and diverted towards the higher-flow branch instead. The
size of this protrusion cap increases as the flow ratio is increased, with complete prevention of
RBC fluxes from entering the low-flow branch CB11 achieved at Q2/Q1 = 39, further leading to
the deprivation of cells in the entire upper-half of the network (including CB11, CB21 and CB22).
7.3.3 Reversal of RBC fluxes at the primary Y-bifurcation
To corroborate the occurrence of RBC flux reversal near the primary Y-bifurcation, the embedded
flow patterns which underpin the motion of RBCs is investigated. From the flow field in the
vicinity of the bifurcation apex (point A in Figure 7.6a), a breakdown of flow symmetry and
development of asymmetric streamlines can be clearly observed asQ2/Q1 deviates from 1 (Figure
7.6a–c). One notable feature is the existence of a separation point A’ (located at Ls away from
the apex A), where the stagnation streamline meets the solid wall. All streamlines on the left-
hand side of A’ will enter the high-flow branch, whereas those on the right end in the low-flow
branch. As Q2/Q1 increases, A’ is found to shift inward the low-flow branch, thus extending the
separation distance Ls. Accompanied by the increase of Ls is an enlarged nose tip formed by
curved streamlines near the bifurcation region, which matches the protrusion cap observed in the
pattern of RBC fluxes (Figure 7.5A-D).
On approaching the bifurcation boundary, the motion of RBCs virtually follows the streamlines
and no cross-separation-streamline migration is detected (Figure 7.6d–f). This suggests that the
partitioning of RBCs at the Y-bifurcation (where confinement is negligible) would obey the classic
Zweifach-Fung effect, which solely arises from the presence of symmetric CFLs in the PB (Figure
7.4). Indeed, the PSM first proposed by Pries et al. [242], which is an empirical representation
of the Zweifach-Fung effect derived from in vivo data, has satisfactorily predicted the simulated
distribution of RBC fluxes at the Y-bifurcation (see Figure 7.5e).
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Figure 7.6: (Simulation) (a–c) Steady flow streamlines (unperturbed) in the Y-bifurcation region
of the PB under terminal flow ratiosQ2/Q1 = 1, 9, 39, respectively. The background
contour shows magnitude of the velocities. Point A indicates the bifurcation apex;
point A’ indicates the position where the stagnation streamline (separating stream-
lines entering the upper and lower branches) meets the solid boundary; Ls is the
distance of AA’. (d–f) Temporal RBC motion under Q2/Q1 = 3, 19, 39, respectively.
The red circles, green cones and black squares represent RBCs by centre of mass at
sequential time steps with an interval of ∆t = 1.48 ms. (g–i) Time sequence of the
RBCs corresponding to (e) (i.e., Q2/Q1 = 19) at t = 114.09 ms, 115.57 ms, 117.05
ms, respectively.
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Under high flow ratios, only a small proportion of streamlines originally close to the PB wall are
directed into the low-flow branch CB11, which causes excessive bending of streamlines to satisfy
flow continuity (see Figure 7.6g–i for Q2/Q1 = 19). These streamlines largely originate from
the outer-wall CFL region in PB and therefore only carry a few cells with them. As show in
Figure 7.6g–i, due to the severely bent streamlines, the single RBC entering lower-flow branch
CB11 is laterally transported across the whole channel width and travels along the CB11 inner-
wall thereafter. Meanwhile, the protrusion zone is so profound that the other two RBCs already
travelling deep into CB11 revert their paths, linger against the bifurcation and eventually proceed
towards to the higher-flow branch CB12 (Figure 7.6h–i). As the flow ratio increases to Q2/Q1 =
39 and the flow rate in the lower-flow branch further drops, all streamlines entering CB11 are
exactly from the CFL upstream and carry no cells at all (Figure 7.6f).
7.3.4 Biased phase-separation at secondary T-bifurcations
Different from the primary Y-bifurcation (referred to as PB-BIF hereafter), the partitioning of
RBC fluxes at the secondary T-bifurcations (including CB11-BIF and CB12-BIF) disobeys the
Zweifach-Fung effect. The violation is particularly apparent at CB11-BIF, where complete deple-
tion of RBCs can occur in one of the downstream child branches although the flow from CB11 is
evenly split in to CB21 and CB22 (Figure 7.5c).
Underlying this phenomenon is a severely asymmetric CFL in the feeding branch CB11 (see Fig-
ure 7.5C). Recalling the analysis in Sec. 7.3.3, such asymmetry primarily arises from the way
how RBCs enter CB11, which behaves sensitively to the flow ratio imposed. At sufficiently high
flow ratios, the RBCs entering branch CB11 (if any) will be located much closer to the inner wall,
causing a substantial CFL near the outer wall (Figure 7.6g–i). Ideally, one would expect the cells
to laterally migrate inward relative to the channel centreline when travelling through CB11 (which
is 10 times the hydraulic diameter) under the effect of hydrodynamic lift, therefore gradually re-
covering the inner-wall CFL and mitigating the CFL asymmetry between opposite walls.
However, one need to be aware that when the flow ratio becomes increasingly high at the outlets,
the volume flow rate and the associated shear rate will be progressively lowered in CB11. If the
shear rate that RBCs experience becomes exceedingly low, their deformation largely disappears
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Figure 7.7: (a–c) RBC motion in CB11 under Q2/Q1 = 3. The highlighted cell with a dotted
circle performs a spinning motion with nearly fixed orientation. (d–f) RBC motion
in CB11 under Q2/Q1 = 19. The highlighted cell with a dotted circle performs
a typical tumbling motion similar to rigid-body rotation. The black spot (triangle-
shaped) on the highlighted cell in (a–c) and (d–f) marks a fixed mass element on the
RBC membrane. (g–i) Histogram of local haematocrits φ (normalised by the feeding
haematocrit HF ) in channel CB22 under Q2/Q1 = 3, 9, 19, respectively. The CFL
is defined as the region where φ/HF = 0. The primary CFL labelled as δR or δL
indicates the side with relatively larger CFL measured at opposite walls (“R” and
“L” are relative to the flow direction).
(see the Ca numbers in Table 7.1) and the cells would simply tumble resembling rigid-body rota-
tion rather than tank-tread in fluidised state. Under tumbling mode, the cross-streamline migration
of RBCs is greatly suppressed in the rectangular channel.
To examine whether this is the case in the simulation, let us move on to inspect the motion of
RBCs under a high flow ratio Q2/Q1 = 19 in comparison with a mild flow ratio Q2/Q1 = 3.
Before proceeding to the motion regime, a notable difference can already be observed in the initial
position of RBCs when they first enter CB11, which predominantly determines the stream layer
they are exposed to (Figure 7.7a–f). UnderQ2/Q1 = 3, the cells perform a “Frisbee-like” spinning
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motion with nearly fixed orientation (relative to the streamlines), accompanied by a slight increase
in cell-wall distance (Figure 7.7a–c). This spinning behaviour has been previously captured in
RBC experiments using simple shear flow, and is a transient motion regime towards tank-treading
under increasing shear [76]. For Q2/Q1 = 19, the cells in CB11 are tumbling all the way on their
original streamlines and no sign of cross-streamline migration can be observed (Figure 7.7d–f).
The above two differences, one about the initial position and one about the motion regime of RBCs
in the feeding branch, are both subject to the system flow ratio and co-determine the path selection
of RBCs at the T-bifurcation. Notably, an inversion of the primary CFL location in CB22 occurs
as the flow ratio is increased from Q2/Q1 = 9 to Q2/Q1 = 19 (Figure 7.7h–i). This inversion
primarily arises from the difference in the initial position of RBCs upon entering CB11, because
the Ca number in CB11 for Q2/Q1 = 9 to Q2/Q1 = 19 are designed to be the same (Ca = 0.1,
see Table 7.1).
7.3.5 Haemo-dilution/concentration in the network
Table 7.3: (Simulation) Discharge haematocrits HD measured in the network. The feeding
haematocrit at the inlet is fixed as HF = 1%. For network-level quantification, if
any CB has a HD smaller than the discharge haematocrit in the PB, that branch is de-
fined as haemo-diluted (HD); otherwise, the branch is defined as haemo-concentrated
(HC).
Q2/Q1 PB CB11 CB12 CB21 CB22 CB23 CB24
3 0.972% 0.726% 1.014% (HC) 0.527% 0.831% 1.064% (HC) 0.910%
9 0.971% 0.538% 0.997% (HC) 0.256% 0.658% 1.159% (HC) 0.800%
19 0.966% 0.208% 0.984% (HC) 0 0.267% 1.129% (HC) 0.808
39 0.967% 0 0.973% (HC) 0 0 1.041% (HC) 0.877%
The partitioning behaviour of RBCs at the bifurcations results in highly heterogeneous cell con-
centration throughout the network. Indeed, distinct density of RBC fluxes can be visually detected
from the composite simulation snapshot already (Figure 7.5). To systematically quantify the RBC
fluxes within the network and determine the preferential paths for RBCs, the discharge haemat-
ocrits HD are calculated in all branches (Table 7.3). It is important to understand that HD here
is not a conversed quantity at bifurcations (e.g., HPBD 6= HCB11D + HCB12D ); instead, the RBC




rbc ). One will note that the discharge haematocrit in the PB
(HD ≈ 0.97%) is already slightly lower than the feeding haematocrit at the inlet (HF = 1%).
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Figure 7.8: (Simulation) Comparison of the simulated discharge haematocrits against the empir-
ical phase-separation model by Pries et al. [242, 244]. (a) PB Y-type bifurcation. (b)
CB12 T-type bifurcation. (c) CB11 T-type bifurcation. In (a–c), H∗discharge andQ
∗
blood
represent the normalised discharge haematocrit and normalised blood flow in a child
branch (relative to the parent branch). In (a), the circles and squares represent the
relatively lower-flow and higher-flow child branches, respectively. In (b) and (c), the
circles and squares represent the CFL-favoured and CFL-unfavoured child branches,
respectively. The solid lines in (a–c) describes the empirical predictions.
This loss of RBC concentration is presumably caused by a cell screening effect at the entrance
arising from the geometric transition of the cross-section shape from cylindrical to rectangular. It
should be distinguished from the Fåhræus effect which leads to axial migration of cells and causes
the dynamic reduction in tube haematocrit (Ht) downstream of a channel while maintaining the
absolute cell concentration HD [9, 283].
When the blood flow encounter the PB-BIF with unequal flow ratios, uneven partitioning of RBCs
occurs between CB11 and CB12. As Q2/Q1 increases from 3 to 39, the degree of haemo-
dilution in CB11 surges, with HD dropping down to zero from 0.726%. Interestingly, the haemo-
concentration in CB12 is not enhanced but slightly undermined (HD decreasing from 1.014% to
0.973%). Among the exit branches, CB21 turns out to be the most diluted branch under all investi-
gated flow ratios, whereas CB23 is always most concentrated. The haemo-concentration in CB23
shows a surprising non-monotonic trend against the flow ratio, with a maximum HD = 1.159%
achieved at Q2/Q1 = 9.
Further, the HD of different branches are grouped to evaluate the simulation data separately at
the Y-type PB-BIF and T-type CB-BIFs using the empirical model of PSM [242, 244]. Satis-
factory agreement is found for the former (Figure 7.8a), whereas poor agreement for the latter
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Figure 7.9: (Simulation) Distribution of RBCs under a moderate flow ratioQ2/Q1 = 9. (a) ROIs
selected from the branches of all generations (i = 0th, 1st, 2nd) for haematocrit
analysis. (b) Evolution of haematocrit profiles along the PB. (c–e) Histograms of
local haematocrits in ROIs located at the upper-half of the network. (f–i) Histograms
of local haematocrits in ROIs located at the lower-half of the network.
(Figure 7.8b–c). However, such results are actually expected as it has been analysed in Sec. 7.3.4
that the partitioning behaviour of RBCs at the Y-bifurcation adheres to the Zweifach-Fung effect,
whereas that at the T-bifurcation is substantially biased due to the emerging CFL asymmetry in
respective feeding branches. Notably, the haemo-concentration/dilution is much more remarkable
downstream of CB11-BIF than CB12-BIF. Such a discrepancy calls for further investigation of the
transverse distribution of RBCs in the pertinent branches, particularly the location and thickness
of CFLs.
Examination of the haematocrit profiles reveals a rich pattern of transverse RBC distribution (rep-
resented byHt profile) cascading down the bifurcating network (Figure 7.9a). TakingQ2/Q1 = 9
for example, the haematocrit profile remains symmetric about channel centreline in the PB until
approaching the bifurcation region of PB-BIF, where an asymmetry of RBC distribution starts to
develop (see x = 400µm in Figure 7.9b).
The asymmetry in the Ht profile is further amplified in CB11 (ROI5), resulting in substantial
discrepancy between the CFLs at opposite walls (Figure 7.9c). Due to the low-shear environment
in CB11, the CFL asymmetry cannot be removed within the segment length (10 times of CB11
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hydraulic diameter), which thus persists till CB11-BIF is meet and causes uneven RBC partitioning
under even flow split (HD = 0.256% in CB21 versus HD = 0.658% in CB22, see Table 7.3). The
resultant Ht profile and accompanying CFL in CB21 (ROI6) and CB22 (ROI7) are also highly
asymmetric (Figure 7.9d–e). Contrary to CB11, CB12 (ROI8) appears less disturbed after the
primary PB-BIF and presents a slight asymmetric Ht profile with the CFL favouring the outer
wall (Figure 7.9f). However, the child branches CB24 (ROI9) and CB23 (ROI10) downstream of
CB12 still end in much different RBC-concentration (1.159% in CB24 versus 0.800% in CB23,
see Table 7.3) and for both the asymmetry in theHt profile is amplified compared with their parent
CB12 (Figure 7.9g–i).
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 RBC morphology and dynamics
The dynamical RBC morphologies in the present simulation are in line with recent observations of
human RBCs under microcirculatory flow conditions where the viscosity contrast λ ≥ 5 between
the RBC cytosol and the suspending medium [169, 253]. However, complex RBC shapes such as
the polylobed morphology are successfully reproduced in the present simulations (λ = 1) without
setting up a high viscosity contrast, whereas recently attempted RBC simulations in square mi-
crochannels adopting λ = 5 failed to generate the polylobed shape [253]. This is counterintuitive
because a high viscosity contrast (other than 1) was asserted crucial for the development of the
polylobed structures on the membrane [197].
A potential reason behind this disagreement is the confinement denoting the ratio of RBC effec-
tive diameter (D̄rbc = 6.53µm) to the channel hydraulic diameter (i.e., χ = D̄rbc/Dh). It is
noted that the confinement considered by the rectangular-channel simulations in [253] was be-
tween χ = 0.4–0.75 (matching the confinement conditions in the microfluidic experiments), while
in the present simulations χ is much lower and ranges between 0.14–0.22. Indeed, previously
simulations which have captured the polylobe formation were for simple shear flow configuration
with only one-direction confinement involved (i.e., no side walls as in a real channel flow). The
fact that lower-level confinement is required for simulated RBC polylobes to occur than their ex-
perimental counterpart reveals potentially important factors that have not been included in existing
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simulations (either with λ = 1 or λ ≥ 5), e.g., the membrane viscosity of the RBC membrane,
whose presence increases the membrane shear elasticity and may affect the membrane buckling
process that triggers the formation of polylobes.
The variety of RBC dynamics observed from the bifurcating network is rich, even for RBCs at
nearly unstressed state presenting a biconcave shape. Apart from the commonly reported tumbling
(in low shear) and tank-treading (in moderate/high shear) regimes, the intriguing RBC motion of
“Frisbee-like” spinning (a transient state between the rolling motion and tank-treading motion
of RBCs under increasing shear, first reported by Dupire et al. [76]) is also reproduced here.
Therefore, the present computational model incorporated with highly-resolved cell membrane is
able to capture the subtle behaviour of RBCs circulating in blood flow at the microscale.
7.4.2 CFL development
The simulated CFLs arising from the cross-streamline migration of RBCs in the bifurcating net-
work qualitatively agree with the experimental results, featuring symmetric CFLs (next to opposite
walls) in the parent branch and growingly asymmetric CFLs (especially under high flow ratios)
in downstream child branches. However, quantitative matching of CFL thickness between sim-
ulations and experiments remains challenging due to the numerical treatment of the flow entry
region, where geometric contraction in the width direction is deliberately removed to enable the
generation of an artificial CFL immediately after the inlet (see Sec. 7.2.2 for the reason behind this
particular treatment).
To validate this numerical treatment, the spatial development of the simulated CFLs in the parent
branch of the present study is compared against the scaling law derived earlier in Chapter 6 for a
straight channel of identical cross-section (Figure 7.10). The same scaling of CFL growth against
development length is found in the depthwise direction (including CFLs at the top/bottom walls)
under all investigated flow ratios, showing power-law increase with an exponent of 1/3 (Figure
7.10a–d). Contrarily, the widthwise CFLs (i.e., those at the left/right walls) show negligible in-
crease in thickness, indicated by a small growth rate of nearly zero. The heavily slowed down
CFL growth in the parent branch of the present network compared to the previous straight chan-
nel can be explained by the magnitude of the initial CFL resulting from the numerical treatment,
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Figure 7.10: (Simulation) Regression analysis of the simulated CFLs as in Figure 7.4, plotted
in log-log scale. The CFL thickness δcfl is normalised by the maximum CFL value
δmax detected within the investigated range (L ≈ 10Dh). The development length L
is normalised by the channel hydraulic diameter Dh.
i.e., 6-7µm (see Figure 7.4), which is large enough to substantially alter the scaling law of CFL
development according to Equation (6.9) of Chapter 6.
7.4.3 Implications and limitations
The present computational model with highly-resolved RBCs flowing in an artificial vascular net-
work satisfactorily reproduces the phenomenon of biased RBC partitioning observed in the supple-
mentary microfluidic experiments. The simulations elucidate the microscopic behaviour of RBCs
at arteriole-level bifurcations (channel hydraulic diameter Dh = 30–100 µm) subject to different
flow ratio at terminal branches of the network. Furthermore, the findings here suggest the promi-
nent effect of CFL asymmetry on the phase separation process. Such CFL asymmetry arises from
upstream disturbances, which can be important even lying more than 10 hydraulic diameters away.
Some important implications are:
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(I) Artificial vascular network consisting of rectangular microchannels can capture the phase-
separation process of RBC suspensions with quantitative accuracy when compared with the es-
tablished empirical model [242] based on in vivo data from microvascular bifurcations (see Figure
7.5), provided that equivalent dimensional description is used (e.g., channel hydraulic diameter
versus vessel diameter).
(II) In low Reynolds number flows (Re  1) with low-level confinement (small Drbc/Dh), the
motion of RBCs in the vicinity of a bifurcation (see Figure 7.6d–f) follow the fluid streamlines
and no RBC migration crossing the stagnation streamline occurs. Therefore, neither the obstruc-
tion effect proposed by [24] nor the low-flow attraction effect proposed by [74] exists and the
partitioning of RBCs obeys the classic Zweifach-Fung effect.
(III) Under high flow ratios, RBCs near the stagnation streamline (separation surface or separatrix
in 3D, which divides the fluid layers entering different branches) tend to be drawn towards the
lower-flow branch first and linger for a while. They are then pulled away and eventually flow
into the higher-flow branch (see Figure 7.6g–i). This observation is in line with the finding of a
previous 2D study, where similar behaviour was found for an elastic capsule [310].
(IV) Significant asymmetry in the both CFL and haematocrit profile exists in a vascular network
as suggested by [19, 20], owing to the disturbance of upstream bifurcations to the transverse dis-
tribution of RBCs (see Figure 7.9). As a consequence, the partitioning of RBCs at successive
bifurcations can be substantially biased and would give rise to excessive haemo-dilution in down-
stream child branches, even under equal flow split (see Figure 7.8).
(V) Last but not least, the lateral migration of RBCs in branches of low flow will be largely sup-
pressed due to the motion regime they undertake under low shear, leading to negligible recovery
of CFL symmetry throughout the network.
There are several limitations for the present study: (1) While horse RBCs were used in experi-
ments, the numerical model simulates human RBCs. This may have caused a certain degree of
discrepancy between the simulation and experiments. However, the influence on results of the sus-
pension behaviour should be limited to quantitative instead of qualitative differences, according to
the previous discussion in Chapter 6. (2) For the sake of tractable computational cost, the simu-
lated RBCs are initialised in a manner that generates considerable initial CFLs at the entry region
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of the parent branch. This numerical treatment not only causes difficulty in direct comparison
of CFL thickness between simulations and experiments, but also lead to a different critical flow
ratio under which complete RBC depletion in certain child branch occurs. For example, CB21
is only nearly depleted under Q2/Q1 = 40 in experiment, but it is already completely depleted
under Q2/Q1 = 19 in simulation. For quantitative agreement to be achieved, the initialisation
strategy needs to be improved in the future, albeit at the price of higher computational cost. (3)
So far, only dilute RBC suspensions (HF = 1%) are considered for a mechanistic understanding
of RBC partitioning behaviour in bifurcating microchannels. The performance of the biomimetic
microfluidic network in terms of separating RBCs and plasma is subject to scrutiny if the system
haematocrit is to be increased to a level when cell-cell interactions become important. This effect
remains to be investigated before extension of current findings to biomedical applications, e.g.,
handling denser RBC suspensions for separation, sorting or purification purposes.
7.5 Concluding remarks
The present chapter studies the partitioning of RBCs in an artificial vascular network designed
following biomimetic rules for channel dimensions. The microscopic behaviour of RBCs flowing
within are reported in detail, including their morphological variation, motion regime, spatial organ-
isation, interaction with bifurcation and flow-mediated partitioning. Ideal partitioning is found at
the primary Y-bifurcation quantitatively agreeing with an established empirical model, but biased
partitioning that leads to significant haemo-concentration/dilution in downstream child branches.
The latter is attributed to the breakdown of CFL symmetry due to upstream disturbances on RBC
distribution and negligible hydrodynamic lift of RBCs that tumble like rigid bodies in low-shear
environments.
The qualitative and quantitative agreement demonstrated between simulations and experiments in
an arteriole-level artificial vascular network is important to validate the 3D computational model
for studying the complex dynamics of cellular blood flow in more realistic microvascular networks.
The findings on the partitioning pattern of RBCs within the specially designed bifurcating network
may also find applications in manipulating blood samples using microfluidic devices, such as
enrichment or sorting of cells.
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Chapter 8
Effect of RBC dynamics on vascular
patterning during development
Thanks to the rapid development of modern computing facilities, unprecedented large-scale nu-
merical simulations of microcirculatory blood flow in complex vascular networks have become
possible and some promising studies emerged in recent years. Combined with advanced in vivo
imaging and model construction techniques, image-based simulations of the haemodynamics in
realistic microvasculature can greatly contribute to a mechanistic understanding of elusive bio-
physical processes that are otherwise impossible or too expensive to uncover merely relying on
state-of-the-art experiments. Among others, the relationship between haemodynamics and cardio-
vascular development at early stages of life has attracted enormous attention over the past decade.
Vascular remodelling is an essential process for the development of functional networks, achieved
through tremendous rearrangements of endothelial cells within the primitive vascular plexus (see
earlier introduction in Sec. 2.3.4). Prior work in the literature has uncovered how endothelial cells
polarize and migrate responding to flow-induced wall shear stress (WSS), resulting in abundant
vessel pruning. However, the shear stresses were evaluated by simplified mathematical models
assuming homogeneous blood flow, whereas increasing evidence shows that the discrete presence
of red blood cells (RBCs) has a substantial impact on microvascular haemodynamics.
In this chapter, the cellular blood flow in developmental mouse retina is modelled as a suspension
of deformable RBCs. The computational results demonstrate highly heterogeneous distribution
of RBCs within the primitive vascular network. Furthermore, a remarkable association between
vessel regression and RBC depletion is uncovered, the latter of which can be well predicted by a
plasma skimming model. Mechanistically, a potential mechanism is proposed for enhancing local
WSS differences known to modulate vascular patterning.
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This chapter springs from a project in collaboration with my experimental collaborators at Max-
Delbrück-Center for Molecular Medicine in the Helmholtz Association (Berlin, Germany). The
imaging data in Figure 8.5a (mouse retina plexus) and Figure 8.7a,b,g,h (zebrafish caudal vein
plexus) are are provided by T. Perovic and I. Fechner, respectively. Except the above, all contents
contained in this chapter are my own work. A preprint [340] has been submitted to bioRxiv 1.
1Zhou, Q et al., Association between erythrocyte dynamics and vessel remodelling in developmental vascular net-
works, bioRxiv:10.1101/2020.05.21.106914
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8.1 Overview
In the current study, the particulate nature of blood is proposed to play a key role in establishing
local WSS differences driving vascular remodelling. The problem is approached computationally
using developmental mouse retina, a common animal model for the study of vascular patterning.
By simulating cellular blood flow in reconstructed vascular networks from images of developing
mouse retina, various aspects of the microcirculatory blood flow such as bulk flow rate, RBC
dynamics, velocity profile and haematocrit partitioning are systematically studied. Remarkably,
a strong association between RBC depletion and vessel regression in the primitive vasculature of
mouse retina is uncovered through the simulation and confirmed by subsequent live imaging in a
developmental zebrafish model. Furthermore, plasma skimming [88, 160, 247] as described by an
established empirical model [242, 244] is identified as the driving mechanism.
It is hypothesised that that plasma skimming enhances local WSS differences within the network,
which are known to modulate developmental vascular remodelling [93]. Attributed to the effect
of plasma skimming, the distribution of RBCs within the developing retina is highly heteroge-
neous. Such heterogeneity leads to abundant RBC-rich and RBC-poor (or plasma-only) channels,
presumably resulting in augmentation of viscosity contrast and therefore enhancement of local
WSS differences between neighbouring branches. Furthermore, it is speculated that vessel prun-
ing driven by the design principle of removing plasma-only channels from the developmental
(rather than mature and stabilised) vasculature will lead to a functional network layout that avoids
portions of the tissue being vascularised but poorly oxygenated. This constitutes a possible mecha-
nism for optimal design of vascular networks at the development stage, which is highly dynamical
and emerging in nature.
This chapter is organised as follows: Sec. 8.2 introduces the experimental and numerical methods.
Sec. 8.3.1 presents results of flow rate and cell flux from the simulations in comparison with
experimental measurements to validate the present computational model. Secs. 8.3.2–8.3.5 reveal
the association between vessel regression and RBC depletion in the developing vascular network,
for the latter of which plasma skimming is proposed as the mechanism. Sec. 8.4 discusses the
biophysical implications of the present results and potential impact on existing studies of blood
flow in microcirculatory networks. Sec. 8.5 concludes the chapter.
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Table 8.1: Key parameters of the whole-plexus simulation using the non-Newtonian Carreau-
Yasuda (NNCY) rheology model [30, 34].
Parameter Description Value Unit Comment or reference
Dvessel vessel diameter variable µm locally mapped by PolNet
∆x lattice size 0.5 µm estimated by PolNet
∆p ocular perfusion pressure 55 mmHg [30]
ū flow mean velocity variable m/s average over cross-section
Q volume flow rate variable m3 Q = ūπD2vessel/4
γ̇ shear rate variable 1/s solved by HemeLB
η(γ̇) shear-thinning viscosity variable mPa s η(γ̇) = η∞ +
(η0−η∞)
[1+(λγ̇)a](1−n)a
η0 constant 14.49 mPa s low-shear viscosity
η∞ constant 3.265 mPa s high-shear viscosity
λ constant 0.1839 s fitting parameter
n constant 0.4136 - fitting parameter
a constant 2.707 - fitting parameter
8.2 Model configuration and parameters
8.2.1 Animal model
The vascular plexus for simulation was obtained from postnatal day 5 wild-type mouse retinas, and
subsequently stained for Collagen IV matrix sleeves and ICAM2 luminal surface (see experimental
details in Sec. 4.3.1). Images of the vascular plexus were then acquired with confocal microscopy.
While the ICAM2 mask depicts the remodelled vascular network, the Col.IV mask approximately
reflects the network morphology before vascular remodelling if assuming that changes in lumen
size immediately after the remodelling process are small. Therefore, by comparing Col.IV and
ICAM2, the remodelling events can be tracked.
8.2.2 Numerical simulation
8.2.2.1 Simulation setup
The simulation procedures for the present study have been introduced earlier in Sec. 4.1.2 of
Chapter 4. A brief recall is provided here as follows. First, a three-dimensional (3D) full-network
geometry of the vessel luminal surface is reconstructed from the binary image of Col.IV mask
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Table 8.2: Boundary conditions for RBC simulations in designated subsets of the retinal network,
namely ROI-1, ROI-2 and ROI-3. û represents the centreline velocity at the selected
cross-section (circular) of a given vessel that serves as the inlet/outlet of the ROI and
p is a reference pressure. û is set as positive for inlets and negative for outlets.
ROI Inlet/Outlet Boundary type Value Unit Dvessel (µm)
ûin1 velocity 11.710 mm/s 7.99
ûin2 velocity 3.756 mm/s 15.68
ûout1 velocity -0.774 mm/s 5.39
1 ûout2 velocity -6.164 mm/s 10.58
ûout3 velocity -5.209 mm/s 7.13
ûout4 velocity -4.829 mm/s 10.41
pout5 pressure 0 mmHg 14.45
ûin1 velocity 4.222 mm/s 19.04
ûin2 velocity 1.201 mm/s 5.51
ûin3 velocity 6.367 mm/s 7.80
2 ûout1 velocity -11.658 mm/s 10.33
ûout2 velocity -7.182 mm/s 8.62
ûout3 velocity -0.514 mm/s 7.33
ûout4 velocity -0.113 mm/s 6.83
pout5 pressure 0 mmHg 8.89
ûin1 velocity 1.171 mm/s 7.14
ûin2 velocity 10.277 mm/s 13.47
ûin3 velocity 0.049 mm/s 6.89
3 ûin4 velocity 0.002 mm/s 2.38
ûout1 velocity -14.913 mm/s 8.83
ûout2 velocity -30.298 mm/s 4.66
pout3 pressure 0 mmHg 2.21
of mouse retinal vasculature using the computational tool PolNet developed by Bernabeu et al.
[29] (Figure 4.4a-b). Then, a flow simulation with simplified blood rheology is run for the full-
network geometry (see Table 8.1 for key parameters of the whole-plexus simulation.), applying
the non-Newtonian Carreau-Yasuda (NNCY) model as in [30]. From this simulation, the velocity
field within the vascular plexus (Figure 4.4c) can be obtained under physiological ocular perfusion
pressure (OPP, 55 mmHg) to provide information for subsequent simulations of cellular blood flow
in designated regions of interest (ROIs, e.g., ROI-1 as in Figure 4.4d). For each ROI subset clipped
from the full-network geometry (Figure 4.4e), the boundary conditions (e.g., inflow/outflow and
pressure, see Table 8.2) are extracted from the NNCY simulation to initiate a plasma flow simu-
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Table 8.3: Key parameters of the RBC model. The symbol “∼” represents dimensionless simula-
tion units. Please refer to [161] for more details of the RBC model.
Parameter Description Value Unit Comment or reference
rrbc RBC radius 4 µm [181]
Arbc RBC surface 140 µm2 [181]
Vrbc RBC volume 100 µm3 [181]
ηplasma plasma viscosity 1 mPa s modelled as liquid water
ηcytosol artificial cytosol viscosity 1 mPa s ηcytosol = ηplasma
Γnominal Föppl-von Kármán number 400 - Γnominal =
κsr2rbc
κb
Nf number of facets 1280 - Nf = 20( rrbc∆x )
2
κs strain modulus 50 µN/m resisting in-plane shearing
κb bending modulus 2×10−18 Nm resisting off-plane bending
κ̃α dilation modulus 0.5 - conserving local area
κ̃A surface modulus 1 - conserving RBC surface
κ̃V volume modulus 1 - conserving RBC volume
lation, followed by continuous perfusion of RBCs at a fixed haematocrit of 20% from all inlets of
the extracted ROI (Figure 4.4f).
8.2.2.2 RBC membrane model
The morphological deformation of an RBC in small vessels or channels are known to be dom-
inated by the strain modulus κs and the bending modulus κb, both of which have been exten-
sively measured for healthy human RBCs using diverse experimental techniques. The reported
values from different experiments somehow converge and present κs = 5.5 ± 3.3µN/m and
κb = 1.15 ± 0.9 × 10−19 Nm, respectively (see reviews [181] and [299]). However, because
these measurements all rely on certain deformation protocols that do not necessarily reflect the
complex microcirculatory conditions, the obtained values may not apply to RBCs travelling in
capillary networks of the mouse retina. Indeed, it is found that the κs and κb required to maintain
the integrity of the RBC membrane in the cellular simulations are roughly one order larger in mag-
nitude than the reported values (see the simulation values in Table 8.3). This substantial increase
in required κs and κb for reasonable RBC morphology may also arise from the intrinsic difference
in the haemodynamic environment (e.g., magnitude ranges of the shear rate and wall shear stress)
of the microcirculation system between mice and humans.
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8.2.3 Data analysis
8.2.3.1 Vessel selection and quantification of RBC flow
To investigate the perfusion of RBCs within the vascular network, all divergent bifurcations (con-
sisting of one parent branch and two downstream child branches) are identified for the cellular
flow in designated ROIs. Only vessel branches from these bifurcations are selected for statistical
analysis to ensure independent representation of systematic RBC partitioning in the network. In
total, 3 ROIs, 22 bifurcations and 66 vessel segments are included (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1: Combined cell trajectories over time in (a) ROI-1, (b) ROI-2 and (c) ROI-3 through-
out simulations lasting for 0.33 s each.
For the quantification of RBC perfusion in any given child branch of the selected bifurcations
of interest (BOIs, diverging bifurcations only), two variables are introduced following [242] and
[19]: one is Q∗blood, denoting the proportion of blood flow that it receives from its parent branch
(0 ≤ Q∗blood ≤ 1); the other isQ∗rbc, denoting the proportion of RBC flux likewise (0 ≤ Q∗rbc ≤ 1).
If Q∗rbc > Q
∗
blood, the child branch is receiving more RBCs than linear allocation, and it is defined
as a “RBC-enriched" vessel; if Q∗rbc < Q
∗
blood, the child branch is receiving fewer RBCs than
linearly allocated, and it is defined as an “RBC-depleted" vessel.
8.2.3.2 Empirical model: the PSM
Several models have been established to describe the phenomenon of plasma skimming [113, 120,
171, 242]. Among others, the most widely applied one is probably the empirical Phase-Separation
Model (hereafter referred to as PSM) developed by Pries et al. and co-workers based on in vivo
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of simulation data with PSM empirical predictions in the form of frac-
tional RBC flux Q∗rbc against fractional blood flow Q
∗
blood for all investigated bifur-
cations in ROI-1 (Figure 8.1a). The simulation data are represented by squares and
circles while the PSM predictions are by solid lines. In each bifurcation, the relatively
larger child branch is termed “L” (blue squares) and relatively smaller child branch
termed “S” (red circles). The black dished line represents a linear hypothesis forQ∗rbc
and Q∗blood in the absence of plasma skimming.
experiments and theoretical modelling [241, 242, 244, 245, 247]. The adopted formulation from
PSM has been given in Sec. 7.2.3 of Chapter 7 when studying the RBC partition in a bifurcating
microfluidic network, and is therefore not repeated here. Here is a brief recall of key parameters
in the PSM: A reflects the size difference of the two child vessels, B reflects the shape of the
haematocrit profile in the parent vessel and X0 is related to the corresponding thickness of cell-
depleted layer (or cell-free layer). Dα, Dβ and DF are diameters of the two child branches and
the parent branch, respectively. HD is the discharge haematocrit in the parent branch.
In the present study, With Dα, Dβ and DF measured from the ROI subsets and HD extracted
from the simulation data, A, B, X0 can be calculated individually for each bifurcation and the
empirical curves are plotted in the form of FQE versus FQB . Equivalently, the simulation data
in the form of Q∗rbc versus Q
∗
blood are plotted for comparison with the empirical predictions. The
results for bifurcations in ROI-1, ROI-2 and ROI-3 are listed below in Figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4.
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Figure 8.3: Same caption as Figure 8.2, except for ROI-2 corresponding to Figure 8.1b.
Figure 8.4: Same caption as Figure 8.2, repeated for ROI-3 corresponding to Figure 8.1c.
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8.3 Results
8.3.1 Validation of simulated blood flow against existing experiments
The superposed image of Col.IV and ICAM2 masks obtained from a postnatal day 5 mouse retina
(following the protocol in Sec. 4.3.1) demonstrates a highly primitive vascular plexus (Figure
8.5a), presenting lognormal-like distribution of vessel diameters with a maximum value of 45 µm
and a mean of of 11.85 µm (Figure 8.5b). Abundant vessel pruning events are undergoing within
the network, represented by three regions of interest (ROIs) from the capillary bed (ROI-1, ROI-
2 and ROI-3 in insets of Figure 8.5a). Using a two-step approach described in Figure 4.4 and
Sec. 4.1.2, a 3D flow model is reconstructed from the Col.IV binary image and a whole-plexus
simulation is run applying generalised non-Newtonian blood rheology, followed by subregional
simulations of RBC flow in ROI-1, ROI-2 and ROI-3 with specified inflow/outflow boundary
conditions.
For the whole-plexus simulation, an ocular perfusion pressure (OPP) of 55 mmHg was imposed
between the artery and veins of the network. The resultant volume flow rates in the artery and veins
are 0.36 µL/min and 0.17∼0.19 µl/min, respectively. These flow rates show good agreement with
in vivo measurements recently achieved for living mouse retina, where the measured values were
0.39∼0.59 µl/min and 0.24 µL/min, respectively [142]. The RBC velocities and fluxes calculated
from the simulated ROIs are roughly 0 ∼ 12.5 mm/s (Figure 8.5c) and 0 ∼ 1400 RBC/s (Figure
8.5e), respectively. To validate the simulation RBC data, they are compared with imaging results
of single-cell motion captured in living mouse retina, where comprehensive measurements were
conducted for capillary vessels of diameter ranging from 3 to 7 µm [118, 142]. Following statis-
tical tests suggest that the RBC velocities from simulations and experiments have no significant
difference (p 0.05, Figure 8.5d), the median of which being 2.14 mm/s and 1.57 mm/s, respec-
tively. However, the RBC fluxes are significantly different between experiments and simulations
(p < 0.05, Figure 8.5f), with the median of the former (120 RBC/s) being much higher than the
latter (21 RBC/s). The main reason for this much lower median observed in simulations is the
presence of a number of vessel segments with zero or negligible RBC fluxes.
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Figure 8.5: (a) A vascular plexus of postnatal day 5 (P5) mouse retina, with vessel lumina and
matrix sleeves labelled by ICAM2 (green) and Col.IV (dark red), respectively. The
insets show three regions of interest (ROIs). (b) Network diameter histogram showing
the total length covered by vessel segments of a given diameter. (c) Simulation RBC
velocities and (d) RBC fluxes measured in divergent bifurcations of the ROIs. The
insets of (c–d) highlight results from small vessels within diameter 3∼7 µm. (e–f)
Statistical comparison (Mann-Whitney U test) of simulation RBC velocities and RBC
fluxes against in vivo measurements [118, 142] from capillary vessels with diameter
3∼7 µm.
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Figure 8.6: Association between RBC depletion and vessel regression in developmental mouse
retina. (a) Characterisation of vessel segments in ROI-2 based on ICAM2 and Col.IV
signals. The investigated vessels are divided into three groups, namely lumenised,
regression and stenosis. (b) An exemplary simulation of the cellular blood flow in
ROI-2. (c) Combined cell trajectories over time in ROI-2 throughout the simulation.
(d-f) Quantification (Mann–Whitney U test) of time-average RBC fluxes in ROI-1,
ROI-2 and ROI-3, respectively.
8.3.2 Association between RBC depletion and vessel regression in mouse retina
The vessel segments of the ROIs are categorised into three groups, hereby demonstrating ROI-2
as an example (Figure 8.6a): the “lumenised" group shows positive (+) signals in both Col.IV
and ICAM2, featuring open lumina; the “stenosis" group shows positive (+) signal in Col.IV and
partial-positive/partial-negative (+/-) signal in ICAM2, featuring vessel stenosis (recognised as a
pre-regression process); the “regression" group shows positive (+) signal in Col.IV and negative
(-) signal in ICAM2, featuring vessel regression.
For a mechanistic understanding of the blood flow in the developing vascular network, flow mod-
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els are constructed from the selected ROIs, which simulate the blood within as suspensions of
deformable RBCs (Figure 8.6b). Examination of the cellular flow simulations reveals that most
RBC-depleted vessels in the simulation coincide with the regressed vessels observed in the super-
posed Col.IV/ICAM2 image, suggesting a potential association. To quantitatively verify whether
such an association exists, the trajectories of all RBCs within the ROI throughout the simulation
are recorded and their density across the network are studied (Figure 8.6c). In general, a vessel seg-
ment with denser trajectories represents good RBC perfusion, whereas those with rare existence
of trajectories indicate poor RBC perfusion, or RBC depletion. Subsequently, the time-average
RBC flux within each vessel segment is calculated and assigned to the three groups accordingly
(Figure 8.6d-f). Evidently, vessel segments in the lumenised group have significantly higher RBC
fluxes than those in the stenosis group and the regression group (p < 0.05 for ROI-1 and p < 0.01
for ROI-2 and ROI-3, Figure 8.6d-f). Meanwhile, the difference in RBC flux between the stenosis
group and the regression group is insignificant (p 0.05 for all ROIs, Figure 8.6d-f). Therefore,
there is indeed a strong association between the RBC depletion observed in simulations and the
vessel regression observed in experiments.
8.3.3 in vivo validation of the RBC depletion-vessel regression association in devel-
opmental zebrafish
To provide experimental confirmation of the association between RBC depletion and vessel regres-
sion predicted by the computational model, the zebrafish model of vascular development, where
simultaneous live imaging of vessel remodelling and RBC dynamics becomes possible, is used.
The caudal vein plexus (CVP) is chosen for observation 48–72 hours post fertilisation (hpf), a pe-
riod during which gradual remodelling of the plexus down to a single, well-defined vascular tube
begins [138]. Comparison is made between control (ctl) morpholino oligomer (MO) fish with
normal RBC perfusion (Figure 8.7a) and gata1 MO fish not carrying RBCs in their bloodstream
(Figure 8.7b, see Sec. 4.3.2 for experimental details). Time-lapse imaging of the CVP in ctl MO
fish captures heterogeneous RBC perfusion (Figure 8.7c) leading to multiple findings of intermit-
tent and complete RBC depletion in vessel segments (Figure 8.7d) followed by vessel stenosis
(Figure 8.7e) and eventual regression (Figure 8.7f). These in vivo findings therefore confirm the
computational predictions in Sec. 8.3.2.
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Figure 8.7: Two caudal vein plexus (CVPs) from (a) a 48 hpf ctl MO embryo (with RBC perfusion)
and (b) a 48 hpf gata1 MO embryo (Tg(GATA-1:eGFP), without RBC perfusion). The
intersegmental vessels (ISVs) are marked with asterisks, and the caudal artery (CA)
by a square bracket. Note that the RBC precursors in (b) are located outside the
vasculature and not circulating within the blood stream. (c–f) Time sequence showing
vessel regression events observed in a region of interest extracted from the CVP of the
zebrafish embryo in panel (a), where two vessel segments marked by white triangles
are pruned over time (t = 48 hpf, 50 hpf, 52 hpf, 54 hpf). (g,h) Measurement of CVP
widths at t = 50 hpf and t = 72 hpf along the anterior-posterior axis of a ctl MO
embryo (Z-projection images) at positions given by eight consecutive ISVs (ISV 18–
ISV 25). (i) Variation of the CVP widths between t = 50 hpf and t = 72 hpf calculated
from measurements of the ctl MO and gata1 MO groups (Welch’s T test, each group
containing 7 embryos).
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Next, how RBC deletion in gata1 MO fish impacts CVP remodelling at a network level is inves-
tigated.The CVP widths are measured at standardised locations along the anterior-posterior fish
axis given by the position of eight consecutive intersegmental vessels (ISV) beginning at ISV 18,
for both the ctl MO and gata1 MO groups (n = 7 each group) at 50 hpf and 72 hpf (see Figure
8.7g–h for an example fish from the ctl MO group). During this period of time, substantial re-
modelling leading to narrowing of the plexus is observed in the wild type (agreeing with [138]).
Furthermore, significantly larger reduction of CVP width in the ctl MO group is found in com-
parison to the gata1 MO group, with mean reductions 7.64 µm and 2.01 µm, respectively (p <
0.01, Figure 8.7i). This several-fold difference implies that the presence of RBCs is necessary for
normal CVP remodelling 50–72 hpf, and therefore the heterogeneity in RBC perfusion described
in Figure 8.7c–f does play a role in orchestrating network-level remodelling.
8.3.4 RBC depletion in the network: unpredictable by vessel diameter
The absence of RBCs in some vessel segments from the simulated ROIs poses a crucial question
about cellular flow in the vascular network: what is the governing mechanism that determines
which vessels to be perfused with cells and which to be devoid of? One may notice the existence
of multiple small capillaries in the ROIs and is tempting to speculate that the depletion of RBCs
within the network is merely a size-exclusion effect; namely, certain vessel segments are just too
narrow to allow cell to pass through. However, albeit with certain effects, the vessel diameters
encountered in the present simulations (about 2–16 µm) are unlikely to be the dominant factor
affecting RBC transit, since the material model adopted for RBC membrane allows a deformable
cell to squeeze through exceedingly small passages as narrow as 1 µm (see Sec. 5.2 for a bench-
mark test). Furthermore, by examining the cell trajectories in all simulated ROIs (see Figure 8.1),
counter-examples can be easily identified: a few tiny vessels are actually well-perfused, whereas
some relatively larger ones are RBC-depleted.
The degree of RBC depletion is evaluated by examining ∆Q∗ = Q∗rbc−Q∗blood (see the definitions
in Sec. 8.2.3.1) against vessel diameterDvessel for all child branches (44 in total, Figure 8.8a). It is
clear that RBC depletion occurs throughout the whole range of vessel sizes investigated (Dvessel ∈
[2, 16]µm). Notably, for one child branch with Dvessel > 9µm (larger than the physiological
RBC diameter), ∆Q∗ is negative and the magnitude is as large as 0.2, indicating 20% fewer
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Figure 8.8: Quantification of RBC depletion in the developing retinal network. Q∗rbc and Q
∗
blood
represent the normalised RBC flux and normalised blood flow in a given child vessel
(with diameterDvessel) relative to those in its parent vessel, respectively. The variable
∆Q∗ = Q∗rbc − Q∗blood serves as a disproportionality index of flow-mediated RBC
partitioning, based on the sign of which the vessels are classified as “RBC-depletion”
(negative ∆Q∗, yellow patch) and “RBC-enrichment" (positive ∆Q∗, green patch).
The disproportionality indices for all investigated vessel segments are sorted against
(a) vessel diameter Dvessel and (b) normalised blood flow Q∗blood, respectively. The
analysed vessel segments in this plot are extracted from the three ROIs in Figure 8.5.
RBCs allocated to it than what would be expected under the assumption of linear correlation.
Based on these findings, the RBC depletion observed is not a size-exclusion effect because vessel
diameter alone simply cannot predict the location of RBC-depleted vessel segments in the network.
Meanwhile, it is found that RBC enrichment happens only in medium/large vessels (Dvessel >
5µm). Within the intermediate diameter range 5–12 µm, the vessels have nearly equal possibilities
to be RBC-enriched or RBC-depleted..
8.3.5 Mechanism for RBC depletion in the primitive vasculature
Having demonstrated that size-exclusion effect alone is not sufficient to explain the RBC depletion
observed within the microvascular network, let us turn our attention to more complex haemorhe-
ological mechanisms described by empirical models such as the widely employed PSM (see in-
troduction in Sec. 8.2.3.2). First proposed by Pries and co-workers [242, 244], the PSM actually
predicted the phenomenon of RBC-depletion for certain flow split scenarios and may be capable of
describing the simulation results. Indeed, a preliminary characterisation of ∆Q∗ = Q∗rbc −Q∗blood
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of simulation data with empirical predictions by the empirical model
[242, 244]. (a) Simulation data of fractional RBC flux Q∗rbc against fractional blood
flow Q∗blood in the relatively larger child branch “L” (blue squares) and smaller child
branch “S” (red circles) from all investigated bifurcations. The inset shows sim-
ilar results as in Figure 8.8b (characterising the disproportionality index ∆Q∗ =
Q∗rbc − Q∗blood against Q∗blood), but with additional information of relative vessel size
for child branches in each bifurcation. The black dished line represents a linear hy-
pothesis forQ∗rbc andQ
∗
blood in the absence of plasma skimming. (b-e) Four exemplary
bifurcations in which the simulation data (squares and circles) agree well with PSM
predictions (solid lines) for both the “L” and “S” child branches.
against a naive haemodynamic indicator Q∗blood instead of the geometrical indicator Dvessel does
satisfactorily separate the RBC-depletion zone and the RBC-enrichment zone (Figure 8.8b).
8.3.5.1 Quantitative agreement with the phase separation model
To probe the simulation data with the empirical model, fractional RBC fluxes in individual child
branches (44 in total) are evaluated against their fractional blood flow (Figure 8.9a). Upon initial
inspection, this distribution is indeed reminiscent of the sigmoidal relationship between RBC par-
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Table 8.4: Errors of empirical prediction by the phase separation model [242, 244] in comparison
to the simulation data. “ROI” represents region of interest; “BOI” represents bifur-
cation of interest; “CB” represents child branch. “L” and “S” refer to the relatively
larger and smaller child branch within each bifurcation, respectively.
ROI CB BOI-1 BOI-2 BOI-3 BOI-4 BOI-5 BOI-6 NA NA
1 L 0.44% 0.22% 2.38% 0.0% 0.0% 1.12% NA NA
1 S 2.26% 3.47% 0.0% 2.89% 1.7% 0.0% NA NA
ROI CB BOI-7 BOI-8 BOI-9 BOI-10 BOI-11 BOI-12 BOI-13 BOI-14
2 L 2.32% 1.35% 4.74% 0.28% 0.0% 2.5% 1.21% 0.72%
2 S 2.68% 0.0% 9.19% 1.08% 0.0% 1.97% 4.29% 0.0%
ROI CB BOI-15 BOI-16 BOI-17 BOI-18 BOI-19 BOI-20 BOI-21 BOI-22
3 L 6.78% 1.16% 3.49% 1.64% 3.03% 1.3% 11.86% 1.58%
3 S 5.28% 0.0% 9.02% 0.0% 2.78% 0.0% 17.62% 0.44%
titioning and flow separation delineated by the PSM: for a child branch, if the fractional blood flow
within is higher/smaller than certain thresholds, it receives all/none RBCs from its parent branch.
Also, albeit exceptions do exist, the relatively smaller child branch in a given bifurcation tends to
receive lower blood flow and consequently fewer RBCs, whereas the relatively larger child branch
is more likely to have higher blood flow and attract more RBCs (inset of Figure 8.9a).
Further, the simulation data are compared with empirical predictions made by the PSM adopting
parameters A, B, X0 calculated individually for each bifurcation. Resultantly, satisfactory agree-
ment is observed (with errors of empirical prediction for both child branches of a given bifurcation
less than 5 % in comparison with simulation data) for 18 out of 22 bifurcations, and slight or sig-
nificant deviation for only 4 bifurcations (see Figures 8.2–8.4 and Table 8.4 for complete error
evaluation). Here, four representative cases are demonstrated where good agreement is achieved
between the simulation and the PSM model (Figure 8.9b-e). In the first bifurcation, both child
branches have considerable proportions of blood flow (roughly 30% and 70%, respectively) and
are well-perfused with RBCs, with the fractional RBC fluxes nicely matching the PSM predictions
(Figure 8.9b). In the second bifurcation, most RBCs (Q∗blood ≈ 90%) enter the larger child branch
as it receives more than 80% of the blood flow from the parent branch (Figure 8.9c). In the third
and fourth bifurcations (Figure 8.9d-e), the smaller child branch is nearly devoid of cells as the rel-
atively larger branch attracts almost all RBCs from the feeding vessel owing to its predominantly
higher proportion of blood flow (Q∗blood > 85%).
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Figure 8.10: Deviation of simulation data from the empirical model [242, 244] due to the asym-
metry of haematocrit profile in the parent branch. (a-b) Two exemplar divergent
bifurcations for which the simulation data (circle dots) deviate from PSM predic-
tions (solid lines). (c-d) Visualisation of the flow streamlines separated into the child
branches on the mid-plane of the bifurcation (extracted from the 3D simulation).
The blue dashed line indicates the location of the separation surface. (e-f) Cross-
sectional haematocrit profile in the parent branch, at a position marked by the red
solid line in (c-d). The blue dashed line corresponds to the separation surface of
flow streamlines as in (c-d). The insets of (e-f) show the cumulative haematocrit
distribution corresponding to the haematocrit profile.
8.3.5.2 Cases of exception to the phase separation model
For a majority of the investigated bifurcations, the agreement between numerical data from the
simulations and empirical predictions by the PSM model is excellent as in Figure 8.9b-e. How-
ever, disagreement does occur for 4 bifurcations as mentioned earlier in Sec. 8.3.5.1. Shown in
Figure 8.10a-b are two cases where the simulated RBC fluxes in the bifurcation deviate from the
empirically predicted values. Interestingly, while the RBC flux contrast between the two child
branches in case one is slightly underestimated by the PSM model (Figure 8.10a), that in case two
is substantially overestimated (Figure 8.10b).
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To reveal the reason behind the abnormal RBC partitioning against the PSM model, one needs to
understand how the blood flow is split into the child branches from their feeding vessel, or the
parent branch. For this purpose, the flow in the mid-plane of the bifurcation is examined and the
flow separation line that splits the blood flow into two zones is calculated as in Figure 8.10c-d,
where “χ" leads to the left branch and “1 − χ" leads to the right branch. Clearly, the higher-
flow branch (child branch with larger Q∗blood) in each bifurcation occupies more streamlines, and
should ideally receive more RBCs too provided that the cells are axisymmetrically distributed (as
assumed by the PSM) in the parent branch and also would flow alongside the streamlines.
Next, whether the axisymmetry assumption by the PSM holds in the simulations is investigated. To
this end, the cross-sectional distribution of RBCs in the parent branch is calculated. Surprisingly,
the distribution turns out asymmetric rather than axisymmetric, especially for case two (Figure
8.10e-f). In both cases, the haematocrit profile is skewed towards the right-hand side of the bifur-
cation (based on cumulative haematocrits, see insets of Figure 8.10e-f), making the downstream
child branch on this side inherently advantageous for RBC intake (hereafter referred to as “Hct-
favoured branch"). In case one, the higher-flow branch coincides with the Hct-favoured branch,
resulting in enhanced plasma-skimming effect and enlarged RBC flux difference between the two
child branches; whereas in case two, the higher-flow branch contradicts the Hct-favoured branch,
thus counterbalancing the plasma-skimming effect and consequently attenuating the RBC flux dif-
ference. In this respect, the mismatch of haematocrit-profile alignment with flow split in the parent
branch breaks down the predication of the PSM, which was formulated assuming axisymmetric
haematocrit profiles. A full description of the mechanism leading to this mismatch, which origi-
nates from the interplay between the complex geometry and the emerging RBC behaviour in the
microvasculature, is out of the scope of the present study and will be investigated in future work.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Comparison of simulated RBC flow with in vivo data
The RBC velocities calculated from the simulated retinal blood flow are similar with in vivo mea-
surements made in living mouse retinas [118, 142]. However, a noticeable discrepancy exists
between the simulations and experiments in terms of RBC fluxes (Figure 8.5f). This discrepancy
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is down to the fact that the capillaries where in vivo measurements were made [118, 142] belong
to adult mouse retina possessing mature and functional vascular networks, whereas those sim-
ulated by us are based on a primitive vascular network of developing mouse retina undergoing
progressive vessel regression. The prevalent existence of abundant vessel segments in the simu-
lated network underpins a fundamental structural difference than the experimented ones, leading
to a more heterogeneous distribution of RBC fluxes within. It is speculated that as the remodelling
process prunes the abundant vessels and the primitive network turns mature, the simulated RBC
fluxes will become closer to the in vivo measurements from adult mice.
Besides the developmental nature of the simulated retinal network, there are other resources of
uncertainty in the present simulations which remain to be quantified if better agreement with in
vivo measurements are sought. First, to simulate all ROIs in a consistent manner, the feeding
haematocrit at inlets are unanimously fixed at 20%. This adopted value is in line with the aver-
age haematocrit level reported in the literature (23% ± 14% by [246]), but may not necessarily
reflect the haematocrit levels of individual mice experimented in [118, 142]. Second, the flow in
realistic microvessels with smaller lumen size than the RBC diameter is generally impeded due
to close contact of cells with the endothelial surface layer (ESL, consisting of glycocalyx and/or
cilia), whereas in the present in silico model such complex structures are not considered. Such a
structural difference is known to cause higher flow resistance values measured in vivo than in vitro
(from glass tubes where the ESL is absent), the former of which was previously reported to be
twice as high as the latter [248, 249].
8.4.2 Role of RBC dynamics in vascular remodelling
Earlier studies have extensively researched the effect of blood perfusion on early-stage cardiovas-
cular development and it has now been well-accepted that haemodynamic cues are essential for
vascular patterning [48, 156, 189]. Seminal work by Franco et al. further established the pivotal
role of regional WSS difference, which was found to locally modulate the polarised migration
of ECs into high-shear vessel segments and cause the regression of adjacent segments experienc-
ing low shear [93, 94]. The quantification of WSS in all these studies relied on mathematical
flow models assuming simplified blood rheology in the absence of RBCs, partially due to the
prohibitiveness of modelling RBC flow in realistic networks. However, recent simulations of cel-
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Figure 8.11: Temporal fluctuation of WSS in three BOIs selected from ROI-2 (see BOI-A, BOI-B
and BOI-C marked in Figure 8.12). (a), (b) and (c) represent the first, second and
third BOI, respectively. For each BOI, the WSS in its two child branches are tracked
over 40 time intervals, with each time interval ∆t = 2.08 ms.
lular blood flow in single microvessels have shown that the transient wall-stress footprint of RBCs
can non-trivially modify both the mean and oscillatory components of local WSS, thereby sug-
gesting a salient impact of RBCs on the mechanotransduction of fluid forces during angiogenesis
[100, 131, 227]. In the current study, it is hypothesised that RBCs in the developing mouse retina
play an active role in the course of vascular patterning towards a functional network via altering
WSS spatially and temporally (see Figure 8.11).
The present simulations of cellular blood flow in the developing mouse retina reveals a high-level
heterogeneity of RBC perfusion throughout the vascular network, where a number of plasma ves-
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of the normalised WSS difference (WSS diff) calculated from simula-
tions with and without RBCs for three BOIs selected from ROI-2. The WSS dif-
ference for each BOI is defined as ( τh−τlτl ), where τh and τl represent the higher
WSS and lower WSS measured from the two child branches of each BOI, respec-
tively. “NNCY” (non-Newtonian Carreau-Yasuda) and “RBC” represent results
from the flow model adopting simplified blood rheology without RBCs and the cel-
lular blood flow model involving RBCs, respectively. To facilitate visual detection
of the enhancement in WSS difference, the values for both “NNCY” and “RBC” are
normalised by the WSS difference measured from “NNCY”. The error bar in each
“RBC” group accounts for temporal WSS fluctuations arising from the transient be-
haviour of RBCs, hence reflecting the oscillatory part of the WSS difference.
sels persist with rare RBC transits over time. Given this heterogeneity, the effective viscosity
in neighbouring RBC-depleted and RBC-enriched branches can differ substantially. Such vis-
cosity contrast will instantaneously enhance the regional WSS difference between neighbouring
branches, which may in turn promote the pruning of the vessel segment depleted of RBCs. Indeed,
a preliminary investigation for several BOIs where vessel regression/stenosis takes place reveals
a substantially increased mean or oscillatory part of the WSS difference metric for current RBC
simulations compared to an equivalent simulation without RBCs applying a non-Newtonian rhe-
ology flow model (see Figure 8.12). Further experimental confirmation of these findings in the
developmental zebrafish model (amenable to live imaging) is also provided as shown in Figure
8.7. In agreement with Lucitti et al. [189], the presence of RBCs is demonstrated necessary for
effective remodelling at a whole plexus level. Furthermore, the original conception is extended by
the present work in that intermittent and complete RBC depletion selects vessels for regression.
8.4.3 Flow-mediated RBC perfusion in developmental vascular networks
To fully understand the distribution of RBC fluxes within the developing mouse retina, the question
below is asked: what is the mechanism for the occurrence of RBC depletion or enrichment in the
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vascular network. Subsequent quantification of RBC fluxes against blood flow in the analysed
bifurcations negates vessel-size exclusion as the primary factor. Instead, the haemorheological
PSM theory explains the uneven partitioning of RBC fluxes satisfactorily in 18 out of 22 cases,
implying that the perfusion of RBCs within the developing network is flow-mediated rather than
geometry-dominant.
In line with the recently reported in vivo data [118, 142], either the flow rate and RBC flux can
vary significantly in vessels of similar diameter within the retina network. Note how the data
clusters nearby D = 10µm from the simulations span the whole range of flow rates and RBC
fluxes (Figure 8.5c,e). These wide variations confirm that vessel diameter alone poorly predicts
the haemodynamics in the the microvasculature. The reason behind such variations is the network
effect for a microvasculature [244], owing to the fact that the microvessels are interconnected
and the flow within any single segment is co-determined by the flow resistance of its own and its
upstream/downstream branches.
8.4.4 Asymmetry of haematocrit and velocity profiles
For the 4 cases where the PSM theory does not satisfactorily explain the data, the investigation
of RBC flux distribution leads to the finding of significant haematocrit asymmetry in the cross-
section of feeding branches, which is against the central assumption of axisymmetrical haematocrit
profiles by the PSM formulation. In other words, the emergent behaviour of RBC motion in the
network can lead to severely skewed haematocrit profiles in the parent branch of some bifurca-
tions, which may counteract the plasma skimming effect modelled by the PSM on the basis of
fractional blood flow. This makes accurate prediction of the RBC perfusion in a given vascular
network not possible without knowledge of the cross-sectional cell distributions. The observation
of haematocrit-favoured and haematocrit-unfavoured vessel branches at microvascular bifurca-
tions is in line with recent in vitro findings of reversion of the classic haematocrit partitioning
which otherwise always favours the higher-flow branch [57, 195, 276, 278]. Similar reverse parti-
tioning was reported by simulations of cellular blood flow in microvascular networks with vessel
diameters designed based on Horton’s law [19].
The asymmetry not only applies to the haematocrit profile, but also the velocity profile. For a
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Figure 8.13: (a-d) Temporal variation of the velocity profile monitored at the red line in Figure
6d. (e-h) Corresponding cross-sectional velocity contours at the same position with
warmer colours (e.g., red) indicating higher velocity magnitudes. (a) and (e): t1 =
0.042s. (b) and (f): t2 = 0.125s. (c) and (g): t3 = 0.208s. (d) and (h): t4 = 0.291s.
majority of microcirculatory models, the Poiseuille law has been employed to simplify the blood
rheology and reduce computational cost, manifested by parabolic velocity profiles featuring a
maximum velocity across the network. Current results counter such a simplification, as the veloc-
ity profile in a capillary vessel can significantly deviate from a parabola over time in the presence
of travelling RBCs and become skewed towards one side of the vessel wall (Figure 8.13). Similar
deviation of velocity profiles has also been confirmed by imaging data from living mouse retina,
where a 39% error in flow estimation can happen if a parabolic profile is assumed [118, 142].
The co-existence of asymmetric velocity and haematocrit profiles adds to the complexity of net-
work analysis regarding RBC perfusion, as it turns out unclear whether a general rule holds to
determine the preferred child branch when the flow split and cell distribution contradict each other
in terms of preference for child branches. This may introduce extra stochastic elements into the
development of primitive vasculature towards a functional network, which remains to be investi-
gated. In addition, one should bear in mind the prominence of network effect for a microcirculatory
system, which non-trivially modulates the haemodynamics within individual microvessels.
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8.5 Concluding remarks
In summary, the present study uncovers a new mechanism for the enhancement of WSS differences
driving vascular remodelling in the developmental mouse retina. This is achieved by the uneven
distribution of RBCs governed by plasma-skimming at sequential bifurcations that cascade down
the whole retina, which yields a high-level heterogeneity of RBC perfusion with the network and
contribute to regional viscosity contrasts. Beyond these findings, this study also has important
implications for the modelling of microvascular haemodynamics in general. In a network of mi-
crovessels, a myriad of effects unable to be explained by continuum flow models (albeit widely
employed for modelling blood flow in complex vascular networks by existing studies) occur due to
the particulate nature of blood, i.e., essentially a suspension of RBCs. Conventional assumptions
such as Poiseuille law, velocity-/haematocrit-profile symmetry, spatial-/time-average accuracy are
all subject to scrutiny when quantitatively measuring flow variables such as viscosity and WSS in
the microcirculation, especially for vessels with lumen space smaller than the RBC (about 8 µm





Measure what can be measured, and make measureable what cannot be measured.
— Galileo Galilei
Chapter 9
Conclusions & future work
Summary This thesis centres around the hypothesis that the cellular character of blood, i.e.,
essentially a suspension of RBCs, importantly affects the haemodynamics at the microscale and
plays a key role in vascular development, potentially via the established mechanotransduction link
between wall shear stress (WSS) modulation and endothelial cell (EC) migration. The research
roadmap designed to verify this hypothesis includes four stages of investigations:
(I) Investigation of single RBC behaviour in biological or biomimetic channels using the proposed
computation model (IB-LBM, see Sec. 4.1.1). This serves as validation of the present model and
test its suitability for simulating cellular blood flow by examining the deformation, motion and
WSS footprint of individual cells.
(II) Investigation of RBC suspensions in microvessels or artificial microchannels. This serves as
preliminary study of the spatio-temporal dynamics of RBCs at the microscale, e.g., hydrodynamic
lift, cell-free layer development, collective transport pattern, dynamic haematocrit reduction.
(III) Investigation of RBC suspensions in realistic or artificial microvascular networks. This serves
as advanced study of microcirculatory haemodynamics within complex geometries, e.g., flow dis-
tribution, RBC partitioning, haematocrit heterogeneity, wall shear stress difference.
(IV) Investigation of the relationship between microcirculatory haemodynamics and vascular pat-
terning in developmental animal models. This is where the thesis culminates.
In line with the above roadmap, the research work during my PhD is assigned into four chapters
of this thesis that contain original results: Chapter 5 (aligned with Stage I), Chapter 6 (aligned
with Stage II), Chapter 7 (aligned with Stage III) and Chapter 8 (aligned with Stage III+IV). All
primary research projects presented in the thesis (Chapters 6–8) are highly collaborative in nature,
consisting of both computational contributions (by myself) and experimental contributions (by
my collaborators). However, it is important to stress that in all concerned chapters, the computer
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simulations take the leading role in framing and interpreting the research, whereas experiments
either serve as corroborative data or simulation input.
Conclusions Chapter 5 benchmarks a single RBC’s behaviour in typical channel flows, includ-
ing three studies: (1) cell shape and WSS signature in a small cylindrical tube; (2) membrane de-
formation and cell transit through a narrow spleen slit; (3) motion regime and equilibrium position
in a rectangular microchannel. More basic benchmark tests of the fluid flow (e.g., flow compress-
ibility) or RBC properties (e.g., membrane forces) have been performed to validate the IB-LBM
model, but only the above three are demonstrated in the thesis because of their close relevance to
primary research projects in Chapters 6–8. Benchmark tests 1 and 2 conclude that the present com-
putational model equipped with high-level parallelisation is capable to simulate some of the most
numerically challenging cases of RBC flow while showing satisfactory agreement with results of
established models. Benchmark test 3 reveals the occurrence of symmetry-breaking by inspecting
the angular dynamics of apparently rigid RBCs, which would trigger their cross-streamline migra-
tion despite negligible inertia in the channel flow. Such a counterintuitive motion is presumably
associated with the shape characteristic and fluid-filled nature of the seemingly “solid” RBC in
bounded channel flow, but further research is required to elucidate the exact mechanism.
Chapter 6 addresses the physical effects underlying emerging behaviours in dilute RBC suspen-
sions and examines the validity of common assumptions made by experimentalists about the RBC
dynamics within non-circular microchannels. This task is non-trivial at all as a plethora of effects
are involved, and it has not been satisfactorily performed in the literature. The cross-validation
between simulations and experiments for real-size microchannels (channel length > 1 mm) itself
is also challenging as a large number of highly-resolved RBCs need to be modelled. By simulating
and analysing the RBC migration and cell-free layer (CFL) development with massively parallel
simulations, it is revealed that non-inertial focusing of RBCs within the suspension occurs (resem-
bling the inertial “tubular pinch” effect [271, 272]), which is co-determined by the spatial decay
of cell hydrodynamic lift and the global deficiency of cell dispersion in the dilute limit (where the
cell concentration is lower than 10%). The development length of CFL within the channel is found
exceedingly long compared to earlier findings. In addition, a scaling law is proposed for the CFL
growth, which agrees well with both my own simulation data and supplementary experimental
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data from my collaborators. This work highlights the importance of transient cell distribution in
dilute suspensions even with low or negligible inertia, especially for high-aspect-ratio channels. It
cannot therefore be presumed without inspection that cells are regularly distributed and present the
commonly reported concentration peak at the channel centre. Also, experimentalists working on
dilute suspensions should be careful when designing local channel features, whose disturbances
to the particulate flow can take unexpectedly long distances to remove.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to elucidating the microscopic behaviour of RBCs at arteriolar-level bifur-
cations using a biomimetic vascular network consisting of bifurcating microchannels (channel hy-
draulic diameter Dh = 30-100 µm). Subject to the terminal flow ratio controlled at the outlets, the
artificial vascular network presents ideal partitioning of RBCs at symmetric bifurcations, agreeing
with an established empirical model derived for RBC distribution at microvascular bifurcations
[242, 244]. This agreement suggests that artificial vascular networks designed using rectangular
microchannels can reasonably capture the phase-separation phenomenon and may provide trust-
worthy approximation of the haemodynamics in realistic microvascular networks, provided that
proper biomimetic design rules such as the Murray’s law are followed. On the other hand, biased
partitioning occurs with the breakdown of CFL symmetry in inter-bifurcation branches, which
leads to significant haemo-concentration/dilution in downstream branches. The resultant haemat-
ocrit heterogeneity demonstrates the prominent effect of CFL asymmetry on the phase separation
process with the presence of upstream disturbances. It is also worth mentioning that, among var-
ious RBC shapes and motion regimes found in the present simulation, the intriguing polylobed
RBC morphology asserted only for high viscosity-contrast environments (e.g., λ ≥ 5) by recent
studies [169, 197] is also captured here, but with a viscosity contrast of unity (i.e., λ = 1). A
detailed discussion is given in the discussion section of Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, the central chapter of this thesis, an innovative simulation framework is adopted to
model microcirculatory blood flow in the vascular networks of developmental mouse retina, which
is a complex and sparse structure seldom modelled at the cell-scale by previous works. Through
computational quantification and in vivo validation, a remarkable association is identified between
RBC depletion and vessel regression, as a new mechanism for the enhancement of the WSS dif-
ferences known to drive vascular remodelling [93]. The enhancing effect arise due to the highly
heterogeneous distribution of RBCs within the primitive plexus, which is primarily governed by
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plasma skimming [160, 242]. Additionally, it is speculated that vascular remodelling driven by
the principle of removing RBC-poor vessels from the primitive vasculature will lead to a network
layout that avoids portions of the tissue being vascularised but perfused with poorly oxygenated
blood. This RBC-driven process, which is highly dynamical and emerging in nature, can im-
portantly contribute to the optimal patterning of vascular networks during development. Beyond
these findings, the work also has wider implications for the mathematical modelling community
that studies microvascular haemodynamics. It turns out that in a network of microvessels, multi-
ple effects unable to be explained by continuum flow models occur due to the particulate nature
of blood. Conventional assumptions such as Poiseuille law, velocity-/haematocrit-profile symme-
try, spatial-/time-average accuracy are all subject to scrutiny when quantitatively measuring flow
variables such as effective viscosity and WSS in the microcirculation, especially for vessels with
a lumen smaller than the size of an RBC.
Future work The results and methods contained in the present thesis hold the premises to
steadily increase our understanding of the intricate microcirculatory haemodynamics. For ex-
ample, the image-based simulation framework presented in Chapter 8 may be extended to the
modelling of cellular blood flow in reconstructed vascular networks based on imaging data of hu-
man tissues or organs, so that patient-specific modelling aimed at detecting or predicting haemo-
dynamic disorders becomes possible. As the data of microcirculatory simulations accumulate, we
may also make use of these data to inform simplified yet robust reduced-order models that can
greatly increase our capability of simulating physiological or pathological microvasculatures. The
IB-LBM model equipped with high-level parallelisation, which have been thoroughly applied in
the present thesis, justifies itself as reliable simulation tool for practical investigation of micro-
circulatory blood flow and may see wider applications, such as optimising microfluidic devices.
Nevertheless, there are still limitations regarding the model which should be overcome in future
work to further increase its applicability and capacity. From a physical perspective, it will be ideal
to include more biophysics of the cell, such as the viscosity contrast and membrane viscosity for
RBCs (which is currently absent in the model). The deformation and regulatory responses of blood
vessels can also be added. From a computational perspective, the load imbalance and communi-
cation overhead issues remain to be resolved to enable efficient cellular blood flow simulation in
whole-vasculature instead of extracted subsets.
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